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Abstract

The 1884 failure of the Oriental Bank has been subject to various competing
interpretations and theories. Frank H. H. King’s history of HSBC juxtaposes that bank’s
strong management, fortuitous capital-raising, and less bullish position heading into the
1883 Shanghai crisis—caused by the failure of the merchant, banker, and official Hu
Kwang-yung—with the contrasting behavior of the Oriental, implying that the crisis was
the final blow to the bank. The results of a longitudinal analysis of the Oriental Bank’s
financial statements and the records of its liquidation show not only that the Shanghai
branch was probably not large enough to have had a substantial impact on the bank’s
failure, and that Hu Kwang-yung and his local banks were not known to have had any
outstanding loans from the bank, but also that losses on loans to coffee plantations in
Ceylon and sugar plantations in Mauritius exceeded the institution’s entire capital and
reserves. As these exposures were mainly dated prior to 1879, it is likely that the Oriental
was insolvent by this date, and hence that these exposures, and not the Shanghai crisis,
were the cause of its failure.
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I.
Introduction

Foremost among the British banks in Asia until its first failure in 1884 was the
Oriental Bank, yet little is known about the reasons for its demise. This failure followed a
severe financial crisis in Shanghai the previous year, precipitated by the bankruptcy of
the official and merchant Hu Kwang-yung. Although he acknowledges that the bank had
already been weakened by various other missteps, historian Frank H. H. King implies in
his history of HSBC that the Oriental Bank was finally laid low as a result of the
Shanghai crisis and management’s “bullish position”1 heading into the crisis, but gives
little detail. No other historian appears to have made such a connection, including the
authors of other standard reference works on HSBC’s history,2 but neither do they agree
on an alternative cause.
It is the intent of this research to examine whether or not the bankruptcy of Hu
Kwang-yung and the ensuing Shanghai Crisis caused or was a substantial contributor to
the 1884 failure of the Oriental Bank. In order to do so, I will address the following
questions:
1.

What, if any, was the relationship between Hu and the Oriental Bank?
1

Frank H. H. King, The History of the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, vol. 1: The
Hongkong Bank in Late Imperial China 1864-1902: On an Even Keel (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1988), 280.
2

Maurice Collis, Wayfoong: The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (London: Faber
and Faber, 1965) and Richard Roberts and David Kynaston, The Lion Wakes: A Modern History of HSBC
(London: Profile Books, 2015).

It seems reasonable that there could have been some interchange between the
largest of the Exchange banks and the most prominent Chinese banker, even though Hu
was a famous partisan of the Hongkong Bank. Can a relationship be discerned between
Hu and the Oriental Bank, either in his own right, as agent for the central or provincial
government, or both?
2.

Was there any direct credit exposure between Hu and the Oriental Bank?
Following on from the above, if there was a business relationship, did it involve

any risk exposure? Did the Oriental Bank lend to Hu directly, or perhaps to his local
banks through “chop loans?”3
3.

Did the Oriental Bank have any indirect exposure to Hu and the crisis he created?
Assuming that OBC did not have any direct credit exposure to Hu, did it have

exposure to other banks that failed due to the crisis, or to silk merchants in general who
may have been whipsawed by Hu’s attempt to corner the market? Alternatively, was the
crisis of confidence in Shanghai a cause of liquidity problems elsewhere—for example,
the depositor run that the Oriental Bank experienced in its Australian branches? McGuire
theorizes that the advent of the telegraph made such contagion more likely by
“facilitat[ing] the rapid circulation of rumours.”4

3

Short-term loans to local banks against their own promissory notes.

4

John McGuire, “The Rise and Fall of the Oriental Bank in the Nineteenth Century: A Product of
the Transformations That Occurred in the World Economy or the Result of Its Own Mismanagement,” in
Asia Examined: Conference Proceedings of the 15th Biennial Conference of the Asian Studies Association
of Australia, 2004, Canberra, Australia, ed. Robert Cribb (Canberra: Asian Studies Association of

2

It would be natural to find some indicia of indirect exposures of this kind in such
a large and encompassing crisis. Because such connections are inherently more
subjective, it might not be possible to conclusively state that any such indirect effects
were causes of the OBC’s failure, but only that they existed. Nevertheless, such findings
would contribute to the evolving theories about the failure of the bank.
4.

Why did the Oriental Bank fail?
If it is possible to establish conclusively that the OBC failed for a different reason,

such a conclusion would answer the research question in the negative. While I do not
expect to definitively answer this question, it may be possible to reject certain theories
convincingly, while being unable to reject others.

Australia (ASAA) & Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies (RSPAS), The Australian National
University, 2004), 13.
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II.
Abbreviations and Definition of Terms

For purposes of discussion and analysis, as well as for operationalizing major
aspects of the research question and its subsidiary questions, I define key terms and
expand abbreviations used in this inquiry below.

Definition of Terms
Capital: The modern regulatory definition of bank capital is not germane to a
discussion of nineteenth-century banks. For analysis of the Oriental bank and its
competitors, capital shall be defined as book equity (i.e., assets less liabilities), adjusted
where appropriate for the expected/actual loss or economic impact of an event if not fully
and immediately reflected on the most recently available balance sheet of the bank at
issue.
Expected/Actual Loss: The expected loss on an exposure is the amount or
percentage expected not to be recovered or paid given the failure or bankruptcy of a
counterparty. Although this is sometimes expressed in present value terms if recovery is
to be made over an extended period, I have not found it necessary to do so here, and thus
all losses and adjustments in respect thereof are expressed in nominal amounts. Expected
loss is never more than the amount of gross exposure to that counterparty, and is
generally less as it takes into account collateral, liquidation value of a counterparty’s
assets in bankruptcy, and the value of any guarantees or other credit enhancements which

may be associated with the exposure. Prospective expected loss is always an estimate;
once the loss has been fully crystallized it is termed actual loss rather than expected. Bear
in mind that in the case of the Oriental Bank, even though our assessments are all
retrospective, even actual loss may be an estimate due to the lack of reported data. In
certain cases is it not clear whether management’s contemporaneous assessment of losses
was gross or net, and we have highlighted this where appropriate.
Exposure, gross and net: Gross exposure is a financial measure of the total risk of
loss to a counterparty, which may consist of loans, bills endorsed, sums receivable in
clearing, or any other items which are or will be contractually due to be received from
that counterparty, and are currently reflected on the balance sheet of the bank. Net
exposure is gross exposure less any guarantees, compensating balances of the
counterparty which are held by the bank, as well as any items which are or will be
contractually due to be paid to that same counterparty, and which are currently reflected
on the balance sheet of the bank. Exposure may be calculated in the local currency of the
obligor, but in most cases I have translated this at contemporaneous exchange rates into
the reference currency of the bank’s balance sheet for easier analysis—in the case of the
Oriental Bank this was the British pound sterling.
Failure: By failure it is meant, not necessarily book insolvency, but rather the
failure to pay debts, deposit withdrawals, or other instruments presented as they come
due, or a notice of suspension of some or all payments. Failure may reflect insolvency, or
illiquidity, and may be followed by bankruptcy and liquidation, or by reorganization of
some kind that results in a resumption of payments.

5

Insolvency: There are a number of varieties of insolvency; for purposes of
evaluating the impact of financial events on banks’ balance sheets I focus on balance
sheet insolvency, meaning the extent to which the expected/actual loss or economic
impact of an event—if fully and immediately reflected on the most recently available
balance sheet of the bank at issue—would cause liabilities to equal or exceed assets; to
wit: zero or negative equity capital. This is not the same as a modern regulatory judgment
of insolvency or non-viability, or even of a contemporaneous analogue.
Reserves: Standard banking practice during the period was for management and
the board to create special reserves for loan losses, asset depreciation, impairment of
holdings, or for special purposes such as amortizing bank-owned premises, which
reserves might not be reflected on the balance sheet or the income statement, but which
might be noted by management in letters or at the annual stockholders’ meetings.
(Current practice is to create these reserves or allowances, where permitted, via
provisions which pass through the income statement, and to show the accrued reserve as
a contra-asset against the asset it is intended to offset, or to adjust the market value of an
asset directly via mark-to-market.) In some cases, including that of the OBC,
management maintained both disclosed and undisclosed reserves, with the latter coming
into view only at times when such reserves were used to offset losses elsewhere. Because
the existence, and in many case the amounts, of these reserves were known to (or
surmised by) investors and counterparties, we must take them into account when
assessing solvency and capital.

6

Abbreviations
This thesis makes use of the following abbreviations or other terms:
Bank of Issue

A bank of issue, as the Oriental was in Bombay, Ceylon,
Mauritius, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Shanghai, was permitted to
issue its own currency notes for general circulation, subject to the
maintenance of a partial reserve against them in specie (usually
1/3) at all times.

Chartered Bank

The Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and China, now Standard
Chartered Bank.

Chartered Mercantile The Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, London, and China,
subsequently after dropping its charter known as the Mercantile
Bank.
Crore

An Indian measure for ten million, commonly used by Exchange
bankers.

GBP, l, or £

Great British pounds, divided at the time period covered by this
analysis into 20 shillings (s.) or 120 pence (d.). Figures are
presented in decimalized pounds wherever possible for ease of
calculation.

Hongkong Bank,
or HSBC

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, now HSBC
Plc.

H’kong

Hong Kong.

HK$

Hong Kong dollars.

Lac

An Indian measure for one hundred thousand, commonly used by
Exchange bankers.

OBC

The Oriental Bank Corporation.

ROAA

Return on average assets.

ROAE

Return on average equity.

Rs.

Indian silver rupees.

7

S’hai

Shanghai.

Tls.

Taels.

T/Ts

Telegraphic Transfers.

A Note on Place Names
I have generally referred to place names in their contemporaneous form as they
would have been known to English-speaking people at the time, rather than their modern
equivalents, e.g., Bombay for Mumbai, Ceylon for Sri Lanka, and Amoy for Xiamen,
with the modern equivalents in parentheses if useful for comprehension. Variants of
transliteration in quotations (e.g., “Shanghae” for “Shanghai”) have been left as in the
original text. Likewise, irregular capitalization and use of italics have been left as in the
originals.
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III.
The Imperial Banks

In the last half of the 19th century, Britain was the pre-eminent power in Asia.
The British Empire controlled India, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Mauritius, Burma (Myanmar),
Singapore and the Straits settlements (now Malaysia), Hong Kong, and Australia, and
had Chinese treaty port rights5 in Shanghai, Hankou (Wuhan), Ningbo, Wenzhou,
Fuzhou, Amoy (Xiamen), Canton (Guangzhou), Swatow (Shantou), and Tientsin
(Tianjin), among others. In addition, Britain had a close relationship with rapidly
industrializing Japan, and port rights there, most notably at Kanagawa (Yokohama) and
Hyogo (Kobe). In the early part of this period British banks were the only foreign banks
active in the country.6
Due in part to a system of protective tariff preferences and requirements that the
colonies prefer British-made goods, as well as pressure for the overseas dependencies to
produce raw materials of value to the home country, there was extensive trade between
Britain and its colonies. Growth in international trade was further facilitated in this period
by improvements in transport, namely steamships and railroads, which made it possible
to economically ship larger quantities of sometimes-perishable goods. Development of
this trade was heavily funded from Britain by private overseas investment, demand for
5

In some cases also including permanent extra-territorial settlements or leased concessions. See
Robert Nield, “Treaty Ports and Other Foreign Stations in China,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
Hong Kong Branch 50 (2010): 125.
6

1993), 23.

Geoffrey Jones, British Multinational Banking 1830-1990 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

which Baster attributes both to low interest rates at home and to an increase in lucrative
foreign opportunities after the end of the Napoleonic wars and the end of Dutch
domination of global trade.7
From the 1850s, Asian colonial trade—and the exchange of currencies necessary
to keep it flowing—were handled by a small number of royally chartered Exchange
banks, mainly headquartered in London but with their principal operations in Asia.8 The
Exchange banks did not primarily carry on a local business in the areas in which they
were established or had branches (although gathering local deposits to offset extensions
of credit in each currency was a key function of the branches and agencies), but rather
exchanged money, or bullion (especially important in China, which did not have its own
national coinage), financed trade and shipping, and in some cases issued banknotes to
promote local commerce and payments.
The primary means of credit extension and trade finance was via discounting of
bills rather than by direct loans, given that colonial banks were prohibited from engaging
in most forms of long-term industrial finance—and that their local competitors (e.g., the
Presidency banks in India) were either not permitted or ill-equipped to engage in crossborder, multi-currency trading. In a typical bill discount transaction, a seller and exporter
of goods (the drawer of the bill), perhaps from India to England, would after agreeing
with his offshore customer (the drawee) a price (in pounds sterling), quantity, and other
terms, draw up a documentary bill on his customer for the agreed-upon price. After
7

A. S. J. Baster, The Imperial Banks (Westminster, England: P. S. King & Son, 1929), 1.

8

Note that the Hongkong Bank had a slightly different structure, having been initially chartered by
the Hong Kong authorities (with the approval of the Crown in London), and having its official Head Office
in Hong Kong, although it had a quite substantial London office with a General Manager essentially equal
in power to the Hong Kong General Manager, and a separate board (the “London Committee”).

10

consigning the goods to a shipper, and receiving a bill of lading evidencing this, the
merchant would bring the documentary bill, to it attached the bill of lading and marine
insurance certificate covering the goods in transit, to his banker (the payee), who would
buy the bill (in rupees) at a discount for remittance to and collection in London,
meanwhile secured by the goods in transit as well as the credit of the drawer of the bill.
Bills might be at sight, which means they would be payable by the drawee to the
payee upon presentation at any time. More commonly they were documents against
payment, which means that the payee’s documents evidencing title to the goods in transit
would be turned over to the drawee only upon payment of the bill, or documents against
acceptance, in which case title to the goods would be turned over when the drawee
“accepted” the bill, or agreed to pay it at a certain time, typically at six months’ maturity
or “usance” from its original discounting by the payee, giving the buyer time to sell the
goods purchased and use the proceeds to pay the bill when due.
Because London was the center of the global money market, with a robust
network of domestic and foreign bank offices, a liquid interbank market, and an
infrastructure of bill-discounters and agents, and home to the global reserve currency, it
was the natural home for international banking, regardless of the nationality of the
institution. Michie describes, variously, the advantages that led Asia-focused banks such
as the Java Bank (Dutch), the Yokohama Specie, Mitsui, and Sumitomo Banks
(Japanese), the International Banking Corporation (American), and Banque de

11

L’Indochine (French) to open their own London branches despite being organized
elsewhere.9

Organization of the Imperial Banks
The characteristics of British banking matured along with the country’s increasing
international trade. Note that what is considered to be classical British banking is
primarily Scottish rather than English, as Scotland was the first of the British component
polities to permit organized joint-stock banking, beginning in the 18th century and
increasingly popular after 1810.10 This head start accounts for some of the outsized
prominence of Scotsmen in both UK and imperial banks. England did not permit jointstock banking (apart from the Bank of England) until the passage of the Banking Copartnership Act of 1826; prior to this all banks were organized as partnerships of no more
than six individuals, each with unlimited joint and several liability for the debts of the
bank, which necessarily limited banking partnership to those of substantial means. The
inability for partnership banks to mobilize large sums of permanent capital had meant
that banks were particularly exposed to downturns and panic, and in fact 93 had failed
during the crisis of 1825,11 which Dick calls “the first modern financial crisis.”12
9

Ranald Michie, “The City of London as a Centre for International Banking: The Asian
Dimension in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries,” in The Origins of International Banking in Asia,
ed. Shizuya Nishimura, Toshio Suzuki, and Ranald Michie (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 13-54.
10

Lucy Newton, “The Birth of Joint-Stock Banking: England and New England Compared,”
Business History Review 84, no. 1 (Spring 2010): 28-29.
11

Lucy Newton, “Change and Continuity: The Development of Joint Stock Banking in the Early
Nineteenth Century” (Discussion Paper, University of Reading, 2007), 3.
12

Alexander J. Dick, “On the Financial Crisis, 1825-26,” BRANCH: Britain, Representation and
Nineteenth-Century History, ed. Dino Franco Felluga. Extension of Romanticism and Victorianism on the
Net, accessed December 12, 2017, http://www.branchcollective.org/?ps_articles=alexander-j-dick-on-thefinancial-crisis-1825-26.

12

The Committee of Secrecy on banking appointed by the House of Commons
reported that during this dire panic, when England had been “within twenty-four hours of
barter”13 and the Bank of England came close to having to suspend payment, that disaster
had been averted only by extraordinary measures:
Will you describe the manner in which the Bank [of England] lent its
assistance at that time?—We lent it by every possible means, and in
modes that we never had adopted before; we took in stock as security, we
purchased exchequer bills, we made advances on exchequer bills, we not
only discounted outright, but we made advances on deposit of bills of
exchange to an immense amount; in short by every possible means
consistent with the safety of the Bank; and we were not upon some
occasions over nice; seeing the dreadful state in which the public were, we
rendered every assistance in our power.14
The subsequent shift to joint-stock banking was intended to allow more numerous
shareholders, and thus greater accumulations of capital within individual institutions. It
also permitted the management of banks to be more easily separated from their investors
and thus professionalized; previous partnership banks, especially outside of London, had
had managements of uneven quality and experience, with some described by King as “no
more than jumped-up shopkeepers, with no knowledge whatsoever of banking
principles.”15 However, the shareholders of these new joint-stock banks were far from
passive, as they retained unlimited liability until the advent of the modern Companies
Act, 1862, which permitted the formation and registration of joint-stock banking

13

W. T. C. King, History of the London Discount Market (Milton Park, Oxon, UK: Routledge,

2006), 37.
14

Testimony of Jeremiah Harmon, Esq. [former director of the Bank of England], in House of
Commons (UK): Committee of Secrecy on the Bank of England Charter, Report from the Committee of
Secrecy on the Bank of England Charter with the Minutes of Evidence, Appendix and Index (London:
James & Luke G. Hansard & Sons, 1832), 154.
15

W. T. C. King, History of the London Discount Market, 37.

13

companies with limited liability,16 and therefore were carefully vetted by the board of
directors before being allowed to purchase or transfer shares.17
Imperial banking required a further refinement to the organizing principles of
banks. While there were some private joint stock banks in the English colonies, in general
they were small and of little account. Merchant houses such as Jardine, Matheson & Co.
and Dent & Co. (in Hong Kong and China), Alexander & Co., Palmer & Co., Macintosh
& Co., and Cruttenden & Co. (in India) took on some functions of banks in terms of
discounting bills, but they were not funded for this purpose, and tended to fold up in
extremis, with only Jardine’s surviving past the mid-1860s (and indeed to this day). Large
institutions in the colonies prior to the chartered banks were invariably government or
quasi-government (e.g., East India Company in India) entities, such as the Presidency
banks in India (Bank of Bengal, Bank of Madras, and Bank of Bombay, subsequently
amalgamated into the Imperial Bank of India) and the Loan and Discount Banks in South
Africa.
Obviously, there were also local and native institutions which operated with more
comprehensive coverage of smaller locales and which lent—as the British banks did
not—to non-expatriate residents. India (including parts of Ceylon, Mauritius, and Burma
which were at times administered as part of British India) had a long tradition of locally
run banks and less formal lenders known as shroffs, chettiars, and banians. The largest of

16

Along with the Joint Stock Banking Companies Act, 1857, and the Joint Stock Banks Act, 1858.
See Frank Evans, “The Evolution of the English Joint-Stock Limited Trading Company. VII. Trading
Companies Incorporated under General Act of Parliament,” Columbia Law Review 8, no. 6 (June, 1908):
461-480.
17

Newton notes that “For instance, the board of the Nottingham & Nottinghamshire Bank stated
that, of the 8,147 applications for shares that were submitted when the bank was founded, 5,596 were
accepted and 2,381 rejected.” Newton, “Change and Continuity,” 36.

14

these were established across the country, and were used by both Indians and Europeans
alike, as the Bankers’ Magazine reported in 1847:
We daresay that many of our readers will be surprised to learn that there is
a most extensive system of native banking in India, and that there is an
immense internal bill circulation, almost as perfect as the bill currency
which prevailed in Lancashire before the close of the war. In 1831, Mr.
Bracken, of the great house of Alexander & Co. at Calcutta, was examined
before the Commons’ Committee on the East India Company’s Charter,
and he stated as follows:—
Q. 211.-Are there any Banks in the interior beside the three you have
mentioned in Calcutta?—There are no issuers of notes. There are native
bankers, who are what are called shroffs, more engaged in discounting
than anything else. They issue bills of exchange, which are called
hoondees. [hundis]
Is there much circulation of bills of exchange in the interior? —Very
great….An officer at Cawnpore wishing to remit to Calcutta any sum, can
always procure a hoondee from a shroff, drawn upon a shroff in Calcutta.
Do these bills of exchange circulate in the country?—Yes; the interior
inland business is conducted by hoondees. The great native banking
houses at Benares have branch establishments in almost all the native
cities, and a very large business is conducted by hoondees.18
China had its own system of native banks as well, which we will discuss further
as it pertains to the Shanghai Crisis, below.
The need for well-capitalized banks which could deal in exchange and
remittances (as most government banks could not, viz., the Presidency Banks, which were
prohibited by charter from doing so) and could operate in both the London money market
and potentially multiple colonial outposts simultaneously (banks formed by permission of
the various local legislatures and colonial authorities generally could not operate in any
other jurisdiction without seeking separate permission, nor could they open branches in

18

“The Banking Institutions of India,” Bankers’ Magazine Journal of the Money Market, and
Railway Digest, vol. 6 (October, 1846-March, 1847) (London: Groombridge and Sons), 336.
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London)19 necessitated the formation of chartered banks, which could be granted such
expansive powers directly from the Crown.
Initially, each chartered bank was considered based on the petition of a group of
shareholders, who generally had raised or committed already a major portion of the
designated capital to be used; the remainder had to be paid-up within a designated time
after the granting of the charter in order for it to remain effective. In some cases, banks
began operations as joint-stock banks while seeking chartered status; King believes that
the government was more favorably inclined to approve such banks versus de novo
institutions.20
Applications for colonial banking charters had to be submitted to the Treasury,
which would consult with the relevant colonial and/or Indian governments, the Colonial
Office, and at times the Foreign Office,21 before agreeing terms with the Board of Trade,
which jointly held regulatory authority for chartered banks. Treasury and the Board of
Trade would consider the quality of management and the promoters of the bank, the need
for additional banking services in the markets identified, and the potential for damaging
competition, capital sufficiency of the amount proposed, and the specific terms requested.
Frequently charters were approved only after substantial modifications. Charters were
granted for a specific time, usually 21 years, with renewals requiring the approval of
Parliament, as well as the continuing assent of the Treasury.
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In this as in so many things, the Hongkong Bank was an egregious exception.
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The key benefits distinguishing a chartered bank were as follows:
1. Dual jurisdiction. The ability to operate both in the UK (albeit on a limited basis)
and in one or more colonial governments, which was otherwise unavailable, could
be granted by the terms of the charter. UK joint-stock banks were not able to
operate branches abroad without permission from the local authorities and the
Treasury, which frowned upon the practice22; likewise banks chartered in the
colonies or India were not permitted to undertake banking business inside the UK.
Even imperial banks with royal charters were expected not to engage in broad
banking business out of their London head offices, although they were permitted
to take deposits from those having business in their areas of operation, and to
establish agency relationships for purposes of attracting deposits; these were very
popular in Scotland, among other places.
2. Limited liability. Even prior to the Companies Act, 1862, chartered banks were
able to have limited liability. In extraordinary cases this might be limited to the
paid-up capital per share, but in general (as in the case of the Oriental Bank
Corporation) shareholder liability was limited to double the amount of the original
paid-up capital—a significant advantage over the unlimited liability of joint-stock
banks. Note that shareholders in most cases retained unlimited liability for notes
issued by the bank, but not for the other liabilities. Given the large specie reserve
required against notes outstanding, this was not a substantial risk.
3. Note issuance and acceptance. In addition to taking deposits, which mostly bore
interest, chartered banks were able (to limits specified in their charters) to issue
22
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their own currency notes, which were accepted at par by colonial treasuries in the
colony of issue. This was a sizable benefit to the banks, which were able to earn
seigniorage profits, but also a benefit to trade in the colonies themselves, which
were famously short of currency.23 Chartered banks were generally limited from
inception in the amount of their circulation (although this could be adjusted over
time) and were required to keep a reserve on hand in specie (generally 1/3 of the
amount issued) to facilitate redemption upon demand by holders. Note that even
with the advent of limited shareholder liability, the charters of many banks
(including the Oriental’s) continued to hold the shareholders responsible in an
unlimited amount for notes in issue.
4. Public funds. Where possible, colonial authorities tended to deposit public funds
only with chartered banks (or their own government institutions), although they
were careful not to take excessive risks thereby, and were mindful of skewing the
competitive landscape. As in so many things, that peculiar creature which was the
Hongkong Bank was an exception, gaining government deposits in Hong Kong at
the expense of the Oriental in 1872, and expanding this business into China in
1874.24
5. Imprimatur. Although the authorities were careful to stipulate that the issuance of
a charter was in no way a guarantee of the liabilities of a bank, and in fact
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numerous chartered banks were permitted to fail without government assistance25
or guarantee, nevertheless chartered banks were seen as having passed a strict
vetting compared to other banks, and this coupled with the double liability of
shareholders was considered an advantage in attracting business. This can be
illustrated by the vehement discussion at the Oriental Bank’s annual meeting in
1872, when the question of renewing the charter came up for vote by the
shareholders attending:
A Shareholder—Will you allow me to ask a question before this is
decided? I believe the present charter has a clause that every shareholder is
liable for £25 in addition to what he has paid for his shares. I wish to know
what great advantage there is in the charter that we should be obliged to
continue that responsibility. The limited liability companies call up the
whole capital, and no further liability exists; and it strikes me that is an
immense advantage, and that it is most desirable to reduce this liability,
which I presume might be done in applying for a renewal of the charter. If
it is absolutely necessary it should continue, it would be more desirable to
make the company a limited company; for it is most serious to feel that if
anything should happen every shareholder is liable for £25 a share. I
should like to know what great advantage there is in a chartered over a
limited liability company, or whether, in applying for a renewal of the
charter, that liability could not be in some way reduced, if not altogether
done away with.
Dr. Thom—Mr. Chairman, before I say anything further, I should notice
what has dropped from the hon. shareholder. It is very true we are liable
under the charter for £25, and it is an immense prestige in our favour.
(Hear, hear.) We cannot pay that up; a limited liability company, that has
paid up its last shilling, no longer gives any security to its customers.
(Cheers.) It is one of the grand points of the charter that £25—a
redoubling of our capital—£1,500,000— shall remain in reserve to meet a
rainy day, not that it will ever come, as we are holding an umbrella, and
the clouds won't fall upon us. With respect to limited liability, the
honourable gentleman could not have reflected, if we adopt limited
liability, we must give up the Oriental Bank. The word ‘limited’ is a
technical word, and the people of India and China would not understand it.
25
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They would look to their dictionaries, and find that it meant cabined,
cribbed, confined, any number of meanings, but never in any dictionary on
earth would they find the right one. It would damage your prestige to an
enormous extent to go out with that word limited. We may put ourselves
under the general law of the country without adopting limited liability, by
adopting unlimited liability; but I suppose that is not what the honourable
gentleman requires. The question is, first of all, shall we apply for a
charter or not? and that question has been very properly raised by the
honourable gentleman. He says we don't want a charter. I can show that
we do want a charter, perhaps a better one. In the first place, to change our
business from a charter to any other mode of guaranteeing our honesty and
fidelity, would cause such a change in the business as would be a serious
evil in the office, and besides doing a serious injury to our prestige out of
doors. Besides that, we should infallibly, if we placed ourselves under any
imperial statute, supposing it were possible, get into quarrels with every
local legislature in every colony where we had a branch. The Queen is a
member of every colony, and she is paramount there, as she is here, and
her intervention is not offensive. If we went armed with parliamentary
authority, we should be attacked on grounds which were not proper
objects of attack. We should have no peace. Then again, supposing we had
a parliamentary authority better than our own charter, a special charter
from Parliament, what would be the effect on the public opinion among
the races among whom we try to get our dividends. We get our dividends
from a population of three, four, or five hundred millions of Asiatics who
know nothing of parliamentary authority, but worship, not from fear, but
reverence, anything like personal government. Change our charter, and we
sink into deep, slough immediately in their estimation. Then, again, they
have far more security under the charter, for under limited liability we
might pay up the whole capital, and leave no security whatever. The
imperial statute, under which we might place ourselves, does not require
we should hold a third part in specie of our circulation, it does not require
that we should limit our circulation to our capital; it does nothing of the
kind; and we should seriously damage ourselves in that respect if we
adopted the suggestion of the hon. shareholder. I think I may come now to
the conclusion that a charter we must have. We must have a charter…26
Continuing Regulation
Chartered banks were officially required to abide by the Colonial Banking
Regulations, but Jones points out that the “…regulations never had the force of law and
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were applied flexibly,”27 and Monteith agrees that “Britain had a very liberal regulatory
regime and was slow in developing formal controls over banks.”28 The regulations
included limits on business done with directors of the bank (to prevent conflicts of
interest), a prohibition on lending against the bank’s own stock, or on property, ships, and
the like, a bar on engaging in other businesses aside from banking, the maintenance of
specie reserves against note issuances, and reporting requirements to publish and submit
semi-annual accounts, employ an external auditor, and provide monthly statements to the
government in each colony in which the bank operated showing details of any note issues
and coverage against them.
The practice was for local authorities to inspect the note register and specie
reserve each month against these statements, but as with some of the other provisions this
seems to have been honored mainly in the breach, as subsequent regulatory regimes
imposed much tighter restrictions. As for regulatory oversight from the home country,
although charters contained prescriptive notification and prudential requirements vis-àvis the home authorities (typically the Treasury and/or the Colonial Office), there was no
organized system of bank supervision in the modern sense, and in the case of these
governmental overseers King states that “[t]he difficulty involved in inferring the state of
a bank from its half-yearly statements was already well-known.”29 McGuire notes that by
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the 1870s the Oriental was no longer submitting monthly statements as required by its
charter, and that “the early records relating to this procedure had been lost.”30
For banks such as the Oriental, the Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and China, or the
Chartered Mercantile, which operated in many different colonies and settlements, there
was effectively minimal regulation, as no local authority could see more than a small
piece of the whole, and the Treasury and Board of Trade appear to have relied upon
shareholders and auditors to police their own banks.
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IV.
The Oriental Bank
The Oriental Bank began in relative obscurity in a corner of the Empire, far from
the globe-spanning colossus of an institution that it would become. In order to examine
its demise, it is first useful to trace the bank’s origins and development.

The Bank of Western India
On May 25, 1842, a rather innocuous seven paragraph classified ad appeared in
the Bombay Times, requesting the attention of the public to an offering of shares in a new
bank, the Bank of Western India, to be established with a capital of 2.5 million rupees
(approximately £250 thousand at the time) in 5000 shares of 500 rupees each, on easy
payment terms of only 5% down.31 This prospectus said no more than that the bank “will
commence business as soon as the necessary arrangements can be completed,” but the
same day a longer letter of explanation from the promoters was received and annotated
by an apparently weary journalist, who commented on “the projection of another Bank in
Bombay.”32
The letter referred to an aborted attempt in 1840 to form a new joint-stock bank in
the Bombay presidency by the same syndicate of promoters, which failure the writer
deemed to be due to the perceived superior benefits of forming a chartered bank instead.
Rather amusingly given subsequent events, the letter advised that the benefits to a bank
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charter “…are at best so small to be of little or no account: on the other hand, the
restrictions imposed are of the most serious nature, and cannot fail to affect at all times
the prosperity of the Establishment.”33 Having no charter, the bank was organized as an
unincorporated company with unlimited liability on the part of shareholders.
As to the propitious timing, the promoters noted that plans for the launch of the
Bank of Asia had fallen through, and that the Agra Bank intended to establish a branch in
Bombay, with the implication that local merchants should prefer to have one of their own
banks, rather than an out-of-town institution. This need was evidenced by the “much
higher rates of interest and discount here, than in Calcutta,”34 which the presidency Bank
of Bombay (started only two years before) was not in a position to counteract, and the
successful experience of the Union Bank of Calcutta there.
In a more immediately self-interested appeal to prospective shareholders, the
writer also noted the high average premium to par at which other Indian bank shares were
trading, noting that the Bank of Asia had moved to a 10% premium even before starting
any operations.
By the end of May, 1842, the offered shares had been subscribed, and by August
the shareholders had met several times to approve the deed of settlement and a set of bylaws. The shareholders were a relatively fractious bunch, and by August were already
complaining that some of the original promoters had sold out their stock at a premium;
the bank not yet even having commenced operations. Early meetings were marked by
squabbles over the intended strategy of the bank, and its level of risk, competing slates of
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directors, and the advisability of opening a branch in Ceylon, to compete with the
monopoly Bank of Ceylon. But by the end of 1842, the bank was in business, offering
deposit rates of 3% on current accounts, and 4% on fixed deposits subject to 30 days’
notice of withdrawal, and lending money against East India Company paper, Bank of
Bombay shares, and bullion at 6 ½%, and against all other security at 7 ½%.
W. W. Cargill, who had been Secretary and Treasurer of the Bank of Bombay
since its formation, was appointed General Manager, a post he was to hold until 1858,
when he resigned and became a director.35 The bank outfitted a permanent office at No.
7, Rampart Row, in Bombay, and resolved to open branches at Calcutta, Hongkong, and
Ceylon, as well as an agency in London, dispatching Mr. Cargill to England in
September, 1844 to apply for incorporation for these purposes under the new Joint Stock
Companies Act 1844.36

The Oriental Bank
Cargill returned in May1845, with a comprehensive new proposition. He brought
a new deed of settlement for a joint stock bank, consistent with the Joint Stock
Companies Act 1844 and the Bank Charter Act 1844, which would change the bank’s
name to The Oriental Bank, and increasing the par value of shares to Rs. 1000, or £100,
of which half would remain unpaid, although unlimited liability of shareholders
remained. Shares were to trade in both Bombay and London, and shareholders were
given the opportunity to convert half of their existing shares to London shares.
35
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Most controversially, the new deed would establish a Court of Directors in
London, to supplement the Bombay Board of Directors. Local shareholders complained
that the powers of the London board would nullify the existence of the Bombay
committee, and in the end they were correct, as the new London board approved the
establishment of new branches at Singapore, Canton, and Madras over its objections at
the first London annual meeting in December, 1845.37 This conflict would simmer on,
and a group of dissident Indian shareholders tried to put a stop to the London board
altogether the following year, circulating a letter stating that: “The Oriental Bank was
originally established in Bombay, where the shareholders were dissatisfied with the
expense and conduct of their London Directors, and they had, therefore, resolved to put a
full stop to the London direction.”38 The Bankers’ Magazine printed this letter extract,
along with its own commentary that “The Bank, established as the ‘Bank of Western
India,’ is, we believe, proceeding very satisfactorily; and we are at a loss, therefore, to
understand the grounds on which the opposition to its London direction has been raised
amongst the shareholders at Bombay.” As a resolution would by the bank’s constitutive
documents require a shareholders’ meeting, the magazine concluded that “…we imagine
that the above extract is incorrect in stating that it has been resolved to put a full stop to
the London direction. This may be the desire of some of the Indian shareholders, but the
English proprietors must be consulted in the first instance.”39 The Bombay board
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continued along without visible effect until the bank became a chartered one, after which
it was quietly dropped entirely.

Table 1. Key statistics of Indian banks, 1846.
Capital
and
Profits

Deposits
and

Total

Paid-up
Share Book
Premium/
Div.
Price Val./Shr
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
(Discount) Rate**

GBP, except
per share
Circulation
Assets
Bank of
Bengal
1,141,902 1,564,284 2,706,186 6,700
Bank of
Bombay
549,829
473,379 1,023,208 1,400
Bank of
Madras
314,410
244,283
558,693 1,300
Union Bank,
Calcutta
1,052,163
333,845 1,386,008 1,180
Oriental
Bank
729,647
698,693 1,428,340
650
Agra and
United
Service Bank
650,142
401,394 1,051,536
760
Delhi Bank
167,335
46,575
213,910
450
Cawnpore
Bank
110,394
12,794
123,188
600
North
Western
Bank of
India
244,041
112,589
356,630
300
Simla and
Umballa
Bank
83,828
13,271
97,099 1,100
Benares
Bank
52,771
5,928
58,105
590
Commercial
Bank of
India
400,000
*
400,000
NA
Dacca Bank
50,000
*
50,000
NA

4,000

68%

13%

1,000

40%

7%

1,000

30%

7%

1,000

18%

7%

500

30%

8%

500
400

52%
13%

12%
0%

500

20%

10%

250

20%

11%

1,000

10%

10%

500

18%

9%

1,000
500

NA
NA

8%
0%

*Commenced business in 1846, and no accounts yet published. ** % on paid-up capital.

Source: The Bankers’ Magazine 6 (October, 1846—March, 1847): 178-179; researcher’s
calculations.
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Despite the shareholder quarrelling, Oriental Bank shares rose to a 50% premium,
as the bank continued to grow. Of the Indian banks, the Oriental was by 1846 the second
largest by assets (behind only the Bank of Bengal) and third largest by capital (trailing
Bank of Bengal and the Union Bank of Calcutta, which would fail in 1847).

Table 2. Indian banks ranked by assets and capital, 1846.

Bank of Bengal
Bank of
Bombay
Bank of Madras
Union Bank,
Calcutta
Oriental Bank
Agra and
United Service
Bank
Delhi Bank
Cawnpore Bank
North Western
Bank of India
Simla and
Umballa Bank
Benares Bank
Commercial
Bank of India
Dacca Bank

Head
Office
Type
(1846)
Presidency Calcutta

Mkt.
Year
Share
Founded (Assets) Rank
1806
28.6%
1

Mkt.
Share
(Capital) Rank
20.6%
1

Presidency Bombay
Presidency Madras

1840
1843

10.8%
5.9%

5
6

9.9%
5.7%

5
7

Joint-stock Calcutta
Joint-stock London

1829
1842

14.7%
15.1%

3
2

19.0%
13.2%

2
3

Joint-stock Agra
Joint-stock Delhi
Joint-stock Cawnpore

1833
1844
1845

11.1%
2.3%
1.3%

4
9
10

11.7%
3.0%
2.0%

4
9
10

Joint-stock Meerut

1844

3.8%

8

4.4%

8

Joint-stock Simla
Joint-stock Benares

1844
1845

1.0%
0.6%

11
12

1.5%
1.0%

11
12

Joint-stock Bombay
Joint-stock Dacca

1845
1846

4.2%
0.5%

7
13

7.2%
0.9%

6
13

Source: The Bankers’ Magazine, 6 (October, 1846—March, 1847): 17817-9; The Rise,
Progress, and Current Condition of Banking in India, 146-150; researcher’s calculations.

The bank had established branches and agencies (the distinction sometimes being
fluid and subject to change) at Bombay (head office until 1845), London (head office
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after 1845), Colombo (1843), Calcutta (1844), Shanghai (1845),40 Canton (1845),41
Singapore (1846)42, and Hong Kong (1846),43 and had become an established fact of life
in the commerce of the East.

Merger and Transition to a Chartered Bank
The Oriental Bank in its joint-stock phase existed only for a relatively brief time.
Incorporation had always been seen by management and the London directorate as an
interim step towards obtaining a charter, and although preliminary discussions with the
Treasury and the Board of Trade had been held to that end and an application submitted
in August 1850,44 the bank seized on another method of acquiring the powers of a
chartered bank. While plans for expansion had been slightly retarded by losses in the
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financial crisis of 1847, by 1850 the bank had arranged a complicated association with
the Bank of Ceylon, a royally chartered bank that had fallen upon hard times.
In this initial step, the book capital of the Oriental Bank was reduced by the
amount of Bank of Ceylon’s capital, with Oriental Bank investors receiving 2 (£25, fully
paid up) shares of Bank of Ceylon for each 1 (£100, with £50 paid up) share in the
Oriental Bank, the two companies remaining otherwise separate. While it seems to have
been intended that the Bank of Ceylon—as the chartered entity—would be the surviving
company, in the end the government elected in 1851 to grant a new royal charter for the
Oriental Bank Corporation, as the continuing business would now be known. The old
Oriental Bank, with its unlimited liability, was wound down as contracts expired, with its
branches and staff acquired by the new OBC. By the end of 1851, the Bank of Ceylon
and its charter likewise existed only for the purpose of liquidation, the bank having been
dissolved and its business fully absorbed by the new OBC.

The Bank of Ceylon
The Bank of Ceylon was founded in 1841 by William Thompson, a Colombobased merchant and member of the Ceylon Legislative Council, who had been trying for
several years to attract sufficient funding, and who eventually convinced various English
investors to put up £125,000 in capital; on the back of this he subsequently obtained a
royal charter “for the purpose of introducing capital in aid of commercial agricultural
enterprise into the island of Ceylon.”45 Before the bank opened, Ceylon seems to have
been in a parlous state financially, dependent on chettiars who would discount bills
45
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through agency houses in Madras. As the original prospectus of the bank—perhaps not
the most unbiased onlooker!—had it:
The present Traffic is carried on with great inconvenience and difficulty in
great degree by Barter, or by the indirect and circuitous way of Madras
and Bombay, causing loss of time, additional charges, and greatly
increasing the unfavorable rate of exchange. There is no place for the
Deposit of money or for the safe custody of specie, no means or channels
to obtain Discounts or Loans, no matter how good the Security offered,
and to effect any financial operation, there is no channel except via
Madras or Bombay.46
Although the bank had an effective monopoly on the island, it nonetheless ran
into trouble by the end of its first decade.
The rules of this Institution prohibited advances to Planters except upon
Crops, but contrary to the correct Principles of Banking, and in spite of
these Rules and the presence of a local Board of Directors, large sums of
money were advanced to several individuals on what are known here as
Block debts against which the local administration were warned by the
London Directors; and in one instance they were so indiscreet or
inexperienced as to lend largely on a defective Title deed. Other causes
too contributed to embarrass the bank, such as the want of local
knowledge in the Directory at home, and sinister influences in the Colony;
so that in the disastrous year of 1847 when the price of Coffee fell so low
in the London Market that the article was purchasable in Kandy for twelve
shillings the hundredweight, to the ruin of Merchants and Planters whose
Estates were sold for a mere song, nearly the whole of the Bank's paid-up
Capital was found to be locked up and £60,000 ultimately lost, of which
£28,000 was by one individual alone.47
The bank, unable to survive alone, was forced into association with the Oriental
Bank as an alternative to failure. Note that the circumstances of its over-optimism and
illiquidity in Ceylon were somewhat prophetic in terms of the eventual failure of the
OBC, on similar terms.
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One reason why commercial banking seems to have been consistently difficult in
Ceylon, even during a period of expansion and development, is that planters were very
thinly capitalized expatriates and operated mainly on borrowed money. Despite the
profitability of coffee planting (absent the occasional bad crop year), planters did not
accumulate capital in Ceylon as a cushion, but rather, as Wenzlhuemer describes,
repatriated it as quickly as possible, returning home after each had “obtained some profit
and sold the plantations again.”48 In this way, Ferguson found that:
[A] generation among European colonists is usually considered not to
exceed ten years….The colonists who make fortunes in the island do not
think of making it their permanent home. The capitalist who sends out his
money for investment gets it back as soon as possible. The ‘accumulated
profits’ made during the time of prosperity, which at home form a reserve
fund of local wealth to enable the sufferer from present adversity to
benefit by past earnings, are utterly wanting in Ceylon.49
Before the arrival of Bank of Ceylon, the chettiars and informal moneylenders
may have had an advantage in the business as they not only charged higher rates of
interest, but had additional revenue from acting as agent for the sale of crops on the
plantations they financed: “A stipulation was always made that the coffee should all be
hypothecated to the firm that had made the advance, and…it had to be sent down to those
agents, who sold it at what market they chose, charging a commission on selling, and
repaying themselves the money advanced, with about 8% to 10% added.”50
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Nevertheless, for many years Ceylon was a major source of profit to the bank,
with the chairman reminding shareholders in 1883 that: “…Ceylon is one of our largest
branches. It is one from which, in past years, we derived very large profits,”51 and again
later that year said “Having said so much about the engagements we have inherited in
Ceylon and Mauritius, it is but just to our predecessors to remind you that this very
business was for many years the main source of the bank's profits.”52 The franchise there
was jealously guarded, and the Oriental saw off many competitors. Ferguson records that
“The efforts made by several foreign banks to establish themselves in the Island, between
1864 and 1877, were all attended by failure. e.g. In 1865, a branch of the Asiatic Bank
commenced operations but was closed down in the following year; the branch opened by
the Bank of Hindustan in July 1864, was wound up in November 1866; the Royal Bank
of India commenced business in Colombo in March 1865, but left the island in December
1866; the Comptoir d’Escompte de Paris, came in 1877, but left two years later.”53 One
wonders if their experience was similar to that of the Chartered Mercantile Bank, which
remained in Ceylon as a bank of issue, but one a distant second to the OBC. Their
Accountant in the island, H. D. Andree, recorded the reception of the Mercantile upon its
opening of branches in Colombo and Kandy in 1854:
Its first attempts to do business here, were met with violent opposition
[from the Oriental Bank]; the rate on remittances to Kandy was suddenly
reduced from 1 to a ½ per cent. and the Exchange on London forced up at
one time to the unnatural pitch of a premium. But such a state of things
was too suicidal to last long, and with the change in management of the
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new institution a better understanding ensued between the rival banks,
which has not been disturbed to this day.54
The Oriental Bank Corporation
The post-integration, chartered Oriental Bank Corporation moved into high gear,
with total assets increasing from £2.6 million at the end of 1851 (the first combined year)
to £3.9 million the following year and £5.9 million in 1853. By the end of the decade the
OBC, once one of a multitude of unincorporated Indian banks, was a chartered bank of
issue in Ceylon and Hong Kong, with assets of £11.5 million and a preeminent position
amongst banks in the Far East. The bank now had some 14 branches and agencies aside
from its London head office at Threadneedle Street, having added offices at Mauritius
(1852), Madras (1853), Melbourne (1853), Sydney (1853), and two branches in New
Zealand (Auckland and Wellington, both closed in 1861). In Ceylon the merged bank, in
addition to its primary branch in Colombo, had sub-agencies at Jaffna, Galle, and Kandy.
Both the Australian and Mauritian operations would grow into large parts of the OBC.
The bank was now run from London by Chief Manager Charles Fife Stuart, who
succeeded Cargill in 1858 and served until his death in December, 1875.
As the bank expanded its reach, it survived the Indian rebellion of 1857 (and its
consequent panic in Indian government paper), the subsequent institution of the Raj and
the complete demise of the East India Company, the 1866 failure of Overend, Gurney
(the largest of the London money market houses, and one in which the OBC’s Chairman,
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Harry George Gordon, was a director,55 with aplomb, although by the 1870s it seemed
that the bank’s best and most dynamic (not to mention profitable) years were behind it.
Still, there was continued expansion as Asian trade and commerce grew. The bank
expanded into South Africa (opening at Port Elizabeth in 1875 and Durban by 1878),
Yokohama (1864) and Hiogo (Kobe, by 1879) in Japan, where the bank was an major
force in financing the government via international bond offerings, Foochow in China
and Thalassery in India (both by 1878), and even near the end San Francisco (leading
HSBC’s London Manager David McLean to exclaim: “What on earth does the OBC want
opening in Sanfrancisco? I thought they had too many branches already. They certainly
do little good with them. The OBC is doomed unless they get fresh blood.”)56
While it may have been seen as somewhat fusty, the OBC was respected.
Muirhead’s history of the Chartered Mercantile Bank calls it the “powerful, oldest, and
most prestigious Eastern exchange bank,” and “the doyen of Eastern exchange
banking.”57 Andree, a competitor, highlighted “the prestige of its name, which has
become familiar as a household word to most business men throughout the world,” and
allowed that “[t]he Oriental Bank Corporation has attained a pre-eminent position
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amongst Banks in general, and is par excellence the first Banking Corporation in the
East.”58
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V.
Hu Kwang Yung and the Shanghai Crisis

Shanghai Banking and Finance
In the mid-to-late nineteenth century, Shanghai was then as now a hotbed of
economic activity, financing much of China’s nascent trade and industry. Although
Peking was the seat of government, foreigners were not permitted to settle there, and
banks were not permitted to open offices there,59 and so most business was done in the
treaty ports, even for Imperial loans. And Shanghai was first among them, handling more
than half of China’s foreign trade according to Ji, and using accumulated capital to
become the country’s first industrial center.60

Foreign Banks and the Oriental Bank in Shanghai
The Oriental was the first foreign bank to enter Shanghai, just a few years after
the Treaty of Nanking had opened access to the treaty ports and made the foreign
settlement possible. In short order the OBC (known in Shanghai as Liru Yinhang) was
followed by fellow British banks the Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and China
(Maijiali Yinhang) and the Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, London, and China in
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1858, the Agra Bank in 1854, and the Hongkong (Huifeng Yinhang) Bank in 1865.
Beginning first with the Comptoir d’Escompte de Paris,61 and then Deutsche Asiatische
Bank in 1889, other major global banks opened large Shanghai branches, including the
Yokohama Specie Bank, Banque de L’Indo-chine, and the Russo-Asiatic Bank.62
The exchange banks, while present in China, rarely did any direct business with
Chinese borrowers, except for the arrangement of large government loans. Nishimura
explains that the banks “had difficulty in dealing directly with the ethnic banks and
merchant firms due to linguistic, cultural, legal and institutional gaps separating them.”63
And yet it was fundamentally impossible to have an exchange business of any scale
without having any contact whatsoever with local merchants, traders, and bankers. The
exchange banks therefore hit upon the same solution that the Chinese government had
employed with the hong merchants under the Canton trade system: they employed
intermediaries under a system of guarantees.
Each bank’s intermediary was known as a comprador and he would be
commissioned, in effect, to run the local business of the bank’s branch in a particular city,
dealing with exchange of bullion and paper money with local merchants (i.e., employing
the shroffs), lending money on a short-term basis to local banks or merchant houses, and
sometimes even finding funding for the bank when deposits were scarce: “Thus, his
running account with a native bank was valuable to the firm and was encouraged by the
Western partners, John Heard wrote of his comprador in 1859: ‘He is ready to find for us
61
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a considerable sum at any moment and he can’t do this unless he has his running account
at the [native] Bank and [otherwise] he becomes a mere accountant of no use that any boy
could be who knows how to figure.’”64
The comprador took commissions on all local business, but in return was
expected to personally guarantee every piece of business he did, and the actions of all of
his employees. If a chop loan was not repaid, the bank would look to the comprador for
repayment instead. As the sums at risk could be substantial, compradors were themselves
guaranteed by wealthy local patrons, and also made substantial fidelity deposits with the
banks before beginning their work.65 Despite these elaborate precautions, compradors
were frequently guilty of defalcation, sometimes when facing the obligation to make
good on losses on legitimately contracted business. Fung Heen, the Oriental’s Shanghai
comprador, “was of a speculative disposition, and appears to have been unfortunate in his
ventures,”66 and to cover his losses embezzled 138,000 taels67 of silver in 1864,68
although the directors subsequently reported that “[a] considerable amount of property
belonging to the defaulter has been recovered, and is in course of realization, and the
corporation holds security bonds for any balance that may remain due. The sureties to
these bonds are reported to be quite good, so that, as at present advised, the directors do
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not look for ultimate loss.”69 In 1882, the bank was not so lucky in Hong Kong, where its
local comprador, Fung Ahim, absconded after being unable to repay losses; even after
bringing court actions against his guarantors, the bank subsequently wrote off £25,000.70

Local Banks
Given that the OBC was an imperial bank, and most of its direct competitors
either likewise foreign or (like the Hongkong Bank) domestic but exclusively run by and
catering to foreigners and foreign trade, it bears reminding that Shanghai—and indeed all
of China—had a robust history of domestic banks, which coexisted alongside the foreign
exchange banks. While some would say the period of Hu and the OBC, in Stanley’s
formulation, “remains in the half-light that suffuses all pre-modern periods of Chinese
economic history,” a significant amount is now known about the local banking sector of
that era.
The earliest form of domestic banking in China was the ch’ien-p’u, or conversion
shops, which began to appear from the 13th century. The ch’ien-p’u were not necessarily
active lenders, but rather money-changers, facilitating conversions between various forms
of silver (sycee, “shoes,” or ingots versus tael weights), copper cash coins, and paper
money. They were small-scale; Stanley estimating their average capital at only a few
thousand taels.
Following the ch’ien-p’u were the pawnshops, which focused on lending at
interest rather than exchange. These were likewise small and thinly capitalized.
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In the late 18th or early 19th century larger and more sophisticated banks began to
appear in the South of China, called ch’ien-chuang (“copper shops,” also called
qianzhuang or hui-hua ch’ien-chuang, “exchange bill money shops”71). These banks
were generally owned by wealthy merchants or families, and backed by substantial
capital (Theobald puts their resources at up to 70,000 taels72). The ch’ien-chuang took
deposits and made loans, with some issuing their own notes or savings certificates;
however, their business was strictly local due to reliance on the owners’ reputation and
local wealth. These banks co-existed with the foreign banks in Shanghai, up until the
advent of China’s first modern domestic banks (yin hang), and many borrowed excess
funds from the foreign banks (which did not lend directly to Chinese) via short-term
“chop loans,” or caipiao.73 In general, chop loans would have been negotiated via the
foreign banks’ compradors, who would have been responsible for insuring the loans
against any defaults.
In addition to the ch’ien-chuang, China also had p’iao-hao (remittance, or Shansi
banks, so called after the supposed location of the first such bank). These banks were not
major lenders (although they did sometimes disperse excess funds via the ch’ien-chuang),
but rather made profits through money transfer, by means of drafts, or p’iao, and were
effectively a national network within China. Stanley reports that the p’iao-hao had the
largest capital of all the native bank types, up to 500 thousand taels apiece, which was
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necessary for making large transfers among multiple offices, especially of government
funds.74

Hu Kwang-yung
Hu Kwang-yung (also, Hu Kuang-yung, Hu Guangyong, 胡光墉) was a financiercum-official of the late Ch’ing dynasty, and one of the wealthiest Chinese of his
generation, accumulating a fortune estimated variously at 10 million taels or £3.2
million75 (by Liu, dated to the early 1880s76) to 20 million taels or £7.2 million77 (by
Stanley, dated to 187278). Surely whatever the correct figure, the North China Herald was
correct in 1878 when it noted that by the death of his first patron in 1861, “Hu was
already a wealthy man.”79
Born c. 1825, Hu had “neither family background nor guild connections,”80 and
began his career as a bank clerk in a local bank in Hangchow (Hangzhou). He is said to
have gotten his first big break when Wang Yu-lin, then only a district magistrate, applied
to him for a loan to visit Peking, where he had been summoned to appear before the
Emperor. Hu granted it where other bankers had turned him down, and earned Wang’s
74
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loyalty, as the Emperor promoted him based on this visit, which he would otherwise have
been unable to make. Wang was made Financial Commissioner at Hangchow, and later
Governor of Chekiang (Zhejiang) province, and as he advanced Wang mandated that all
tax payments be paid through Hu’s bank, and in general “put all the Government
financial business he could in his hands, with the result that by the time his patron was
made Governor of the province, Hu was already a wealthy man.”81
When Wang died in December, 1861, after losing Hangchow to the Taiping
rebels, he was replaced by General Tso Tsung-t’ang (Zuo Zongtang, 左宗棠, later
Marquis Kejing). Tso was seen as an honest and effective administrator, and Stanley
shows that he was initially suspicious of Hu, but Hu managed to allay his fears and
become indispensable, with Tso becoming his second patron. Tso, when summoning him
as a deputy intendant, calls him “very public spirited, diligent, and capable”82 Later he
would say that Hu “dared to accept responsibility and did not sidestep enmities, that he
had been found reliable in emergencies and in the handling of supplies and
ammunition…” and that he was “truly…invaluable,” albeit “…too outspoken
and…constantly attracting the jealousy of others.”83
Like Wang, Tso rapidly advanced through the imperial hierarchy based on his
military success, becoming Governor of Chekiang, and then simultaneously GovernorGeneral or Viceroy (Zongdu, Tsung-tu) of Min-Che (encompassing Chekiang and Fukien
or Fujian), later Viceroy of Shaan-Gan (Shaanxi and Gansu provinces), a member of the
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Grand Council (Junjichu), and finally Viceroy of Liangjiang (Jiangsu, Jiangxi and Anhui
provinces), where he also oversaw trade in the five treaty ports. Hu followed along,
becoming (brevet) provincial treasurer in 1866,84 and in 1867 purchasing a high official
rank, that of Commissioner of the Shanghai Bureau for Procurement and Forwarding.85
In his capacity as head of the Shanghai Forwarding Office at 100 Peking Road,
Hu was responsible for purchasing arms, ships, and other materiel and supplies for Tso’s
armies, as well as other necessary supplies for the work of the provinces. He raised
money (both locally and internationally), paid Tso’s bills, negotiated and ordered
supplies, and received them at Shanghai, forwarding them on by steamer to Hankow and
further depots as necessary. Naturally, a suitable commission on all of this work—
including the financing—was taken, but even so Tso was entirely won over by his tireless
efforts: “You have already planned out for me the things I was thinking of consulting you
about,” he wrote to Hu, “At ten thousand li we are of the same mind, Without my
speaking you understand.”86
Rising to be a great merchant and the leading banker in Shanghai in his own right,
Hu used the profits from his military supplies trading to establish a string of local banks,
of the type known as ch’ien-chuang. Stanley reports that Hu also owned over twenty
pawnshops. More lucratively, Robert Hart’s enumeration of customs banks (hai-kuan yinhao) in 1877 revealed that there were 22 such banks at the 19 treaty ports; 6 of these were
owned by Hu: the Ch’ien Yü at Hankow, the T’ung Yü Hong at Ningpo, the T’ung Yü at
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Foochow, and others at Shanghai, Wenchow, and Amoy. Collectively, these customs
banks employed 214 staff and took in 7.4 million taels in customs receipts, earning
commissions of 0.8–1.2% on those receipts, plus surcharges for exchange and transfer,
and sometimes the use of the customs money to relend for a time. But Hu’s large scale
banking endeavors centered around his major general purpose bank, the Fu K’ang, with
its headquarters in Hangchow and branches in Shanghai, Ningbo, Wanchow, Foochow,
Amoy, Hankow, Tientsin, and Peking. The Fu K’ang was in some ways a variety of
shansi bank, as it handled all the remittances from Hu’s customs banks, shuttling money
to-and-fro. Hu may also have been the owner of another remittance bank, the Hu T’ung
Yü.87
Hu’s riches also allowed him to acquire a large portfolio of real estate in Shanghai
and elsewhere, and invest in commodities businesses—especially silk, for which he had a
fascination, trading massive quantities of it using his liquid capital. For all of these
activities, Hu was seen as a financial innovator in China.
In 1883, Hu sustained substantial losses in silk trading. At the same time,
Shanghai was in a nervous financial state, due to rumors of an impending attack on the
city by the French. The Exchange banks, accustomed to providing funding for local
banks via a system of short-term “chop loans” managed by their local compradors,
withdrew this support, and a serious financial crisis developed. In Shanghai, 68 of 78
local banks went bankrupt,88 including those belonging to Hu, who was already in dire
87
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financial straits because of losses in silk, and he subsequently failed personally. The Fu
K’ang, Hu’s flagship, went bust in early December, 1883.
Stanley estimates that Hu’s banks were unable to pay depositors of 10-20 million
taels, and although Hu was later able to repay much of this money from liquidation of his
assets in bankruptcy, he lost his fortune and was cashiered from his official posts, and
died in December, 1885.89

Hu and Government Finance
Using his banking knowledge, Hu raised a series of five foreign loans for Tso,
who was desperately in need of funds to equip and feed his army fighting the Taiping
rebels, also raising money for him domestically when it was necessary to have funds
immediately.90 As his profile grew, he also became a representative of the imperial
Chinese government (an agent or wei-yuan), and negotiated additional foreign loans
(including from the Hongkong Bank, which described him as “a great friend”91 of the
house) for the central government and acted as custodian of portions of the government
treasury—always at a suitable price.
As many of these loans were secured by the revenues of the Chinese Imperial
Maritime Customs, run for many years from Peking by Englishman Robert Hart, we are
able to track Hu’s progress through Hart’s copious letters to his London agent, James
Duncan Campbell. His first appearance in Hart’s files, in 1875, marks the only known
89
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business that Hu ever did with the Oriental Bank, regarding a loan arranged by Hu
Kuang-yung on behalf of Tso:
Not only have the Chinese borrowed through the H’kong Bank, but last
week they got more money at S’hai from the O.B.C. and from Jardine’s
(on short loan: three years, I believe). As you telegraphed to me, the work
was done by Hu and Nolting. The H.K.S. Bank Loan is a real Govt. Loan:
but whether the Bank lends its own money, or collects other people’s I
don’t know. I consider it quite safe as an investment as far as China is
concerned: it is an Imperial Loan, and has all proper authorization: but the
Bank is in such hot water now that I shall not be surprised to hear of
difficulties some day or other for both borrowers and lenders.92

The minor loan with Jardine’s (King records the amount to be 2 million taels, or
approximately £625,00093) referred to appears to be the only such one ever funded by the
Oriental; although Hart tries to send more business their way he is frustrated by the
superior hustle, and sometimes pricing, of the Hongkong Bank. He notes at one point:
“As for loans, the O.B.C. does not run after then as did the H’kong and S’hai Bank, and
naturally, when the pressure came, the H’kong and S’hai Bank dictated its own terms.”94
Loan:—The H’kong Bank secured the 5-million-tael loan. Govt. pays the
go-between (Hu-Kwang-Yung) 15% interest: he pays the bank 10%: the
Bank pays the public 8%. I have put into it all I could scrape together, viz:
Tls. 100,000: I pay for this 95,000 and will draw interest 8,000 taels a
year. Why did the O.B.C people let it slip? The H’kong Bank will make a
good thing of it. As regards Formosa, I can easily get the £200,000 from
the H’kong Bk., but I wished to deal with the O.B.C. and therefore wired
you that question. We are going to 1. put up a telegraph line from Tamsuy
to Taiwanfu or thence to the naval station at Fisher Island: 2. to build a
railway line from Taiwanfu to Takow, and 3. to dredge the Takow
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Harbour. These will be beneficial from an industrial point of view, and I
willingly try to get money for such works and I will assist Ting Futai as
much as possible. I am now waiting for your telegram to say whether the
O.B.C. will lend or not. I don’t see that the O.B.C.’s condition (‘to have
the refusal of future loans for any industrial purposes’) could be acceded
to. I should advise China not to tie her hands after any such fashion.95
Loan:—The Central Govt. will not yet step forward to ask for money for
itself, and it will go on authorizing provincial officials to do the best they
can to get whatever sums they want from time to time. Thus Tso has got
authority for his five million taels; the Govt pays the go-between 15%, the
go-between pays the bank 10 ½,—and the Bank is issuing it at 95 and with
8%. Another man, Ting, the Gov. Genl. of Szechuen96 has now asked for
300,000 taels, and Ting, the Governor of Fuhkien,97 wants 600,000; as the
O.B.C. will not help me in these matters, I am forced to go to the H’kong
and S’hai Bank. Gradually the borrowing will come into my hands, and
the big loan of the future will be put through by the I.G.; but meantime I
must either help them in this ‘from hand to mouth’ way of living, or see
the work get into less scrupulous hands. I wished, for many reasons, to put
it through with the O.B.C., but I fancy the O.B.C. will not assist in the
small way that the beginning requires.98
Hu evidently borrowed on his own account from the Hongkong Bank, in addition
to being a go-between for the government, possibly through “chop loans” to his own
local banks, viz.:
The Loan is all right. Edicts are never sent out: the Yamen concerned
receives a dispatch from the Secretariat of the Emperor notifying that an
Edict to such and such an effect has reached it from the Emperor. In the
Loan case the Secretariat sent the usual communication to the Yamen, and
the Yamen communicated the fact of the issue of the Edict to the Legation
and to the Customs, and to all the others concerned. I am sure it is quite in
order; the Loan is an Imperial or National loan. In the other case—where
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the Hongkong Bank agrees to lend to Hu Kwang Yung—it is simply an
affair between the Bank and Hu.99
This lending relationship may have reinforced Hu’s predilection to put loans
through the Hongkong Bank, but from Hart’s repeated laments it could just as easily have
been the case that the OBC was too difficult to deal with in Shanghai, as shown in the
following extracts from letters between 1877 and 1883:
The Govt. here is again at me for a Loan; but it has been ‘at me’ a dozen
times before, and then went elsewhere—so whether this time anything will
come of it or not, I cannot say, but certainly the Govt., having had ‘rope’
hitherto, is now seeing more clearly that, in such things, it would be wisest
to act through me. Your telegram of the 14th Dec. received last night,
comes very appropriately, but it is now a question whether it would not be
best to act through the Hongkong (and not the Oriental) Bank, seeing that
1. the Hongkong Bank has done a good deal of business for the Govt.
already, and 2. the Hongkong Bank shows itself of a more obliging
disposition, and understands China better, than the O.B.C. The advice I
give the Govt. here is: to make an existing foreign Bank a Chinese Govt.
Bank, and transact all its business through it. Were this advice to be
followed, we need not go to Europe for money at all—we could borrow
heaps and heaps from Chinese, and in this way, all our loans being silver,
we could keep clear of the Exchange and depreciation difficulties.100
I have sent you a long telegram asking questions about Loans. It is not
certain China will borrow at all, or borrow through me; but the Yamen
wants to be prepared, and, with approximate answers to my questions in
its hands, it will know where it is. I fancy the result will be again a silver
loan through the H’kong Bank at high interest for a short period; but it
would be well to have the O.B.C.’s views in reply. I hope you will simply
answer my questions and not go into any lengthy explanations or
advice.101
Loans are talked of. It is said Tso’s agent at S’hai, Hu-Kwang-yung (Hutaotai) has already arranged with the Hongkong Bank for 4,000,000 Taels
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at 10%. From another quarter I am asked to make inquiry: hence my
telegrams to you.102
I know of no sterling loan being negotiated with the Hongkong Bank. That
Bank has a loan in hand for Kansuh (ordered by Tso Tsung Tang and
negotiated by Telge & Co.103 and Hu Kwang Yung.) Cameron104 is here
now, and, with his wife, is my guest. On the other hand Hu and Fock
(Telge’s man) are also here and will not come near me. The Kansuh loan
is I believe silver Taels Four Millions: but I am not talking to Cameron
about it at all, and I have nothing to do with it. If the Govt. puts a loan in
my hands, I should most likely give it to the O.B.C. if large and for
sterling, and to the Hongkong Bank if small and for silver. In China the
Hongkong Bank is now more easily dealt with than any other: China is
their head-quarters,—they have lots of money—are very obliging—
demand only essentials; for the O.B.C., China is a way-side place, and the
legal shape and size of their forms are much in the way. Please remember
that, although asked many questions about loans, some of them are
arranged without my ever hearing of them, and, as yet, I have never had
even one in my own hands. My advice always is ‘don’t borrow if you can
help it’.105
The H’kong Bank Kansuh Loan, Four Million Taels, is almost settled. As
yet no loan has been put in my hands; they have all been managed by Hu
Kwang Yung, and he has mostly been forced to go to the H’kong Bank.
This Bank is the most accommodating in China and asks only for
essentials. I do not consider the O.B.C.’s business to be worked in China
half as well.106
Of Loans nothing more is said—I know there is plenty of money in the
Treasury here at Peking; so that the Central Govt. is not likely to be
borrowing sterling, and Kansuh silver Loan is something the H’kong Bank
worked hard for. With Chinese the H’kong Bank people are very popular;
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as for the O.B.C., I believe I am the only friend it has in China, and I, of
course, cannot put anything in its way unless charged with it myself.107
H’kong Bank:—They certainly make a fine flourish, and they are very
civil and obliging—a point in which O.B.C. people in China (thinking
they are the public’s masters, not servants) are always said to have been
deficient. Just now there’s trouble between the O.B.C. and Shao Taotai108
at S’hai: Jem will explain it to you. They and the H’kong Bank offered
4/10 ¾ and then the latter quietly went up to 5/0 ¼ and secured the
business: then a row.109 I doubt if the affair was as well managed as it
might have been.110
Admittedly the historical record is skewed by the survival of the HSBC
archives and the tragic loss of all the records of the OBC; but as foreign loans to China
were events of international import and commentary, it seems clear that the Oriental
Bank played at best a very minor role in financing Tso and the Imperial Treasury. Indeed,
Ji calculates that the Hongkong Bank alone accounted for 17 of the 26 foreign loans
contracted between the first in 1876 and 1890.111 Stanley identifies what purports to be a
complete series of loans, but only names the Hongkong Bank, Baring Brothers, Shewan,
Tomes & Co.,112 and unspecified “foreign merchants” as arrangers, not the OBC. If Hart
is correct above, the 1875 loan may have come from Jardine’s with the OBC in a
secondary role. This is interesting if only because the head of Jardine Matheson was on
the board of the Hongkong Bank.
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Given this lack of government lending by the Oriental (except perhaps in the one
instance), and Hu’s direct and close relationship with the Hongkong bank, along with the
OBC’s diffidence about lending even to the government itself, it seems a remote
possibility that the bank lent to or through Hu.
On the other hand, King’s history of the Hongkong Bank states unequivocally that
that institution’s calling in of chop loans (at the behest of London Manager Thomas
Jackson and Shanghai Manager Ewan Cameron) was a factor in bankrupting both
industrialist Hsü Jun and Hu Kwang-yung.113 It seems further unlikely, given the fierce
competition between the banks, and the need for the bank compradors to guarantee any
local business done in Shanghai, that Hu could have been a substantial customer of both
the Hongkong Bank and the OBC.

The Crisis of 1883
Hu had used his network of banks to accumulate capital, but had not
deployed it into any of the new industrial enterprises.114 Instead, he used excess liquidity
for trading purposes, accumulating large quantities of silk, which due to a persistent
outbreak of silkworm disease in Europe was in high demand, and which at the time
accounted for as much as 30-40% of China’s total exports.115 According to Eng, Hu was
attempting to break a foreign monopoly on silk exporting by cornering the market, but
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was undone by collusion between the export houses, which refused to treat with him for
his wares.116 He describes numerous unfair and coercive practices to show that this could
indeed be the case. Hao, however, finds no support for the idea that Hu “suffered his
great loss ‘because the silk trade had been rigged by the Western merchants,’”117
although he does cite Tung-fang Hui in what he considers to be an erroneous
“xenophobic imputation” of responsibility for Hu’s failure: “Hu annually would tie up all
silk-producing districts before the silk was reeled, and foreigners could not get a single
thread unless they bought it from Hu. They became angered and among themselves
agreed not to buy silk for a year. Hu had silk piled up in mountains with nowhere to sell it
and lost over six million.”118
Whatever the cause, Hu was caught with warehouses full of illiquid goods, funded
by short-term loans.
His subsequent liquidation at knockdown prices caused him large losses, and
reverberated throughout the Shanghai property and stock markets. Goetzman, et al.,
record that the number of listed companies in Shanghai dropped from 29 to 12, with
prices falling from above par to around half of book value.119 Robert Hart wrote: “Great
Chinese failures. Hu Kwang Yung (the great friend of the ‘H’kong and S’hai Bank’)
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failed all over China: Tls 28,000,000! Here in Peking 44 money shops closed in a
fortnight: the Tael only fetches 11 tiao!”120
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VI.
The Failure of the Oriental Bank: Gradually, and then Suddenly

The OBC had become an institution, with immense power and reach. But once the
bank reached the 1870s, it seemed to lose its vigor—or perhaps its joss. Suddenly the
bank which had weathered so many crises could not put a foot right. The confident
congratulatory tone of previous annual shareholder meetings had vanished along with
former Chairman H. G. Gordon, replaced by a series of somber disclaimers: in 1870,
“Most of the gentlemen now present are more or less connected with Eastern affairs, and
they will, therefore, know that, during the last six or twelve months, business has not
been very satisfactory;”121 in 1872, “there has been a serious loss made by the banks
connected with India by the unfortunate failure of Messrs. Gledstanes and Company.
Large as our transactions are, we were not likely to escape…;”122 in 1873, “…the
business with India and China has not been of a very satisfactory character for some time
past;”123 in 1875, “…we have, as we must expect, had our blows from another part of the
world. I allude to Australia. We have made some losses from the failure, not of one
house, but of several. One large house fell, and several followed. We have suffered in
that way, but we have provided for those losses, and have, in other respects, done
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well;”124 in 1876, “The result of the operations of the past year shews a diminished profit
on those of previous years, and is chiefly caused by the steady decline in Eastern
exchanges, by the provision which had to be made for the fall in the value of Indian
Government Rupee paper, and by the generally depressed state of commercial and
monetary affairs during the period in question;”125 and 1877, “Unfortunately
circumstances had been against the possibility of making any large banking profits. Most
of the shareholders would be aware that there had been a period of great stagnation in
trade and commerce; speaking generally, the reports received from agents and branches
were to the effect that there was little or no business doing.”126
And then, the truth of the bank’s assets could no longer be denied. In 1878, the
bank declared an accounting profit, but with a massive caveat:
It is, however, with much regret that the directors announce that they have
felt compelled to recognise and take into account losses at various
branches to a most unusual extent. These losses have mainly arisen under
circumstances of exceptional character, and active and practical measures
have been taken to prevent the recurrence of similar misfortunes. To
provide for the deficiency, the directors have, after much consideration,
decided to withdraw the sum of £175,000 from the reserve fund, which
will then stand at £325,000. They consider that one main object of a
reserve fund is to meet such exceptional losses, and they have adopted this
course in preference to interfering with the current dividend, having every
reason to hope that a few years of ordinary prosperity will enable them,
while maintaining the present dividend, to restore the fund to its former
amount.127
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But rather than being a one-time clearing of the decks, after which the bank could
begin to rebuild its reserves, the 1879 report was worse:
The directors now extremely regret to announce that through the depressed
condition of trade, and the commercial crisis which has been experienced
during the last six months, very serious losses have been sustained at
various points. These losses, with the provision for doubtful debts,
including a large amount recently advised from Australia, have exceeded
the unappropriated earnings, as above shown, by the sum of £120,130. 9s.
3d. The directors have also taken into account the existing depreciation of
their public securities held in London and at the different branches, and
although they trust that, as regards Indian government securities, this
depreciation is only temporary, as depending on the rate of exchange
between this country and India, they have valued all the government rupee
paper at the market price in India at 31st December, and for that portion
thereof which stands in the bank’s book in London, and is therefore
subject to exchange, a rate of 1s. 8d. per rupee has been assumed. They
have furthermore made provision for the return of all funds invested in the
East at the exchange of the day, excepting only such portion of the bank’s
capital as is allotted to each branch for its local permanent use. These two
items together have occasioned a writing-off against the reserve fund of
£185,567. 3s. Under the head of foreign securities they also regret to
report the heavy depreciation of £91,030. 3s. 4d. on £318,806. 3s. 4d. in
Chilian government bonds, which they have held as an investment since
the time of the issue of the loans of 1873 and 1875.128 While writing off
this amount, as shown in the profit and loss account, the directors, from
the assurances they continue to receive from Chili and from the
acknowledged good faith of that government, are sanguine that these
securities will, to a great extent, recover their value.129 The causes above
mentioned not only render it impossible for the directors to declare any
further dividend for the year, but necessitate the appropriation of nearly
the whole of the reserve fund, together with a surplus value on the bank
premises, which has hitherto been regarded as a set-off against temporary
fluctuations in the securities. Provision, however, being now made for
depreciation in the manner above explained, the surplus in question,
£85,400, affirmed by valuation at the close of the year, has been brought
into the adjusting account of profit and loss.130
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The Economist calculated the provision for bad and doubtful debts at £243,857 in
total, of which “…about 30,000l. is referred to losses in the Eastern Trade, 67,000l. was
incurred at Melbourne, and about 68,000l. distributed over the remainder of their
branches.”131
The Oriental began to retrench its expanse of branches. The bank was forced to
sell its African business to the Bank of Africa, with the exception of some foreclosed
sugar estates which the buyer declined to take, the transaction being so profitable for the
acquisitor that in 1883 one observer would write that “the Oriental Bank, in 1879,
transferred the whole of its South African business to the Bank of Africa— an
undertaking which has prospered so well, that not a few Oriental shareholders are found
regretting the transfer then made.”132 The Foochow agency was closed, to the delight of
the Hongkong Bank, which anticipated taking the business the OBC abandoned.133
The Oriental also began to admit to its bad loans in Ceylon and Mauritius, which
had not been mentioned before as critical contributors to losses—while promising
investors again and again that the worst was over, and that the remaining debts would
once again come good and be realized. In April, 1883, management reported:
These securities [debts secured by landed property, in effect foreclosed
assets] are held by us only for realisation at the first favourable
131
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opportunity. We are quite alive to this; but there are times when even the
best securities are unsaleable. All depends upon the demand at the time. It
may be interesting to you to hear what our Ceylon manager writes of these
securities in that island: — ‘The estates are all in first-rate condition, and
notwithstanding the collapse in coffee, I believe they will not only pay upkeep expenditure, but nearly all outlay connected with the planting of
cinchona, tea, and other suitable products. As these develop, the properties
must increase in value. It is impossible to obtain anything like the real
value of these properties at the present time, but, with a revival of
prosperity, I see no reason to doubt their realising the full amount at which
they stood in our books.’ I think you will consider this report
reassuring….I will also refer to Mauritius. There, too, the properties, as in
Ceylon, upon which securities are held, have been kept up in full value, as
far as cultivation and machinery are concerned. Since 1880 five sugar
estates have been sold at Mauritius and paid for, and several local
companies have been formed for the purchase of other estates which form
a portion of the bank's securities. The bank's interests in these estates are
thus being gradually and advantageously realised.134
At the half-year results in October, 1883, the directorate repeated its soothing
forecast, noting that “An exhaustive report on nearly all the important securities in which
the bank is still interested has just been received from a thoroughly competent and
independent source. This report confirms the view taken by the local manager, that with a
continuation of high cultivation and good management, the securities are worth and will
realise the sum at which they stand in the books.”135 The directors vouched for the book
value of the Ceylon assets as “reasonable and likely to be realized,” and the Mauritius
properties as “easily saleable,”136 and unwisely promised “[l]osses on realisation in
Ceylon have been provided for, and will never confront you again.”137
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Despite the new, somewhat chastened, tone of these admissions, the directors did
not feel obligated to share every detail of the assets underlying their assurances, perhaps
indicating that they knew all was not as well as described:
A desire has been expressed by some shareholders for whom we feel every
respect, and has even found expression in the press, that we should give
exact figures relative to the outstandings of old date in Ceylon and
Mautitius. We have considered this most carefully, and with a natural
desire to lighten the burden of our own responsibility by sharing it with
you. But we have concluded that it was contrary to your interest and to our
duty to do so, and we think we have gone to the utmost verge of the
statements which it is customary or proper for directors to make to
shareholders.138
By April of 1884 the board was forced to admit that its previous estimates were
now inoperative, and that its loan book now included “old outstandings”139 which were
“unproductive assets” in an amount “as certainly now not exceeding £2,000,000,”140 a
horrifying 23%141 of the bank’s now-shrunken advances. These assets were
approximately given as £1,000,000 in Ceylon estates, £850,000 of assets in Mauritius,
and “assets at other branches, represented by mortgages and other securities, principally
in South Africa and Australia, £150,000.”142 Note that no reference to loans or other bad
debts in Shanghai or China is made at all. Given that this statement is some five months
after the failure of Hu Kwang-yung and the crisis in Shanghai, we would expect to see it
referenced if indeed there had been material impact.
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To deal with this issue they proposed to write down the bank’s capital by
£750,000—half the paid-up amount—in order to fund a £570,000 special provision
against the bad loans, and a £180,000 mark-to-market against depreciation of silver
currency-denominated assets. Once again the directors claimed that “the properties [in
Ceylon and Mauritius] have improved in value since the last report,” and to “…have
again most carefully considered the valuation of all the unproductive assets of the bank;
and, whilst believing, from examination of the reports and estimates, that the present
values are only such as ought to be realised under fairly favourable conditions…”143
This proposal drew the very obvious question from aggrieved investors:
As to…the appropriation of £570,000 to meet possible depreciation of
over two millions of unproductive assets, we lie open to the question
propounded by numerous shareholders in letters to myself, to the chief
manager, and to the board. What is the meaning of this new position you
take up? You have been telling us that these are good assets that, if
carefully handled, they will be worth the amount they stand at in our
books; in this very report you reiterate the statement, and now you propose
to write off 28 ½ per cent. from their value. How do you reconcile this
contradiction?144
There was no real cogent answer to the question posed, and the reception to this
series of disclosures was not warm. David McLean,145 then the London Manager of the
Hongkong Bank, wrote after the mid-year 1883 results that “OBC report is out but I have
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not seen it. It is not a flourishing one,”146 and after the full year report that: “OBC. I think
they must go. No sane man will leave deposits with shares at £5 and a lock up of 2
Million Sterling & perhaps a good deal more. I recommend you to try & secure the whole
of the Customs a/cs in the event of their changing bankers & also the Japanese a/cs. Its
best to be first in the field.”147 The Bankers’ Magazine editorialized that “…we think the
directors endeavoured to make light of the losses sustained, and…they undoubtedly
deceived the shareholders in their report of last October (from which we quoted a month
ago).” Their final verdict as management came clean on the bank’s bad debts was harsh:
[W]e think that the most that has been said respecting the management of
affairs at the Oriental Bank has been altogether justified. What right had
the directors—some of them we admit not the existing directors —to
virtually saddle the Bank with 20,000 acres of land in the island of
Ceylon? It may be said that they committed themselves to the Ceylon
Company before the outbreak of disease had devastated the coffee estates
of the island. But even granting that the Ceylon Company had prospered,
what right whatever had the directors to advance to such a company at all
beyond the value of the crops in sight, or beyond discounting for the
company in the ordinary way of business? Yet, in this case, we find the
Oriental Bank creditors upon what must be termed capital account for
something like half a million, and had the Ceylon Company been
prosperity itself, such credits would have been without the smallest
excuse. Then there are the Mauritius properties, acquired much in the
same way, and some outstandings in South Africa which apparently the
Bank of Africa would not take over. Then again, in taking the agency of
the Chilian Loans of 1873 and 1875, and because they were not fully
subscribed saddling the Bank with an extensive residue, the directors acted
in a way which showed them to be unmindful of the true position of the
Bank, then towering far above the level of any other Eastern bank. It was a
risk they should never have undertaken, and although it was unfortunate
that they should have parted with those bonds at the time they did, the loss
was of such a nature as invariably follows sooner or later upon bad
banking. But this does not sum up the full extent of the Bank's
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mismanagement. The board were inclined to hold bi-metallic theories, and
a few years ago, thinking there was a profit to be made upon silver, they
held it and lost; and in an effort to sustain the high dividends which prior
to 1877 they had uniformly paid over a long period of years, they staked
the position of the Bank and lost that.148
As the end neared, deposit outflows stemming from the poor results put the
bank’s treasury under strain which was noticeable in the marketplace, and fellow bankers
even began to discuss the once unimaginable:
OBC. I dont like the look of affairs at all. These T/Ts and declining to buy
outward docty bills are very suspicious. One Broker told me that they
would not even buy Interest warrants. "We dont want to buy at all & we
dont want the offer of any bills for the present" was their answer to
another Broker. Keep square with them as near as you can. I dont believe
the creditors will get 20/ in the pound if the Bank shuts up now.149
The OBC are quite out of the market here as buyers and I am just afraid
their deposits are leaving them. Their getting so many T/Ts are very
suspicious.150
Closing the Doors
On Saturday, the third of May, 1884, readers of the Times of London awoke to
find that the Oriental Bank Corporation had suspended payment, closing its door against
a relentless wave of deposit redemptions. “If things had taken another turn,” the Times
wrote, “if the customers of the Bank had had more faith in the ultimate solvency of the
concern, the disaster we announce this morning might not impossibly have been
averted.”151
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The directors of the bank being the final authority for suspension, London would
seem of necessity to have had the news first, but from there it resounded around the
globe, in a manner befitting the most international of banks.
The closure was a shock to some, who did even not know whether the bank had
truly failed. The North China Herald reported that it was not yet known whether the
suspension was temporary or permanent, the OBC’s Shanghai manager having received
from head office only a terse telegram containing nothing more than “an instruction to
suspend payment at once, as the Head Office would not open on Saturday.”152 Robert
Hart of the Maritime Customs wrote his London agent on the fifth of May, also confused
about what was truly happening:
On the 1st inst. I received a letter as follows, from Mr. Watson, Acting
Manager of the S’hai Branch of the O.B.C.:—
Private

O.B.C.
S’hai, 25th April 1884

Sir Robert Hart, K.C.M.G.
Dear Sir:
As the recent newspaper reports may have caused you some
anxiety with regard to the standing of the Corporation, I hasten to inform
you that I have to-day received a telegram stating that our yearly meeting
passed off satisfactorily in London yesterday, and that the Directors’
report was unanimously adopted.
The telegram also conveys the private information that it is
intended to raise new capital after the Constitution of the Bank is
remodeled by Act of Parliament and our advices by mail state that the
Committee of the House of Commons on standing orders have given leave
to bring in the Bill without delay.
I am, Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully,
W. Watson,
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Acting Manager
On the same day I wrote a line in reply to thank Mr. Watson for his note.
On the 3rd the British Legation appears to have received a telegram from
London, saying that the O.B.C. would suspend payment in a day or two,
and I believe the Legation at once telegraphed to S’hai to withdraw its
funds.
On the 4th I received a telegram dated 3rd, 11:15 a.m. from Glover:—
‘O.B.C. suspended payment this morning’
To-day I have telegraphed to you to ask what this all means: has the Bank
merely stopped operation temporarily to adjust account before it goes to
work as a Limited Liability Bank, or is it a complete failure? I am inclined
to believe the first to be the correct interpretation, and suppose the S’hai
Manager in closing did not explain reasons further than ‘by order of the
Directors’, and that the Legation telegram may have been not to alarm, but
to warn against alarm. However ‘hope’ always ‘tells a flattering tale’, and
I may be wrong: I therefore am prepared for the worst.
If it is failure, you are told in my telegram to file claims, i.e. do whatever
may be necessary to claim and recover our official deposits, amounting to,
say, Tls. 60,000 at S’hai, $170,000 at H’kong, and £10,000 in London.
I have also requested you to secure the documents, etc., etc., etc.
connected with my private property investments, in the safekeeping of the
Bank.
Another reason for thinking that this closing is not failure, is that I have
had no telegraphic warning or explanation from yourself.153
Confusion remained for a period of some weeks:
O.B.C. failure:—This is a most disagreeable contretemps all round. I
suppose you, in London, are just as powerless as I am, in Peking, in the
matter. But if there is any way of getting our deposits, try and get them—I
mean our official deposits. If any legal proceedings are to be instituted, I
don’t see how we can avoid putting matters in another man’s hands,
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seeing as Hutchins is the O.B.C. solicitor. I wonder where my next trouble
will come from! Truly it is worry and vexation all round!154
Hart continued to press for information, enquiring “A telegram says the
‘compulsory winding up’ of the O.B.C. is ordered. Is this a bad sign?”155 and “The
O.B.C.:—What is it doing? and what will it pay? also when?”156 Given Hart’s myriad
sources of information in both the Chinese and European communities, this indicates that
information about the OBC’s fate was scarce in China and that there had been no
warning. Although Campbell’s responses to Hart have not been preserved, it would seem
as though he had been aware of some unease in London regarding the OBC, but had not
thought it fatal:
O.B.C.:—It is a pity, rather, that you did not wire the ‘panic’ to me, for as
I was on the ‘qui vive’, I could easily have lessened the balances at
H’kong and S’hai before the collapse of the 3rd May. However:—all one
can do over ‘spilt milk’ is to be devotional and whisper R.I.P. I fancy from
the way you go on to write of Mr. Brett and the safety of the bank, that the
closing on the 3rd will have surprised you more than it did myself.157
At Colombo, likewise there had been little advance warning. The Ceylon
Observer recorded on May 3rd that officers of the OBC branch there “had not the
remotest suspicion of impending disaster, until the receipt by the manager directing him
to stop payment at 10 this morning,” after which a crowd surrounded the bank premises,
and “it required the efforts of a strong body of police to keep Queen Street free for
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traffic.”158 On the instructions of the Colombo manager, the Galle office closed about 11
AM the same day, and the Kandy sub-branch at half past 12, occasioning similar scenes
of panic.
In Singapore, the bank—which had experienced rumors of a run there the
previous month—closed on the 3rd at 2:30 PM, having also received a telegram directing
same from London. The Straits Times waxed poetic in its issue of the 7th May: “A richly
coloured and picturesque sketch could be produced from the material offered by the
incident connected with the O. B. C., which at present engrosses public attention. Such a
mélange of nationalities and costumes, such a variety of ways of ‘receiving the news,’
and such a series of groupings, could not be furnished by any combination of
circumstances in Europe, not even in the Levant. The intelligence that the Bank Lama,
the Bank No. Satu,159 had stopped payment, went like wildfire throughout the country,
and before one o’clock on Sunday it was known in the remotest parts of the island, and
even at Johore.”160
From the vantage point of 1892, with memories prompted by the failure of the
New Oriental Bank, banker George Addis remembered to his brother Charles161 the
excitement of the original OBC closure in Singapore:
Well do I remember the Sunday morning in May ’84 when James Wallace
of the Ch[artered Mercantile Bank]162 came to our compound at
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Chatsworth, when Elsie and I were strolling about in sarongs, and told me
of the old OBC implosion. He, Greig, and I spent the rest of the day
conferring together, I interviewing Cecil Smith at Gov’t House and getting
the promise of his support in the matter of gov’t balances, + afterwards all
three of us with John Fraser routing out of his bed the Maharaja of Johore
at midnight to get him to promise to guarantee payment of all of our notes
in his territory, + so mitigate the inevitable run on all of us during the
ensuing week. We had a combined note circulation of 27 lacs of dollars,
while the OBC circulation was another 3 ½ lacs (which we agreed to pay),
+ not $12 lacs in coin to meet it all. It was a horrible time, + I had to face
the worst of it, being the weakest of the three, with my shroff’s office
besieged by a howling mob of excited natives. And now you have had to
go through something of the same experience—and so commercial history
repeats itself.163
Charles Addis had his own experience of the panic and turmoil caused by the
failure of the New OBC, which was surely similar:
To be in charge of a big Indian branch,164 - this is really a splendid
experience even if only for a few months. The first month of it is, I hope,
an unique experience as far as I am concerned. To begin with Veitch [his
agent, taken ill] left us of course a man short just as we were in the
beginning of making up our half yearly accounts, - always a very busy
time. Then a firm in which we were largely interested failed and you can
imagine the bother and worry that means, seizing cargoes realizing goods,
writing telegraphing and all the rest of it. That was the first week. In the
second the Oriental Bank burst. At the same time came the news of our
losses. Consequence, a run on the hongkong & Shanghai Bank. I felt like
the captain of a ship in a storm. The main thing to keep cool oneself to
allay excitement in others. When I arrived at the office early in the
morning a small crowd of natives were there before waiting to withdraw
their deposits. They were followed all day by Babus and half caste women
and even, I am ashamed to say, by some white men and women. I took the
cashier aside. ‘Fill your till and keep it full. I have given you every
162
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assistance in the paying out department. Let there be no mistake. See that
everyone is paid in full and paid as quickly and as quietly as possible.’ I
think the three following days must have taken a few years off my life.
Trying to carry one exchange business in the usual way, see constituents,
replying to questions and all the time the perpetual clink clink of the rupee
across the counter. Is it never going to stop? How much is it possible for
us to hold out? My cash was gone. Merchants came forward and lent me
money. I wired to London. Jackson,165 like the trump he is, wired me back
£100,000 through Coutts. On the fourth day I saw the tide was ebbing.
People were beginning to repent of their precipitation. Some left without
withdrawing seeing everything orderly and quiet. One fat old lady amused
me. She came to withdraw her savings and stormed my room evidently
expecting that the worst had come and that payment was stopped. I
received her with more than the usual urbanity, detained her in
conversation for a few moments and then ushered her myself into the
accountant's room with the request that he would attend to the lady at
once. A few minutes later I was surprised to see her re-enter my room
looking a little shame faced. ‘Well, Mrs -, have they given you?’ ‘I am not
going to take it now; I don't want it.’ ‘Don't want it! - but you told me a
few minutes ago you-’ ‘Yes, but when I saw you took it so coolly I
thought everything must be all right.’166
Mauritius, lacking a telegraph connection of its own, was the last to hear. The
Mauritius Gazette chronicled the notification in its issue of May 29: “The Oriental Bank
suspended payment in London on the 3rd May, and the news was immediately
telegraphed to Mr. Don, the agent for the bank at Durban, Natal, with instructions to
charter a steamer and start immediately for Mauritius in order to stop the affairs of the
branch there. On the 7th instant, the Clan Fraser, having on board Mr. Don, left Natal and
arrived in our harbour on May 13, at night. As a consequence, the bank suspended
payment on May 14.”167 The last bastion of the OBC had fallen.
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Liquidation and Aftermath
Almost before the OBC was thrown into liquidation, plans were being laid to
resuscitate its business under a new structure. The Economist noted just days after the
OBC’s failure that it had received an “official notification, issued yesterday,
foreshadowing efforts at the establishment of a new bank” to take on the business of the
Oriental, and despite the publication’s view that the old bank had been “steadily losing
caste” in recent years it nonetheless saw its closure as a significant loss to trade in
general, and concluded that “it would indeed be a matter for regret if there were no
salvage from the wreck.”168
And indeed a new bank was formed: the New Oriental Bank Corporation, led by
W. W. Cargill, the original founder and first manager of the Bank of Western India and
the early OBC. The New Oriental was a strictly joint-stock bank under the Companies
Acts, with no charter and shareholder liability limited to the amount paid for shares and
nothing more. The bank noted that its predecessor had been a highly profitable enterprise
“while it was confined to its strictly legitimate purpose,” and resolved consonantly “to
avoid the slightest departure from the rules of legitimate banking on its best recognised
principles.”169 The bank forswore any desire to become a bank of issue again, or to open
branches outside the British colonies, India, China, and Japan, with the intention of
taking over the OBC’s branches and most of its staff in those places, which it promptly
did.
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Despite its efforts, the New OBC did not make it through its first decade,
suspending payment again in 1892 and once again being liquidated—this time for good.
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VII
Financial Analysis

In order to analyze and test the various theories pertaining to the demise of the
OBC and its causes, I constructed a longitudinal model of the bank’s balance sheets and
profitability data (nothing approximating a full income statement was released until
slightly before the bank’s failure) from the inception of its reporting in 1845 until the
final full-year data released in 1884. As expected and highlighted in the original thesis
proposal, much of this data is not complete or contiguous, as the bank changed its
reporting over time.

Disclosure and Form of Accounts
As the (un-chartered) Oriental Bank, financial statements were produced semiannually, with the books as of 1845 to “be balanced in London, on the 1st June and 1st
December in each year, the branches making up their accounts to the previous 1st March
and 1st September, respectively.”170 In 1851, the bank’s new charter post-amalgamation
with the Bank of Ceylon provided for annual balance sheets as of December 31,
including the returns of all branches and agencies as of the same date. This produced for
the first time a fully consolidated balance sheet, and by 1854 eliminated the “balances
due from/to branches on accounts with London office and with each other” line items.
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“Reports of Joint Stock Banks: Oriental Bank,” Bankers’ Magazine 4 (October, 1845-March,

No full-year financial statements have been found for 1850, as both the former
Oriental Bank and the Bank of Ceylon were in the process of liquidation and had
different fiscal year-ends, so that the first complete balance sheet data on the Oriental
Bank Corporation is as of December 31, 1851. As it is not clear that the income statement
as of that date covers the full year for all three entities, I have treated 1852 as the first
complete consolidated year for financial statements, and in general this analysis uses the
annual time series 1852-1883, as it is the most comparable from year-to-year.
The bank’s initial accounts were bare-bones in their disclosure of financial data,
and the directors did not see it as their remit to provide much additional transparency to
shareholders, noting at the Bombay annual general meeting in 1847 that “[i]t is not usual,
nor has it hitherto been found necessary, for the members of this Board, to make any
statement, or to offer any remarks on the affairs of the Bank on such an occasion as the
present; nor are they now prepared to lay before the shareholders more than an estimate
of the probable loss sustained by the Bank during the unprecedented crisis that has lately
passed over the commercial world…”171 At the annual meeting in 1856, “[t]he chairman,
in moving the adoption of the [financial] report, said that he would not trouble the
meeting by going into detail on the several items on the balance sheet…”172 and in 1861
he cheerily observed that “[i]t had been said by a friend of [the chairman’s] elsewhere
that the report was somewhat vague, but the fact was that a bank, in prosperous times,
had no occasion to use many words.”173
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Such an attitude appears to have been common, and considered unfavorable to
shareholders, with a commentator writing in 1850 that “If we may judge from the
scrutiny, to which accounts published by stock companies have of late subjected by the
local journals, we should say that shareholders seem to be now a little more anxious to
know something about the transactions and position of public companies than in the good
old times, when the only notice they took was to draw their dividends.”174 A
commentator wrote in a letter to the Bankers’ Magazine in 1857 that he found bank
financial statements—where even available—“… not explicit enough to enable any party
perusing them to form an opinion as to the stability of the establishment by whom they
are issued,” and that in his opinion the system of preparing and reviewing accounts
required Parliamentary intervention: “The principal executive manager prepares a report,
which is submitted to the annual meeting of the shareholders. The adoption of this report
is invariably moved and seconded by members of the direction, and passed as a matter of
course. Generally speaking, the direction is composed of men of wealth, influence, and
undoubted integrity; but recent events prove that those qualifications, unless they, the
directors, are at the same time practical men, are conducive of bad effects, inasmuch as
the presence of such men at the board secures for the establishment a confidence which it
may not merit…. None question the solidity of the existing establishments; but this is a
fitting time for the abrogation of a system of secrecy which enables the executive, in
adversity, to put the evil day afar off, making the consequences of a failure, when it
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comes, doubly disastrous.”175 This characterization, in the case of the OBC, was to prove
prophetic.
As the years progressed, and particularly once profits started to decline, requests
from OBC shareholders for additional transparency on the accounts became a leitmotif,
viz.:
At the 1858 annual meeting:
A Shareholder said there was an item in one lump of upwards of
£4,000,000, and he wished to know whether that could not be divided?
The Chairman said that the charter prescribed the form in which the
accounts should be drawn up, and that form could not be departed from.176
At the 1862 annual meeting:
In reply to questions put to him by shareholders, the chairman said…that
the accounts were rendered in their present form in accordance with the
terms of the charter.177
At the 1866 annual meeting:
A Shareholder asked what was the total amount of losses.
The Chairman replied that it was not usual to state the losses, especially as
assurance had been given that all bad and doubtful debts had been wiped
off. (Hear, hear.) If it was the opinion of the meeting that information
should be given on this point he would bow to the decision of the
shareholders. (Cries of ‘No,’ and ‘Yes.’) He did not wish to conceal
anything, but at the same time he thought it would be advisable to abstain
from giving the information. (Hear, hear.)
A Shareholder observed that information of this kind might be used to the
disadvantage of the corporation. (Hear.) If any shareholder wished to be
satisfied on this matter he could effect his purpose privately. (Hear, hear.)
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The meeting having ruled that the question should not be answered…178
At the 1867 annual meeting: A shareholder takes exception to the form of the
balance sheet presented.
Chairman: With regard to the accounts, they had had the charter for about
15 years, and they were found to adhere to the form prescribed by it. They
had never had the accounts objected to before.179
At the 1869 Annual meeting:
A Shareholder said they had no account in the balance-sheet of the
expenses of establishment—they did not know whether these were
increasing or decreasing? In most banks these were distinctly stated.
The Chairman—The accounts are made up according to the charter. I have
no data that I can give you, but we shall be happy to give any further
information if the hon. Shareholder will call at the office.
…
Mr. Bancroft thought the shareholders should be informed of the amount
of the gross profits, and also the gross expenses.180
This lack of specificity does impede analysis to some degree, but I was able to
obtain sufficient information—especially as regards losses—to adequately address the
research question and its surrounding subsidiary issues.

Analysis of Profitability
Analyzing the OBC’s profitability over time requires a comprehensive look at the
balance sheet as well, because reported profit does not usually represent actual profit
earned in the period. For example, McGuire comments on the bank’s profitability, noting
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that the OBC had “accrued a net profit of £214,757…for the year ending 31 December
1860.”181 However, while this figure is consistent with the statement of the Chairman in
the minutes of the annual meeting, to wit: “The general statement of affairs and balancesheet for the year 1880, now submitted for the information of the proprietors, show the
net profit of the corporation for that period to amount to £214,757. 13s. 6d…”182 such a
calculation does not in actuality represent a profit earned entirely in that year, as it would
under current accounting conventions, but rather includes the sum of £11,808. 2s. 1d.
carried forward from the accumulated profit of the previous year in excess of sums paid
out in dividends in respect of that year. We can confirm this is true by reconciling the
accumulated profit and loss account, as shown below:
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Table 3. Reconciliation of reported versus period profits for 1860.
s.

£
decimalized

GBP

£

d.

Accumulated profit and loss (12/31/1859)
Plus:
Reported profit (FY1860)

163,008

2

1

163,008.10

214,757

13

8

214,757.68

Less:
Dividends paid during FY1860
in respect of 2H1859
in respect of 2H1859 bonus
in respect of 1H1860
in respect of 1H1860 bonus
Reported profit carried over from 1859

239,400
63,000
88,200
63,000
25,200
11,808

-

-

2

1

239,400.00
63,000.00
88,200.00
63,000.00
25,200.00
11,808.10

Accumulated profit and loss (12/31/1860)

126,557

13

8

126,557.68

Source: Bankers’ Magazine, vols. 20-21; researcher’s calculations.

Note, however, that the bank’s reporting was not always consistent on this
subject; witness that Chairman H. G. Gordon, in reporting the results for 1867 at the
annual meeting, refers to the profit for the year correctly, afterwards mentioning the
amount carried over, and calling the aggregate amount profits available “for
distribution.”183 Because of this inconsistency, both the income figure and the balance
sheet for each year must be reconciled in order to ensure that truly comparable figures are
used.
Why is this consistency important? Although the absolute amount of
overstatement in the above case is not large—under 6% of annual profit for 1860—in
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some years the difference was material. For example, in 1881, the bank reported a profit
of £63,598. 1s. 0d, but fully £17,403. 17s. 0d of this, or 27%, represented carried over
profits earned in previous years.
In addition, bank management developed a habit from the earliest days of the
institution of writing off losses directly to the balance sheet reserves—both those
explicitly quantified and the hidden, or “inner,” reserves which did not normally appear
on the balance sheet until used; these latter reserves in the case of the OBC seem to have
generally consisted of revaluation on bank premises acquired, which were not appraised
on a regular schedule, but which remained on the books at cost until revalued by the
directors.
As far as I was able to glean from perusal of the financial statements and reports
of annual meetings, such upward revaluation was only done in connection with large
losses, which were then booked as a direct offset to the balance sheet account without
ever passing through the profit and loss statement. During 1854, a £24,000 loss arising
from a mistake by a clerk in the shipment of gold was written-off, not against reserve
fund but: “…the directors being in a situation, through the amount of their ‘replacement
fund,’ accruing from the accrued value of premises at branches and agencies, to effect its
liquidation, and have a large balance for other contingencies. (Cheers.)”184 When
adjusting for the loss, and carried over profits for 1854, a reported profit of £96,719. 10s.
3d becomes a profit of just under £49,812. 10s. This means that period economic profits
were overstated by over £46,907, or 94%. Note that the directors declared a dividend of
£94,345 for the year anyway.
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As the bank became further distressed, this happened in larger amounts. In 1877,
the OBC reported a profit of £155,758. 12s. 1d.; however, not only did this include
carried forward profits of £8,329. 9s. 9d., but management had booked losses of
£175,000 directly to the reserve account, without passing these losses through the P&L
accounts; the actual net income for the year including these two items was a loss of
£27,570. 9s. 9d. At the annual meeting, the chairman stated as much:
The accounts show, as the result of the year's business, a profit of
£155,758. 12s. 1d. (including £8,329. 9s. 9d. brought forward from the last
account) after defraying all current expenses. It is, however, with much
regret that the directors announce that they have felt compelled to
recognise and take into account losses at various branches to a most
unusual extent. These losses have mainly arisen under circumstances of
exceptional character, and active and practical measures have been taken
to prevent the recurrence of similar misfortunes. To provide for the
deficiency, the directors have, after much consideration, decided to
withdraw the sum of £175,000 from the reserve fund, which will then
stand at £325,000. They consider that one main object of a reserve fund is
to meet such exceptional losses, and they have adopted this course in
preference to interfering with the current dividend, having every reason to
hope that a few years of ordinary prosperity will enable them, while
maintaining the present dividend, to restore the fund to its former
amount.185
The directors went on to declare a dividend of £150,000 for the year.
In the following year, a reported profit of £198,727. 7s. actually becomes a loss of
£241,816. 7s. 8d. when losses taken directly to the balance sheet are included, this despite
a further write-up in the value of bank premises by £85,400, as shown in the table below.
Once again, the directors declared a dividend, albeit only one of £75,000 for the first half.
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Table 4. Reconciliation of reported versus period profits for 1878.
GBP
Reported profit (FY1878)
Plus:
Revaluation of premises
Less:
- Provision for doubtful debts
- Depreciation on Indian
securities and FX adjustment
- Depreciation on Chilean
securities
Total losses taken directly to balance
sheet

198,727

7

£
decimalized
198,727.35

85,400

-

-

85,400.00

243,587

16

3

243,587.81

185,567

3

-

185,567.15

91,030

3

4

91,030.17

520,185

2

7

520,185.13

5,758

12

1

5,758.60

(241,816)

(7)

£

s.

Reported profit carried over from 1877
Actual period profit (FY1878)

d.

(8) (241,816.38)

Source: Bankers’ Magazine, vol. 39; researcher’s calculations.

Adjusting for the effects of carried over profits and direct balance-sheet write-offs
reveals that aggregate profit for the bank from 1852-1883, reported over the years as
£5,035,632.84, was actually only £4,140,168.39—an overstatement of 22%. Furthermore,
dividends paid over this period amounted to some £4,697,476.01, meaning that they
actually exceeded earnings by £557,307.62. Even if we use the most favorable period
1852-1876, ending before the recognition of major losses, dividends of £4,157,476.01
amount to 99.9% of total earnings of £4,162,188.30.
The payment of dividends in excess of earnings, leading right up to impending
failure, was not considered a mark of sound banking management at the time. The
directors and management of the OBC would have been well familiar with the liquidation
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of the London and Eastern Bank—London agents for the OBC’s Indian competitors
Delhi Bank, Simla Bank, the Agra and United Services Bank, and Agra Savings Bank—
which failed in 1857. Even though the bank was estimated to have failed within the limits
of its capital (possibly including the double liability), so that no actual stoppage of
payment had occurred and liabilities were expected to be paid in full, management’s
conduct was harshly judged: “the full details of the course of management which has
caused the bank to wind up, with the loss of its capital, will probably not come before the
public. That great laxity must have prevailed is to be inferred, however, from the fact of
six per cent. dividends having been paid up to July last, when the condition of the bank
was said to be so prosperous as to render it expedient to establish two new branches…”186

Return on Assets and Equity
The OBC’s return on average assets (as measured by our true period earnings
figures as detailed above) fell steadily from its initial years, declining from 2.93% in
1852 to 0.72% in 1876, the year before the start of the recognition of large losses. The
declining productivity of assets was, with the exception of a single blip in 1854 due to the
losses described above, almost an uninterrupted slide downwards.
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OBC ROAA (1852-1883)
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Figure 1. OBC ROAA, 1852-1883.
Return on assets calculated using true period income and not reported earnings.

Table 5. Return on average assets, 1852-1883.
ROAA

1852
2.93%

1853
2.34%

1854
0.88%

1855
2.22%

1856
2.34%

1857
1.94%

1858
1.70%

1859
2.07%

ROAA

1860
1.67%

1861
1.42%

1862
1.34%

1863
1.58%

1864
1.30%

1865
1.00%

1866
1.08%

1867
0.99%

ROAA

1868
0.98%

1869
0.93%

1870
0.93%

1871
0.87%

1872
0.87%

1873
0.83%

1874
0.79%

1875
0.75%

ROAA

1876
0.72%

1877
-0.14%

1878
-1.20%

1879
0.38%

1880
0.52%

1881
0.34%

1882
0.45%

1883
0.02%

Source: Company reports; researcher’s calculations. Return calculated using period
income rather than reported profits.
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This trend did not go unnoticed by shareholders; at the 1870 annual meeting one
long-time and involved shareholder queried the Board thus:
Dr. Thom said the directors in their report stated that the past year had
been exceptionally unfavourable with respect to the rates of interest both
in England and India, and the rates of exchange connected therewith. Of
course, the directors must know much more of this matter than he did, but
it appeared to him that the general rates of interest had not been lower in
1869 than in the last four or five years. Four per cent, had been the limit
since the fall of 1866, now nearly four years ago. With 19 millions of
business, they did not appear to have made more profit than when they had
12 or 13 millions; and during the past year the dividend had trenched more
closely upon the actual earnings of the year than in any of the last four or
five years. He thought it was a matter which required some little
explanation how it was that with half as much more business, the profits of
the bank had remained stationary. He made out by the present accounts
that the amount of the bank's available resources were a trifle under 5 ¼
millions, and taking their profits at £180,000— the amount required to pay
the dividend of 12 per cent, upon the past year— that represented a profit
of but 2 1/4 per cent, upon those available resources. He thought this was a
matter that called for some explanation, and he had no doubt the directors
would willingly give it.187
Notice, however that the bank’s return on average equity was much more stable,
initially rising moderately, and only dropping off below the 1855 level after 1874.
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“Oriental Bank Corporation,” Bankers’ Magazine 30 (1870): 478-479.
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OBC ROAE (1852-1883)
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Figure 2. OBC ROAE, 1852-1883.
Return on equity calculated using true period income and not reported earnings. Equity
includes disclosed reserves, insurance fund, and accumulated profits.

Table 6. Return on average equity, 1852-1883.
ROAE

1852
1853
1854
10.72% 10.11% 3.88%

1855
8.55%

1856
9.66%

1857
8.96%

1858 1859
9.09% 13.14%

ROAE

1860
1861
1862
11.89% 10.91% 11.13%

1863
1864
1865
14.44% 11.60% 8.05%

1866 1867
9.04% 8.38%

ROAE

1868
8.53%

1869
8.62%

1870
8.70%

1871
8.38%

1872
8.70%

1873
8.62%

1874 1875
8.46% 8.04%

ROAE

1876
7.16%

1877
-1.38%

1878
-14.14%

1879
4.32%

1880
4.58%

1881
2.97%

1882 1883
3.95% 0.17%

Source: Company reports; researcher’s calculations. Return calculated using period
income rather than reported profits.
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Whether intended explicitly or not, this stable return was due to management and
the directors electing to take on more leverage: the bank’s equity to average assets
declined from 27.3% in 1852 to barely a third of that (9.3%) by 1874, after which
reported leverage declined somewhat as the assets of the bank shrank faster than its
dwindling capital. Leverage as a proxy for risk tends to validate the criticisms of
management as reckless or speculative in general.

OBC Avg. Equity / Avg. Assets (1852-1883)
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1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

0.0%

Figure 3. OBC leverage ratio, 1852-1883.
Leverage ratio calculated as average equity to average total assets. Equity includes
disclosed reserves, insurance fund, and accumulated profits.
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From 1852 assets of £3.9 million, the OBC grew steadily to a peak of £23.4
million in 1874, a CAGR of 7.8%, before falling to £14.2 million in 1879 and only £11.3
million in 1883. Nevertheless, stated equity to average assets recovered only to 12.4% at
year-end 1883, and as the following analysis will show this stated equity was drastically
overstated.
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VIII
Analysis of the OBC’s Chancery Case

On May 3, 1884, immediately after the bank’s suspension of payment, two unpaid
creditors of the OBC, Lawrence Malcolm (“of Huskards, Ingatestone, in the county of
Essex, Merchant”) and Patrick Campbell, (“of Belmont, Stramaer, North Britain, Esq.”)
petitioned the High Court for winding-up under the Companies Acts of 1862 and 1867,
via their attorneys Freshfields and Williams.188 Mr. Justice Chitty, acting for the Court,
scheduled a hearing in the matter for May 15, 1884, at which time he granted the petition
for winding up, and confirmed the appointment of Thomas Abercrombie Welton as
provisional official liquidator (Welton would be appointed as official liquidator on June
19, 1884).
Registration of companies had been introduced into the UK by the Companies
Act, 1862. Unregistered companies, however, continued to be extant at the time of the
OBC liquidation, consisting chiefly of “companies formed before 2 November 1862;
companies formed by private Act of Parliament and companies incorporated by royal
charter.”189 As an unregistered company190, the OBC was not eligible under section 199
188

“In the Matter of the Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867, and in the Matter of the Oriental Bank
Corporation,” London Gazette issue 25350 (May 6, 1884), 2045.
189

“House of Commons—Explanatory Note: Company Law Reform Bill [HL] – continued,”
Parliament of the United Kingdom, prepared May 26 2006, https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/
cm200506/cmbills/190/en/06190x-w.htm.
190

Presumably the OBC was exempt both due to its royally chartered status as well as its
formation before 1862. That it was unregistered is confirmed by: “The Failure of the Oriental Bank,”
Bankers’ Magazine 44 (1884): 614.

of the Companies Act, 1862 to enter a voluntary winding-up,191 but only an involuntary
process leading to liquidation. The account of the failure appearing in The Bankers’
Magazine implies that for this reason, Messrs. Malcolm and Campbell were actually
acting in concert with the Directors of the OBC to force the appointment of a friendly and
experienced liquidator immediately after the stoppage of payment, “before any hostile or
speculative petitioners could take action.”192

The Chancery Court
The UK’s Chancery Court handles matter of bankruptcy and liquidation, as a
Court of Equity rather than a Court of Law,193 meaning that the court is entitled to impose
specific remedies other than damages in order to protect the rights of creditors and other
parties.194 These remedies include appointing a liquidator or special master, determining
the priority and admissibility of claims, approving the sale of assets and distribution of
proceeds, settling debts both to and from the entity in liquidation, and so forth as
necessary to produce a just result.
At the time of the failure of the Oriental Bank, the UK Chancery Court was a
division of the High Court, having been subsumed as such under the Supreme Court of
Judicature Act 1875195 after previously having been an independent court.
191

Anthony Pulbrook, The Companies Act, 1862, with Analytical References and Copious Index
(London: Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange, 1865): 102.
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“The Failure of the Oriental Bank,” Bankers’ Magazine 44 (1884): 614.
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Henry Campbell Black, Black’s Law Dictionary, 4th ed. (St. Paul, MN: West Publishing, 1968),
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Judge and Personnel
The matter of the Oriental Bank Corp. was assigned to Justice Sir Joseph William
Chitty, K.B.. Mr. Justice Chitty was a graduate of Eton and Balliol College, Oxford,
where he took a first in classics as part of the class of 1851. He was called to the Bar as a
member of Lincoln’s Inn in 1856, and “took silk” as a Queen’s Counsel in 1874. After
serving as an MP for Oxford on the Liberal Party slate, Chitty was appointed a Chancery
Court Judge in September 1881, and subsequently knighted. He later became a Lord
Justice of the Court of Appeal, and died in 1899.196
Chitty, the son of noted legal scholar Thomas Chitty, was famous more for his
career as an Oxford rower, and later as the longtime umpire of the Oxford and Cambridge
Boat Race. Vanity Fair said of him in 1886 that “…Sir Joseph is a better judge of a boatrace than of an intricate law case…” and concluded that “If Mr. Justice Chitty’s decisions
were a good deal sounder, and if they were arrived at with considerably more speed, Sir
Joseph might be a good Judge. In other words, without committing any startling
improprieties, he is commonplace in his rank. But his faults are negative faults. He is a
very respectable man of moderate legal attainments.”197
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Obituary, Sydney Morning Herald, February 17, 1899.
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Davus [pseud.], “The Four Secrets of Chitty’s Success,” Vanity Fair, July 10, 1886.
[<https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/The_Rowers_of_Vanity_Fair/Chitty_JW>; Accessed September 16, 2017
in “The Rowers of Vanity Fair”]
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Official Liquidator
The appointed liquidator of the OBC was Thomas Abercrombie Welton, “of 5,
Moorgate-street, in the city of London, Accountant.”198 Welton was a prominent
accountant, one of the founders of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and
Wales199, and its President from 1890-1891.200 He had actually been appointed as the first
professional external auditor of the OBC at its last annual meeting, but was not able to
fully take up his duties before the bank failed.
His firm, Quilter, Ball & Co., (later Welton & Bond, then Deloitte,201 later
Coopers & Lybrand,202 and now PWC) was an early leader in the new and complex
process of corporate insolvency work, which Matthews, Anderson, and Edwards note had
been successively increased by the successive passage of the Bankruptcy Act 1831, the
Winding-Up Act 1848 (which made “the appointment of a public accountant, as the
official manager, a virtual necessity”), the Companies Act of 1862 (“[t]he ‘accountant’s
friend,’” which “brought a large accession of business to accountants” by permitting their
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appointment “directly as trustees to administer the debtor’s estate rather than having to
work through an intermediary.”203
As this work had previously been the province of the legal profession, not all
were enthused by the change: Mr. Justice Quain declaimed from the bench in 1875, “The
whole affairs in bankruptcy have been handed over to an ignorant set of men called
Accountants, which was one of the greatest abuses ever introduced into law.”204
Quilter, Ball became a leading insolvency firm early on, having been founded by
two former clerks of Peter Harriss Abbott, one of the fathers of modern public
accounting, who had been named to the position of position of official assignee created
by the Bankruptcy Act 1831, and “remained loyal to his former clerks, being then ‘in a
position to commission the partnership [Quilter, Ball & Co.] to prepare the balance sheets
of debtors prior to their appearance in court.’”205
The firm managed to survive and prosper even though Abbott absconded to
Brussels in 1841 with an alleged £82,196 in funds entrusted to him in this role206, with
Matthews et al. calculating that:
The commercial crisis of 1847/8 provided the stimulus for Quilter, Ball &
Co.’s growth; the firm handled eight of 43 bankruptcy cases, more than

203
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any other firm. Similarly, in the crisis of 1857/8, the firm handled 31 out
of 147 cases….207
Welton would also go on to be appointed liquidator to the reconstituted New
Oriental Bank Corporation upon its own failure in 1892.208

Archive Research Process
I began with the assumption that there must have been a UK chancery proceeding
because contemporaneous press reports refer to a liquidation process, and Chancery
Court would have been the only appropriate venue.209 An on-line search of ICLR law
reports revealed nine short records, all of them extracts from the London Gazette. These
records give us dates of initial filings and the named plaintiffs in the action, which I used
to search the indices of the UK National Archives at Kew.
Records of chancery suits after the consolidation of the court under the Supreme
Court of Judicature in 1875 are almost entirely intact, up until 1945 when the archives
began keeping only a small sample of records; however, most of them are not
electronically indexed, and computer searches under the Oriental Bank and the two
named plaintiffs in the winding up action released no records at all. Fortunately, the
handwritten ledgers and indices of folios are intact.
On my initial visit I located all of the relevant index records between the inception
of the case on May 3, 1884 and the end of Michaelmas term, 1894, at which point three
entire terms had gone by without a mention, with only a single record listed over the
207
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208
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previous seven terms. Over two succeeding sets of visits, I then read and summarized all
of these 338 individual records, covering the period from inception to the end of
Michaelmas term 1894. A spreadsheet of the index records, corresponding folio ledgers,
and summaries for the records read, is appended at Appendix A.

Table 7. OBC Chancery records by year and term.
Year
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
Total

Hilary
N/A
33
16
13
9
6
7
2
5
1
1
93

Easter
11
20
10
13
10
3
2
1
1
0
0
71

Term
Trinity
14
43
10
9
6
12
0
0
1
0
0
95

Michaelmas
20
18
19
5
6
5
4
0
2
0
0
79

Annual
Total
45
114
55
40
31
26
13
3
9
1
1
338

Source: UK National Archives records.

Key findings and insights stemming from the analysis of Chancery records are as
follows:

Creditor Recoveries and Shareholder Losses in Liquidation
OBC Creditors eventually received 19/9 in the pound—that is to say, 19 shillings
ninepence, or 98.75% of their proven claims—in seven dividends of 10/- (June 1885),
2/6, (August 1885), 2/6 (February 1886), 1/3 (February 1887), 1/3 (July 1887), 1/3
(March, 1889), and 1/- (December 1892). Note that certain government claimants had
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been preferentially paid an immediate creditor dividend of 19/-, and were later brought
into line with other holders with a second dividend of -/9. Also note that some creditors
accepted a slightly lower dividend in return for faster payment,210 so that aggregate
figures based solely upon the proportional dividend rate will be slightly inaccurate.

Table 8. OBC creditor dividends.
Dividend
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
Total

Date
June, 1885
August, 1885
February, 1886
February, 1887
July, 1887
March, 1889
November, 1890

s.
10
2
2
1
1
1
1
19

d. £ Decimalized
0
0.5000
6
0.1250
6
0.1250
3
0.0625
3
0.0625
3
0.0625
0
0.0500
9
0.9875

Source: UK National Archives records; researcher’s calculations.

However, this is not to say that the OBC failed only for slightly more than the
amount of its capital, leaving assets almost equal to liabilities. Most bank shares at this
time were subject to double liability, wherein holders of shares (each with a par value of
£25) were liable to be called for up to a further £25 per share for each share held, even if
the shares had been purchased for far less than par. In fact, even previous holders who
had sold shares of a bank which became insolvent within six months of their selling were
liable for the call.
In the OBC’s case, the liquidator made a full call of the £25 double liability per
share in January, 1885, with £10 to be paid by February 13, 1885, and additional

210
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payments of £5 each on or before April 15, 1885, July 15, 1885, and January 14, 1885.211
The court records are full of notices to those holding shares or deemed responsible for
shares previously sold (termed “contributors” in the chancery records), as well as various
actions by putative holders seeking to have those from whom they had bought, or to
whom they had sold, substituted on the rolls of contributors.
Counting this additional capital, we can now calculate that the bank failed for
slightly in excess of twice its share capital plus all reserves, rather more serious. Starting
from the last published balance sheet for year-end 1883, we can begin by assuming that
all of the book equity—then comprising £1,500,000 in paid-up capital, £13,672.22 in
reserves, and £23,726.36 in accumulated profits—was consumed, given that the bank
failed to fully repay creditors. The shareholders were liable for an additional £1,500,000,
or double the paid-up capital, which was also consumed. It is likely, given that some
shareholders fled or were pushed into bankruptcy, that not 100% of this amount was
collected, but even a 90% yield would have produced £1,350,000. Creditors also took
some losses, 1.25% of the book amount. At the full amount of liabilities on-hand at yearend, this would have added a further £121,600.90; however, as we know the bank had
experienced an extended run it would follow that its liabilities were somewhat reduced.
Assuming that the bank lost half of its deposits before shutting, and that bills and issue
outstanding were each reduced by 10%, total liabilities at failure can be estimated at
£9.73 million, meaning that creditors at the low end lost £75,956.11. This calculation, as
seen in figure 9, below, shows a range of estimated total loss upon failure of

211
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£2,963,354.69 to £3,158,999.48—an impressive tally given how much the bank had
already lost.

Table 9. Losses on failure.
Losses on Failure:
GBP

Estimates
Low

High

Paid-up capital
Reserves
Accumulated Profit

1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00
13,672.22
13,672.22
23,726.36
23,726.36

Double Liability:
- Liable amount
- % paying
- Received by Liquidator

1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00
90%
100%
1,350,000.00 1,500,000.00

Creditor Losses:
Deposits
- Last recorded
- % remaining at failure
- Est. balance at failure

6,696,938.76 6,696,938.76
50%
100%
3,348,469.38 6,696,938.76

Notes and bills
- Last recorded
- % remaining at failure
- Est. balance at failure

2,546,491.51 2,546,491.51
90%
100%
2,291,842.36 2,546,491.51

Due to banks
- Last recorded
- % remaining at failure
- Est. balance at failure

484,641.50
90%
436,177.35

484,641.50
100%
484,641.50

Total estimated liabilities
Loss %ge
Loss on liabilities

6,076,489.08 9,728,071.76
1.25%
1.25%
75,956.11
121,600.90

Total Loss on Failure

2,963,354.69 3,158,999.48

Source: Company reports; researcher’s calculations.
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Relative Size of Shanghai Branch Liabilities
On December 14, 1889, the court ordered that the liquidator be empowered to
draw checks in favor of the New OBC to pay final dividends in respect of the creditors in
branches at Shanghai, Hong Kong, Singapore, Yokohama, Sydney, Melbourne, Colombo,
Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras.212 Note that this order must refer to the sixth dividend of
1/3, first ordered in March, 1889,213 as the seventh and actual final dividend was not
declared until November, 1890. The order to calculate the seventh dividend makes it
clear that this is not a simple repeated order to pay (there are numerous such, mainly due
to changing creditor lists or payment details in various places) as it shows the full series
of dividends along with the correct total of 19/9.214
Based on the dividend payment amounts listed, we can calculate the liabilities of
each branch listed at the time of the bank’s failure; it would appear that the Shanghai
branch had total liabilities (deposits, note issues, and/or bills payable) of just over
£65,000, a smaller balance sheet than any other branch listed aside from Madras—and
less than a tenth the size of the Melbourne branch. This figure jibes closely with the
£7,500 appropriated to buy taels in Shanghai in December, 1885 in order to make the
third dividend payment of 2/6 to creditors there;215 assuming that these were the only
funds used to do so, it would make the liabilities of the branch exactly £60,000.
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Table 10. Size of major OBC branches by liabilities, at failure.
Dividend Payment Amount
Branch
Shanghai
Yokohama
Melbourne
Sydney
Hong Kong
Singapore
Bombay
Calcutta
Madras
Colombo
Total

£
4,080
6,177
42,804
15,000
10,954
6,624
4,986
6,359
2,710
20,187

s. d.
12 10
14 8
12 0
0 0
1 8
10 5
18 0
8 7
4 0
16 5

119,885 18

Total (£s decimal)
4,080.64
6,177.73
42,804.60
15,000.00
10,954.08
6,624.52
4,986.90
6,359.43
2,710.20
20,187.82

Implied Total
Branch
Liabilities
65,290.27
98,843.73
684,873.60
240,000.00
175,265.33
105,992.33
79,790.40
101,750.87
43,363.20
323,005.13

119,885.93

1,918,174.87

7

Based on seventh creditor dividend payment. Source: UK National Archives records;
researcher’s calculations.

If the calculation based on the final dividend is correct, Shanghai branch
accounted for only 0.67% of the bank’s total liabilities of £9,728,072 at December 30,
1883.216
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Magazine 44 (1884): 525.
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Although lending from the Shanghai branch could have been supported through
liability funding elsewhere, it would be astonishing if it had occurred in amounts
sufficient to have a significant impact on the bank’s capital without commentary from
directors’ statements and other contemporaneous writings. If reliable, these figures would
alone do much to discredit the theory that either the Shanghai Crisis or Hu Kuang-yung
was a proximate cause of the OBC’s failure.
New OBC had taken over the business (although not the assets and liabilities) of
many of these branches and so was a natural agent for payment. The New OBC had
purchased the bank’s premises in London (the 40 Threadneedle Street headquarters
building), Shanghai, Yokohama, Kobe, Mauritius (presumably Port Louis,217 but possibly
including other sub-branches or agencies left unspecified), Bombay, Calcutta, Madras,
Colombo, Kandy, and Galle,218 and so presumably intended to carry on the old bank’s
business there. In addition the New OBC had formally purchased the branches in
Singapore and Hong Kong (once again, the continuing business and not the assets and
liabilities) and was assigned the leases on the OBC’s former rented premises there.219
Note further that the New OBC was a significant purchaser of dividend rights
from OBC creditors (as elaborated upon further below); however, the references to
dividends in respect of the branches as listed would lead us to believe that any dividends
acquired by the New OBC and included in these totals would have been liabilities of the
217
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218
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219
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original branch as listed, and therefore would not have changed the total distribution.
However, it is very possible that many dividends acquired by and assigned to the New
OBC and the Assets Realization Company were in respect of Eastern branches, and were
at the election of the buyers paid in London, which would tend to lower the reported total.
Given that in all our review of dividends assigned, we found only a single
assignment recorded as stemming from a liability of the Shanghai branch, this if anything
would tend to make the Shanghai branch look relatively more significant relative to other
branches. Bear in mind that it is also possible that a substantial number of other Eastern
branch creditors who did not assign their claims elected to receive their dividends in
London instead. Potentially the most significant creditor of the Shanghai branch, Sir
Robert Hart (acting in his capacity as Inspector General of the Chinese Maritime
Customs), seems not to have desired to do so, at least soon after the time of the failure, as
he asks:

If the O.B.C. liquidator pays out any money in December will he pay all
in London, or will he pay £ sterling in London, Taels in S’hai, and $ in
Hongkong?
Whatever is to be paid in London, whether of official or private
funds, is to be lodged in the Bank of England—the official moneys with
my official and the private with my private account.220
Whatever answer he received from his agents, he made no further order
requesting that all dividends be paid in London, as was eventually his option. Nor does
Hart sound likely to have assigned his claims to another who might have made such
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election, noting in July, 1887 that “I am more disposed to wait than to accept any of the
offers to pay us a smaller sum than the O.B.C. owed us when it stopped payment.”221
Immediately upon hearing of the suspension, Hart calculated the Customs’
exposure222 to various OBC branches, asking his agent to “do whatever may be necessary
to claim and recover our official deposits, amounting to, say, Tls. 60,000 at S’hai,
$170,000 at H’kong, and £10,000 in London.”223 We calculate the total Customs deposits
on this basis to be approximately £54,581, although Hart later writes that his total
deposits across branches were “something like 280,000 taels in all,”224 which would be
£67,633; the reason for the discrepancy is not clear.

Table 11. Deposits of the Chinese maritime customs in the Oriental Bank.
Branch

Currency

Shanghai
Hong Kong
London

Taels
Dollars
Pounds

Total

Balance
60,000
170,000
10,000

£ Equiv.
14,492.75
30,088.50
10,000.00
54,581.25

Taels and HK$ at official branch rates; pounds at par. Source: Hart-Campbell letters;
researcher’s calculations.
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I.G. in Peking, 544.
224

Letter, Robert Hart to James Duncan Campbell, June 21, 1884, marked #487, in Hart, et al.,
The I.G. in Peking, 555.
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Even taking the smaller figure, Hart’s official deposits must have made him a
leading—if not the largest—creditor of the Shanghai branch, amounting to 22.2% of our
calculated deposit total.

Dividend Assignments
Many of the OBC’s creditors could not or preferred not to wait for uncertain
future dividend payouts (some were also shareholders, and thus needed immediate cash
to pay the capital calls), but instead sold their claims to speculators, taking an immediate
(but lower) payment and assigning their rights to future dividends to the buyer. On an
organized basis, the Assets Realization Company and the New Oriental Bank were the
largest buyers of claims; the latter presumably had the added incentive of recouping
business from former OBC clients, in addition to collecting a premium on its purchase
price.
I found 21 separate chancery records dealing with the assignment of dividends,
with each record containing up to 750 separate assignments, in all totaling more than
1750 creditor assignments. In each case I reviewed the list of assignors and their
locations, as an indication of where their claims might have originated. This method is
necessarily flawed, as depositors may have changed their location subsequent to the
failure of the bank, or, if expatriates, may have indicated their home addresses rather than
the cities in which they did business and maintained accounts. However, it is potentially
indicative of the geographic spread of creditors. There is a large recurrence of English
and Scottish towns, as well as other European cities (Dublin, Milan, Paris, Rome,
Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Bologna, Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, Hamburg, Geneva, Kiel
among them), Australasia (Sydney, Perth, Melbourne, Auckland), and Asia (including
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Mauritius, Colombo, Osaka, Kuala Lumpur, Darjeeling, Cawnpore, Bombay, Calcutta,
Nagpur, Madras, Assam, and Samarang, Java).
However, only a single mention of Shanghai appears: a William Hewell, with
address in the legation quarters, owed £44 9/-.225 The only other assignment of a claim in
China comes from another Westerner resident in Ningbo, for £90.226 Nor do there appear
on these lists any obviously Chinese surnames resident in other places, who might be
doing business out of the Shanghai branch or its associated sub-branches and agencies.

Subjects of Chancery Proceedings
During a full review of all chancery records of the OBC’s liquidation, we found
no explicit references to Shanghai (apart from inclusion in orders to dispatch notices of
the proceedings to creditors and shareholders in various cities, assignments of dividends
of creditors, and payment of such claims), the 1883 crisis, or Hu Kuang Yung. We did
not find any mentions in the chancery proceedings of any other Shanghainese borrowers,
suits, or settlements of debts. Based on the need for the Court to approve sales of
foreclosed assets, compromise agreements with debtors, or the filing of lawsuits against
recalcitrant borrowers, we would expect to find mentions of such if in fact they took
place, and we do, in contrast, have numerous records of assets, debts, suits for recovery,
and settlements, in Mauritius, Ceylon, Australia, and South Africa, in addition to head
office.

225

Chancery record #182.

226

Chancery record #287.
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Obviously, this is not conclusive evidence of anything; however, it is suggestive
of the idea that debts and operations in Shanghai were not of primary interest to the
liquidator of the bank or to creditors. This tends to validate the calculations above which
indicate that Shanghai was one of the smaller branches, at least by liabilities.
Also interesting is what we do find repeatedly mentioned: 73 of the 338 chancery
records (22%) refer explicitly to foreclosed or repossessed plantation assets (excluding
bank premises) in Ceylon, Mauritius, and South Africa227 (mainly sugar and coffee/tea
estates), and at least a further 15 records refer to debtor settlements in Ceylon and
Mauritius which involved haircuts to principal. These references include enormous sums
spent on maintenance of (presumably foreclosed or acquired in satisfaction of debts)
estates, prior to their sale in liquidation.
In total, expenditures on maintenance of estates and authorized purchases of more
senior liens228 totaled at least GBP1,564,642.29, against which the OBC recorded
proceeds of sales of estates of only GBP190,557.16, for a net authorized expenditure of at
minimum GBP1,374,085.13. Bear in mind that some of the estates sold would already
have been on the books as foreclosed property prior to the failure, so that the sale amount
would also reflect the disposition of these holdings, and thus the loss versus book value
was proportionately greater. In addition, debt haircuts of a further GBP64,669.49 against
loans to borrowers in Ceylon and Mauritius were approved by the court. The gross
amount of expenditures by itself exceeds the OBC’s last recorded book capital and

227

The OBC’s branches and operations in Africa had been sold to Bank of Africa in 1879; these
residual properties were evidently those which the acquiring bank had declined to take over.
228

We can not be certain that all authorized purchases and sales did in fact take place.
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reserves, even before accounting for impairment on the book value of the assets
themselves.
This suggests that the assets in Ceylon and Mauritius were of significantly more
importance and/or concern to the creditors and the official liquidator than were assets or
claims originating in Shanghai, and that in fact they are far more likely to have been the
cause of the OBC’s failure than any Shanghai exposures.
Staff bonuses, too, reflect this same concentration: in addition to a list of officers
and staff at head office in London, only staff in Melbourne, Sydney, Ceylon, and
Mauritius received bonus remuneration for their assistance in the liquidation, implying
that theirs was the vast majority of the work performed.229

229

Chancery record #187.
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Table 12. Extract of Chancery records regarding estates.
Country
Mauritius
Mauritius
Ceylon
Ceylon
Ceylon
Ceylon
Ceylon

Nominal
Curr. Amount
Rs
10,250.00
Rs
UNK
Rs
UNK
Rs
UNK
Rs
25,000.00
Rs
149,880.00
Rs
UNK

#
7
10
12
14
19
24
29

Date
5/22/1884
5/30/1884
6/14/1884
6/14/1884
7/2/1884
7/26/1884
11/11/1884

36
38

11/24/1884 Mauritius
12/15/1884 Mauritius

GBP
Rs

65,000.00
500,000.00

65,000.00
39,062.50

47

1/4/1885 Mauritius

Rs

Deedinlieu

NA

GBP
Rs
Rs
Rs

21,883.00
156,000.00
150,000.00
40,000.00

21,883.00
12,268.75
11,718.75
3,125.00

Rs 2,038,000.00

159,218.75

S. Africa
Ceylon
Mauritius
Mauritius

GBP
800.78
UNK
UNK
UNK
1,966.15
11,787.44
UNK

49
53
62
67

1/22/1885
1/22/1885
2/23/1885
3/9/1885

73

3/26/1885 Mauritius

82

5/11/1885 Ceylon

GBP

2,000.00

2,000.00

88
94
97

5/21/1885 Mauritius
5/21/1885 S. Africa
5/20/1885 Ceylon

Rs 2,454,171.00
GBP
9,383.00
Rs
(4,000.00)

191,732.11
9,383.00
(314.58)

98

5/15/1885 Ceylon

Rs

5,000.00

393.23
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6/24/1885 Ceylon

Rs

8,000.00

629.17

105

6/22/1885 Mauritius

Rs

143,903.33

11,242.45

108
113

6/24/1885 Mauritius
7/24/1885 Ceylon

Rs
Rs

4,500.00
398,531.00

351.56
31,342.80

115
115
121

7/23/1885 Mauritius
7/23/1885 Mauritius
7/29/1885 S. Africa

Rs
165,839.68
Rs (100,000.00)
GBP
5,000.00

12,956.23
(7,812.50)
5,000.00

128

9/9/1885 Ceylon

Rs

5,000.00
107

393.23

Reason
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance/
Mortgage
Maintenance
In substance
foreclosure
Maintenance/
Mortgage
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance/
Mortgage
Estate share
purchase
Estate
auctions
Maintenance
Sale of Estate
Mortgage
acquisition
Estate share
purchase
Estate and
lien purchases
Mortgage
payment
Maintenance
Mortgage
acquisitions
Sale of Estate
Maintenance
Estate share
purchase

128

9/9/1885 Ceylon

Rs

(4,000.00)

129
132
135

9/12/1885 Ceylon
9/11/1885 Ceylon
9/29/1885 Ceylon

Rs
Rs
Rs

50,000.00
(6,000.00)
(30,000.00)

136
137

10/2/1885 Ceylon
10/9/1885 Ceylon

Rs
Rs

40,000.00
(20,000.00)

140 7/20/1885 S. Africa
145 11/13/1885 Mauritius

GBP
1,000.00
Rs 2,146,664.92

146 11/12/1885 S. Africa

GBP

4,500.00

150 11/25/1885 S. Africa

GBP

10,857.00

152 11/26/1885 Ceylon

Rs

120,000.00

153

12/3/1885 Mauritius

Rs

345,164.33

154
160
161

12/8/1885 S. Africa
1/25/1886 Ceylon
1/22/1886 Mauritius

GBP
1,000.00
Rs
101,536.00
Rs 2,608,114.00

165

3/8/1886 Mauritius

Rs 1,814,574.70

170
180
186
205

4/8/1886
5/27/1886
7/5/1886
12/6/1886

Mauritius
Mauritius
S. Africa
Mauritius

205

12/6/1886 Mauritius

Rs
794,142.00
Rs 1,032,891.00
GBP
830.00
Rs
838,000.00
Rs

344,797.49

206 12/14/1886 Ceylon

GBP

(3,500.00)

210 12/14/1886 S. Africa
211 12/13/1886 Mauritius
211 12/13/1886 Ceylon
217 1/18/1887 Ceylon
220 2/14/1887 Ceylon

GBP
1,800.00
Rs (800,000.00)
Rs (145,000.00)
Rs
(1,000.00)
Rs (265,000.00)
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(314.58) Sale of Estate
Mortgage
3,932.29 acquisition
(471.88) Sale of Estate
(2,359.38) Sale of Estate
Mortgage
3,145.83 payment
(1,572.92) Sale of Estate
Additional
advances on
1,000.00 land
167,708.20 Maintenance
Purchase of
4,500.00 land
Additional
advances on
10,857.00 land
Estate
9,437.50 auctions
Payments on
liens and
26,965.96 guarantees
Additional
advances on
1,000.00 land
7,985.38 Maintenance
203,758.91 Maintenance
Mortgage
141,763.65 payments
Mortgage
payments,
claims, and
62,042.34 auctions
80,694.61 Maintenance
830.00 Improvements
65,468.75 Maintenance
Mortgage
26,937.30 payment
Sale of Estate
(3,500.00) shares
Mortgage
1,800.00 payments
(62,500.00) Sale of Estate
(11,403.65) Sale of Estate
(78.65) Sale of Estate
(20,841.15) Sale of Estate

222
223
233
237
239

2/28/1887
3/24/1887
5/3/1887
5/17/1887
5/17/1887

Ceylon
Mauritius
Ceylon
Ceylon
Mauritius

Ceylon/
254 12/15/1887 Mauritius
264 4/13/1888 S. Africa
266 4/13/1888 Ceylon
268 4/23/1888 Ceylon

Rs
(4,320.00)
Rs
404,529.00
Rs (70,000.00)
Rs
40,000.00
Rs 1,220,534.00

(339.75)
31,603.83
(5,505.21)
3,145.83
95,354.22

Rs
GBP
Rs
Rs

47,270.99
5,600.00
(1,375.00)
(3,500.00)

3,717.67
5,600.00
(108.14)
(275.26)

Rs

168,168.06

13,138.13

Rs (233,742.00)
Rs (27,000.00)
GBP
(8,750.00)

(18,261.09)
(2,109.38)
(8,750.00)

276

6/25/1888 Mauritius

279
283
288

8/30/1888 Mauritius
12/4/1888 Mauritius
3/5/1889 S. Africa

293

5/6/1889 Mauritius

Rs

(90,700.00)

(7,085.94)

301
302

7/18/1889 Ceylon
7/24/1889 S. Africa

GBP
GBP

(13,500.00)
(20,000.00)

(13,500.00)
(20,000.00)

307 11/18/1889 Mauritius
324 12/9/1890 Ceylon

GBP
GBP

(34,600.00)
(750.00)

(2,703.13)
(750.00)

Totals

GBP

1,374,085.13

Source: UK National Archives records; researcher’s calculations.
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Sale of Estate
Maintenance
Sale of Estate
Maintenance
Maintenance
Crop
proceeds to
OB Estates
Maintenance
Sale of Estate
Sale of Estate
Mortgage
payment
Sale of
Estates
Sale of Estate
Sale of Estate
Sale of
Estates
Sale of
Estates
Sale of Estate
Sale of
Estates
Sale of Estate

Table 13. Extract of Chancery records regarding debt compromises in Ceylon and
Mauritius.
#
32
40
56
57
67
134
138
139
179
202
217
222
238
256
295

Date
11/24/1884
12/18/1884
2/1/1885
2/1/1885
3/9/1885
9/25/1885
10/9/1885
7/28/1885
5/27/1886
11/11/1886
1/18/1887
2/28/1887
5/16/1887
1/17/1888
6/18/1889

Country
Ceylon
Mauritius
Ceylon
Ceylon
Mauritius
Ceylon
Ceylon
Ceylon
Mauritius
Mauritius
Mauritius
Mauritius
Mauritius
Ceylon
Ceylon

Curr.
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs
Rs

Nominal
Amount
2,480.00
72,404.38
30,742.09
16,321.06
8,000.00
15,419.98
23,405.08
2,835.50
429,044.59
34,700.00
300.00
2,209.44
11,352.26
31,916.55
144,852.00

Total

GBP
195.04
5,656.59
2,417.74
1,283.58
625.00
1,212.72
1,840.71
223.00
33,519.11
2,710.94
23.44
172.61
886.90
2,510.10
11,392.01

Reason
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut
Debt Haircut

64,669.49

Source: UK National Archives records; researcher’s calculations.

Destruction of Records
A sad side-note to the Chancery research is that it validates the view that the
OBC’s archives were intentionally destroyed. In February, 1893, near the end of the
liquidation process, upon application to the Court Mr. Justice Chitty granted permission
"to destroy all or any of the old books papers and other documents which were not in use
on or before the 3rd day of May 1884 the commencement of the liquidation" and directed
the OBC’s Chief Clerk to do so.230

230

Chancery record 337.
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This would still leave the final ledgers of the bank and all records from that date
as potential survivors, but extant research has failed to uncover any such documents.
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IX.
Conclusions

The investigation and calculations undertaken have provided partial—although
not dispositive—insight into each of the four research questions posed.

Hu and the Oriental Bank
While it is impossible with the surviving records to prove or disprove any
relationship between Hu and the OBC, it is very clear that his primary relationship for
purposes of obtaining loans was with the Hongkong Bank and not with the Oriental,
despite the best efforts of the latter bank and its champion in China, Robert Hart.
Although there is a reference to the short-term loan made jointly with Jardine’s,
there is no other evidence of contact, which we would expect to have been noted and
discussed by Hongkong Bank management given their keen competitive interest in such
matters. The HSBC archives do not contain any such material, as far as I was able to
ascertain (with the assistance of the knowledgeable and helpful archival staff).
Given the size of the Shanghai branch, there can have been no substantial deposits
from Hu, and without a lucrative government lending relationship it is unlikely that the
OBC would have elected to lend to a native Chinese businessman who was sending all
this such profitable business to a competitor. Although it is possible that the OBC’s
comprador made chop loans to one or more of Hu’s banks, there is no commentary on
such either before or after the crisis, and the records of liquidation show no court actions

taken to recover money from Hu or his banks; indeed, they show no such actions in
Shanghai at all. From this we can take that, if there was such a direct lending or other
business relationship between Hu and the Oriental Bank, it was slight and immaterial.

The Oriental Bank in Shanghai
Shanghai was (and is) an important Asian financial center, and any Exchange
bank would naturally want a presence there. However, there are no indications that the
Shanghai branch (or any of the mainland China branches) of the OBC were large or
significant parts of its business. Shanghai results are never referred to in the annual or
semi-annual statements from management or the board of directors, there is no reference
to losses or to the crisis, and outside onlookers including competitor bankers either ignore
the bank in China or are dismissive of its operations.
Chancery records suggest that the size of the Shanghai branch’s liabilities
(deposits plus note issue) was only £60-65,000. Although it was in some cases usual for
head office to explicitly assign capital to branches (this amount went undisclosed on a
public basis for competitive reasons) which could be an additional support for lending, it
would be unusual for this capital to be substantial enough to permit lending well in
excess of the branch’s liabilities—especially to domestic parties. Remember that the
rationale for the Exchange banks was to finance trade bills with the UK, so that pure
domestic financing would have been not only against the bank’s charter (admittedly a
provision sometimes more honored in the breach, as in Ceylon), but worthy of comment
as an aberration. Likewise, it was the case in other Exchange and Eastern banks that
branches in need of temporary liquidity did on occasion borrow funds from one another,
but for this to happen on any large scale without comment would have been unusual.
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It is therefore reasonable to assume that the size of the Shanghai branch was not
large relative to other branches, and that even if its entire book had gone bad it would not
have been sufficient to do much more than dent the mother institution. Recall that the
Melbourne branch alone in 1879 sustained £67,000 in losses, more than our estimated
gross size of the entire Shanghai branch, and even so at failure was more than ten times
the size of Shanghai. As with the losses in the Gledstanes’ failure (£43,000 net, 1872),
the City of Glasgow Bank stoppage (£71,000 gross; net unknown, 1878), and the Hong
Kong comprador defalcation (£25,000 net, 1882) and the others shown in the table below,
even such a loss would have been significant enough to wrest comment from the board.
As no such comments were made, I conclude that no extraordinary losses in Shanghai—
whether to Hu or anyone else—took place.

Table 14. Items of major reported loss, 1872-1884.
Loss Event
Gledstanes
City of Glasgow Bank
Chilean Underwriting
Eastern trade bad debts
Melbourne losses
Other branch losses
Silver bond
depreciation
Ceylon foreclosures
Silver depreciation
HK Compradore
defalcation
Mauritius defalcations

1872
1878
1879
1879
1879
1879

Losses (GBP)
Gross
Net
67,000
43,000
71,000
91,030
30,000
67,000
68,000

1879
1882
1883

185,567
20,000
179,600 unrealized

Year

1882
1884

25,000
29,000

Source: Company and press reports; researcher’s calculations.
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OBC and the Shanghai Crisis
Did Hu perhaps indirectly cause the OBC’s failure via its exposure to the crisis,
even as a final coup de grâce as King posits? Again, certainty is elusive, but there are
good reasons to believe that the Shanghai crisis had no significant effect.
A review of the bank’s massive bad debts upon liquidation shows that the
majority were on the books long before the 1883 crisis, which validates the board’s
potentially self-serving claim that these were “old outstandings of origin prior to
1879.”231 In the case of the Ceylon Company, which went into winding-up immediately
upon the closure of the OBC, which had kept it alive for many years and was owed at
least £510,000 at the time of its failure,232 the bank had been involved with the company
since before its original owners, Rothschild cousins Gabriel and Maurice Worms, sold
their interests via a listing arranged by the OBC in 1862.233 It seems clear that by the late
1870s, if not before, that the Ceylon company was surviving only on the sufferance of the
OBC, and on the bank’s concern for its own future if the truth were known.
Given that the amount provably lost in Ceylon and Mauritius alone on
maintenance and sales of estates during liquidation exceeded the whole capital of the
bank, it is likely that the Oriental Bank was already insolvent by 1879; that is to say it
had hidden losses exceeding its book equity. Only liquidity and inertia carried the bank
forward into the Shanghai crisis and the failure year of 1884.

231

“Oriental Bank Corporation,” Bankers’ Magazine 43 (1883): 1131.

232

Times of India, 4 June 1884, 6.

233

Victor Gray and Ismeth Raheem, “Cousins in Ceylon,” in The Rothschild Archive Review of the
Year: April 2003−March 2004 (London: The Rothschild Archive, 2004), 55.
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This was known, or at least suspected, by knowledgeable onlookers at the time.
As early as 1876 David McLean wrote: “I would not care to be a shareholder in the OBC
with such large deposits,”234 implying that he thought shareholder liability might come
into play in a liquidation. By 1879 he was more certain, and more emphatic, saying “I
should not be surprised to see a wind up,” and:
What a go this is about the Oriental. They cannot have cooked their a/cs
for some time I fear. Unless they explain their position very fully in their
reports matters may assume very serious form. I fear their Depositors will
take fright. They will never do any good so long as the current
management continues.235
The explanation given in the reports did not give him any more comfort:
OBC shares were sinking daily and the Directors were at their wits end
how to stem the tide. They issued a notice that the accounts wired from the
various Branches would enable them (subject to Audit, to declare a
Dividend @ 5% p.am. I don’t believe a word of it they have simply valued
their [locks] up to shew that their capital is intact & that they have enough
over to pay the 5%. The Stock Exchange people send the shares up from
£12-10/ to £18 [?or] 19.236
Other Causes of Failure
Without access to the full books and records of the bank, which seem unlikely to
surface at this date, it is not possible to absolutely assign the blame for the OBC’s failure
to a single cause. That being said, there is a strong case to be made that the bank’s poor
lending to plantations in Ceylon and Mauritius was in fact the primary and a sufficient
cause of its demise.
234

Letter, David McLean to Thomas Jackson, March 3, 1876, “Correspondence of David

McLean.”
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Letter, David McLean to Thomas Jackson, March 28, 1879, “Correspondence of David

McLean.”
236

Letter, David McLean to Thomas Jackson, August 15, 1879, “Correspondence of David

McLean.”
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Based on management’s statements to shareholders, a sum of £256,600 was taken
as provisions against “old outstandings” via the P&L account between 1879 and 1883,
plus an additional £20,000 directly to the reserve in 1882. In addition, “losses on
realizations,” or sales of foreclosed properties at less than the booked value, were
£104,800 during this time. In 1884, a charge of £77,000 was taken to income, once again
for bad debts in Ceylon and Mauritius. This comes to a sum of £458,400 which is
specifically identified as being due to plantation lending prior to the failure of the bank.
In addition to this, the bank failed with foreclosed property of £280,931.67 on its
books, almost all of it from Ceylon and Mauritius. During the liquidation, the bank spent
at least £1,564,642.29 on maintenance on these estates and on buying out other liens, and
made settlements with borrowers in those islands involving debt haircuts of £64,669.49.
Deductions from this amount are sums for estate maintenance related to South African
properties of £33,103, and credit for the sale of all owned estates in the amount of
£190,557.16, for net losses in Ceylon and Mauritius of £2,144,983.29 from 1879 to the
end of liquidation. As this exceeds the entire capital and identifiable reserves of the bank,
it seems clear that plantation lending is a strong candidate for the cause of the OBC’s
demise, exactly as it was for predecessor Bank of Ceylon.
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Table 15. Calculation of loss on plantations, 1879-liquidation.
Date
1879-1883
1882
1879-1883
1884

Foreclosed property on B/S
Maintenance and lien purchase
Debtor settlements

at 12/31/1883
Liquidation
Liquidation

280,932
1,564,642
64,669

Less: Recoveries on sale of estates

Liquidation

(190,557)

Total plantation losses
Less: amount attributable to S. Africa
Total plantation losses:
Ceylon/Mauritius

Booked
to P&L
to Reserve
to P&L
to P&L

Amount
(GBP)
256,600
20,000
104,800
77,000
458,400

Item
Provisions against "old outstandings"
Provisions against foreclosed plantations
Losses on realization of plantations
Bad debts in Ceylon and Mauritius
Subtotal: 1879-1884

2,178,086
(33,103)
2,144,983

Source: Company reports; UK National Archives records; researcher’s calculations.

Depreciation of silver against the gold-backed British pound, which took the
Indian rupee from 2s. each to 1s. 8d. over the life of the Oriental, a depreciation of 17%,
was another posited culprit. King believed this a “serious enough depreciation…to cause
concern,” and noted that when both the Oriental and Chartered Mercantile were forced to
recognize the depreciation, “their entire position was threatened.”237 Ji agrees that silver
was the major issue for the OBC, which caused it to “come into crisis” and eventually
“shut down in 1884”238—which is not the case, as the reconstituted New Oriental Bank
continued on into the 1890s.
237

King, The Hongkong Bank in Late Imperial China, 276.

238

Ji, History of Modern Shanghai Banking, 46.
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Yet, the provision made in 1878 for both silver depreciation and other
unfavorable price movements in Indian securities was only £185,567. 3s. While a hefty
sum, it was not enough to break the bank, and would have been outweighed by many
years of exchange profits as well as higher income on the rupee securities than on
domestic ones. Silver depreciation was a worry, and an unhelpful headwind, but its
impact was simply dwarfed by issues in lending.
Likewise, the Gledstanes’ failure and the disastrous Chilean underwriting, each of
which resulted in losses of less than £100,000, must have been damaging to the bank’s
reputation, and certainly to management’s amour-propre, but neither by itself was
sufficient to seriously damage the bank.
McGuire, while highlighting some of the above issues as contributing causes, also
propounds a different and interesting difficulty as relevant to the OBC’s failure: the
bank’s “increasing difficulties in managing and coordinating its extensive network of
branches.”239 As to this issue, for which he presents scanty documentation related to
OBC, McGuire cites the similarities to the failure of the merged Agra and Masterman’s
Bank240 in 1866. However, this comparison does not take into account the advent of
routine telegraph service between almost all of the key branch locations in the ensuing
seventeen years before the OBC failure, which should have made coordination
substantially easier. In fact, McGuire later cites the spread of telegraphy to support his
analysis that rumors (e.g., of pending insolvency) could now travel more quickly, which
sparked or exacerbated a run on the OBC’s profitable Australian branches. It is not clear
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how these are to be reconciled in McGuire’s model. In addition, this theory fails to
explain why the OBC had fatal challenges, while the Hongkong Bank, Chartered Bank,
and Chartered Mercantile were able to coordinate their own far-flung branches without
meeting a similar fate.
Nishimura, Suzuki, and Michie mention this technological change as a challenge
for all Exchange banks, but for a different reason—that it tended to reduce the demand
for bills of exchange in favor of telegraphic transfers, and thus fee income.241 This was
undoubtedly an issue, which over time reduced the necessity for pure Exchange banks,
with the survivors turning into more commercial banks of international scope. However,
Nishimura’s theory does not explain why the Oriental suffered so much more than the
Hongkong Bank, the Chartered Bank, and the Chartered Mercantile. In addition, the
presence of large losses in Mauritius argues against the mechanism of pure technological
pressure, as Mauritius did not receive its first international telegraph line until after the
OBC’s failure.242 And, with Ceylon having been connected by telegraph to Europe in
1865,243 why would it have taken so long for the business there to become unprofitable?
In the end, the evidence is squarely in favor of the proposition that management’s
unwise decision to advance imprudently on Ceylonese and Mauritian estates, and then to
241
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become an owner or in-substance owner of such estates, was the fatal flaw which sank
the doyen of the East that was the Oriental Bank.
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Appendix A.
Chancery Records Reviewed

Table 16. OBC Chancery records.
Index Book
&
No.
Sitting
1884 B1
1
Easter

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

May 3 1884

Official Liquidator

510

Appoint provisional official liquidator and order him to provide security
2
May 5 1884
Motion
508

Archive
Folio
Ref.
J 15 1713

J 15 1713

OBC is directed to send an official to Mauritius branch to inform them of liquidation
and safeguard the assets of the company
3
May 15 1884 Petition
578
J 15 1713
Joined by counsel for Bank of California, Government of Victoria, Ellen Mary Eliot,
Inspector General of the Chinese Imperial Customs, Court orders winding-up
4
May 12 1884 Chambers
562
J 15 1713
Setting up accounts at Bank of England for use of liquidator
5
May 8 1884
Chambers
568

J 15 1713

Order branches not to accept notes of the bank in settlement of debts
6
May 16 1884 Adj Summons
602
J 15 1713
Orders OBC to turn over GBP88,200 in notes deposited by the Japanese government in
order to pay down their outstanding Govt Loan of 1893. On appearance of JP consul in
London before the Court
7
May 22 1884 Chambers
609
J 15 1713
Orders the release of funds seized by the Govt of Ceylon to be released in the amount of
Rs10,250 to pay 2 months maintenance on estates owned by OBC there. Gov't appears,
consenting.
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No.
8

Index Book
&
Sitting

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

May 26 1884

Motion

626

Archive
Folio
Ref.
J 15 1713

Varying rights of set off on motion of Crown Agents for the Colonies to permit holders
of notes before failure who are also debtors to exercise rights of set-off
9
May 9 1884
Chambers
639
J 15 1713
Permitted to invest 5 lacs rupees silver in Indian Govt 4% bonds; govt of Ceylon
committing to buy back if necessary
10
May 30 1884 Motion
662
J 15 1713
Authorizing funds for upkeep of Mauritius sugar estates; Crown Agents for Mauritius
not objecting
11
May 23 1884 Motion
701
J 15 1713
Order to deliver bills of the Bank of Adelaide presented for collection, which remained
uncollected and paid, to the Commercial Bank of Sydney on its behalf
1884 B2
Re: Smiths
12 Trinity
June 14 1884 Estates/Ceylon
764
J 15 1713
Authorizing use of seized funds for maintenance of six estates in Ceylon, Crown Agents
for the Colony not objecting
13
June 12 1884 Deliver Securities
764
J 15 1713
Order to deliver documents and share certificates held by bank for customer to
Georgiana Morris
14
June 14 1884 Chambers
760
J 15 1713
27 estates (plus 4 owned between 1/3 and 3/4) in Ceylon to have money appropriated for
upkeep
Appoint Official
15
June 19 1884 Liquidator
794
J 15 1713
Provisional liquidator made official
16
June 24 1884 Appeal

784

J 15 1713

Permitting liquidator to appeal court order of winding-up against the OBC by
Melbourne court in the colony of Victoria
17
June 24 1884 Vesting
780
J 15 1713
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All properties, assets, and rights of the OBC vested in the official liquidator
Index Book
&
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.

18

June 24 1884

Powers of Official
Liquidator

Archive
Folio
Ref.

797

J 15 1713

Powers to carry out business, use seal, indorse notes, et cetera
19
July 2 1884
As to Kandy Store
850

J 15 1713

Rs 25,000 to be spend in "maintaining upkeep of the store situated in the town of Kandy
in the Central Province of Ceylon"
20
July 5 1884
Sale
871
J 15 1713
Approving sale of London HQ at 40 Threadneedle Street
21
July 14 1884 Sub Service

830

J 15 1713

Permitting service by mail of interested parties not represented and appearing
22
July 21 1884 Committee
927
J 15 1713
Formation of creditors' consultative committee to advise liquidator, consisting of Sir
John Douglas KCMG, James Duncan Campbell, Charles Joseph Linday Nicholson,
Stephen Philpot Low, and Malcolm Donald McEacharn
23
July 10 1884 Confirm of Contract
932
J 15 1713
Completing purchase assigned to bank
24
July 26 1884 Ceylon Estates

1010

J 15 1714

More money for upkeep of Ceylon estates
25
July 10 1884 Vacate Recog

1024

J 15 1714

Order to file final accounts as provisional official liquidator
1884 B2
Compromise Claims
26 Michaelmas Dec 19 1884 Atty Gen
1647

J 15 1715

Settlement of HM Govt claims at 19/
27
Nov 7 1884
Motion

J 15 1714
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1340

Ordering set-off of sums due from and due to Bank of Australasia
Index Book
&
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.
28

Oct 29 1884

Adj Summons

1343

Archive
Folio
Ref.
J 15 1714

Denying application for return of money deposited in favor of drafts on the bank in
Mauritius after the bank had failed but before branch was aware
29
Nov 11 1884 Ceylon Estates
1352
J 15 1714
Money for maintenance, also to bid at auction for first mortgage of an estate, and pay
off a first mortgage on another, subject to consent of the Creditors Committee
30
Nov 19 1884 Chambers
1361
J 15 1714
Permission to tender India council bills to Bank of England in amount of 6 lacs
31
Nov 24 1884 Chambers
1400
J 15 1714
Permission to buy India council drafts from Union Bank of London
Colombo Hotels
32
Nov 24 1884 Company
1383

J 15 1714

Permission to settle debts of Colombo Hotels Co. of Rs43,328.29 in return for 2
installments totalling Rs40,848.29
33
Oct 27 1884 Sydney Premises
1697
J 15 1715
Sale of bank premises in Melbourne and Sydney for GBP46,000 to Bank of New
Zealand
34
Nov 28 1884 Motion
1451
J 15 1714
Placing sellers of shares within 6 months of bankruptcy on list of contributors for double
liability
35
Dec 3 1884
Indian Drafts
1432
J 15 1714
Selling Indian Council notes to Union Bank of London, receiving money in London
36
Nov 24 1884 Upkeep of estates
1449
J 15 1714
Rs 811,000 or GBP65,000 on upkeep of Estates and paying off mortgage, Mauritius
37
Dec 8 1884
Ceylon Notes
1452
J 15 1714
Claims on Ceylon notes to be accepted until 15 May 1885
38
Dec 15 1884 Chambers
1531
J 15 1715
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Up to Rs500,000 for the upkeep of the Central Sugar Estates in Mauritius
39
Dec 11 1884 Chambers
1535
Partial payments in HK, Ceylon, Mauritius
Index Book
&
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.

J 15 1715
Archive
Folio
Ref.

40
Dec 18 1884 Chambers
1560
J 15 1715
Approval of settlement on debt owed to the bank in Mauritius: not less than Rs20,000
on owing of Rs92,404.38
Liquidators
41
Nov 20 1884 Remuneration
1669
J 15 1715
Not found
42
Dec 18 1884 Actions in Sydney
1577
J 15 1715
Approval to sue debtors in Ceylon and Sydney (photo taken)
25
Not found in September
43 index
1884
Ceylon Mortgages
1236
J 15 1714
Accepting legal assignment of first mortgage in return for payment
19
September
44
1884
Australian suits
1237
J 15 1714
Liquidator has leave to pursue suits against bank debtors in Australia, 21 named
12 August
45
1884
Gov't of Ceylon
1348
J 15 1714
Aggregating several seizures of OBC assets by the Govt of Ceylon, without deciding the
question as to whether such seizure is proper
1885 B1
46 Hilary
Jan 8 1885
Call
12
J 15 1763
Call of 25 pounds per share to investors ordered, to be paid £10 on 13 Feb 1885, £5 on
15 Apr 1885, £5 on 15 Jul 1885, and £5 on 14 Jan 1886
47
Jan 4 1885
Chambers
9
J 15 1763
Partial debt settlement in Mauritius, including shares in Beau Lejour Lugar Estates Co
48
Jan 23 1885
Chambers
44
J 15 1763
Summons over suit re list of contributors
49
Jan 22 1885
Chambers
48
J 15 1763
Orders GBP21,883 in expenses and mortgage satisfaction for estates in Natal Sugar Co
50
Feb 2 1885
Chambers
53
J 15 1763
Service to creditors by mail
51
Jan 20 1885
Life Policies
53
J 15 1763
Disposition of policies held by the bank on which premiums are paid by the insured
52
Jan 28 1885
Sale
39
J 15 1763
Sale of Bank premises in Murrumburrah NSW
126

53
Jan 22 1885
Upkeep of Estates
Rs 156,000 for maintenance of estates in Ceylon

127

39

J 15 1763

No.

Index Book
&
Sitting

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

Archive
Folio
Ref.

54
Jan 22 1885
Chambers
59
J 15 1763
Reorganization of debtor company; taking preferred shares
55
Jan 22 1885
Rates of Exchange
67
J 15 1763
Official currency rates to be used
56
Feb 2 1885
Chambers
60
J 15 1763
Settlement of debt on Ceylon estate of Rs36,449.87 for Rs5102.56 + Rs605.22 already
paid
57
Feb 2 1885
Chambers
82
J 15 1763
Settlement of debt on Ceylon property of Rs18,134.51 in return for 10% cash payment
58
Feb 4 1885
Chambers
28
J 15 1763
Affirming sale of premises at Burrowa, NSW to Commercial Banking Co of Sydney
59
Feb 4 1885
Chambers
28
J 15 1763
Sale of South African farm
60
Feb 10 1885 David Whyte
98
J 15 1763
Summons over suit re list of contributors
61
Feb 14 1885 Appeal Motion
192
J 15 1763
Appeal over suit re list of contributors
62
Feb 23 1885 Chambers
231
J 15 1763
Rs150,000 for upkeep of Mauritius estates: Southern Sugar Estates Co
63
Feb 26 1885 Chambers
266
J 15 1763
Order to pay creditors dividend of 10/ in the pound
64
Mar 9 1885
Chambers
267
J 15 1763
Balances and sums claimed on behalf of the Crown by the Colony of Victoria
65
Mar 9 1885
Chambers
249
J 15 1763
Not found
66
Feb 24 1885 Chambers
258
J 15 1763
Confirming agreements on behalf of the New Oriental BC with respect to certain
branches
67
Mar 9 1885
Mauritius Estates
255
J 15 1763
Additional Rs40,000 in expenses for estates, permission to sell Triolet estate at
Rs120,000 or better, and to settle debt of Rs25,000 for Rs17,000 from Msr. Leonpilot
68
Mar 25 1885 Chambers
321
J 15 1763
Call of 15 pounds/share by 15 Jul 1885
69
Mar 18 1885 Motion
361
J 15 1763
Replacing shareholders on rolls for purposes of assessing contributions.
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70
Not found
Index Book
&
No.
Sitting

Mar 31 1885

Date

Balance

Index Notation

341

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

J 15 1763
Archive
Folio
Ref.

71
Mar 24 1885 C. Henry
365
J 15 1763
Appointing Charles Henry to Shareholders' Committee
72
Mar 5 1885
Chambers
370
J 15 1763
Directing that aggregate claims against the OBC by the Mauritius Commercial Bank of
Rs224691.41 be paid pro rata with other shareholders to the Assets Realization
Company
73
Mar 26 1885 Chambers
371
J 15 1763
Appropriating aggregate sums of Rs1,916,000 for maintenance of estates in Mauritius
and acquisition of other liens as per schedule
74
Mar 26 1885 Chambers
371
J 15 1763
Roll of additional shareholders and demand for payments
75
Mar 30 1885 Chambers
352
J 15 1763
Leave to pay overseas creditors in London upon request
76
Mar 25 1885 Chambers
352
J 15 1763
Approve compromise of claims by govt of NSW against OBC
77
Mar 31 1885 Chambers
411
J 15 1763
Roll of additional shareholders and demand for payments - representatives and
executors
78
Jan 12 1885
Chambers
1411
J 15 1765
Permission to sue guarantors in the amount of GBP5000 for deficiencies in the accounts
of Labonadiere & Co
1885 B1
79 Easter
Apr 15 1885 Chambers
395
J 15 1763
Debts owed to the Bank of California of San Francisco to be paid instead to NM
Rothschild
80
Apr 23 1885 Chambers
486
J 15 1763
Dividend checks to those who have died or executed powers of attorney to be paid to
their executors or attorneys-in-fact, as proven by letters testamentary, powers of
attorney, and accompanying affidavits.
81
May 4 1885
7 and 8 Walbrook
542
J 15 1764
Assignment of lease on #7-8 Walbrook for GBP575
82
May 11 1885 Chambers
572
J 15 1764
Leave to purchase 200 GBP10 shares in the New Dimbula Company [Tea Estates in
Ceylon, per Twentieth Century Impressions of Ceylon, P.437]
83
May 11 1885 Chambers
611
J 15 1764
Order permitting liquidator to return commissions paid on custody of securities given
over to OBC in India before its failure (presumably as it is no longer able to fulfill such
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role)
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No.

Index Book
&
Sitting

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

Archive
Folio
Ref.

84
Apr 24 1885 Motion
595
J 15 1764
Request to be removed from list of contributors - Grieg family
Motion Re; Davidson
85
May 1 1885
Paterson
595
J 15 1764
Motion regarding parallel case; MJ Chitty "doth not see fit to make any" decision,
excepting costs
86
May 15 1885 Chambers
633
J 15 1764
Pay dividend of 10/- in the pound to creditors in Melbourne
87
May 21 1885 Chambers
633
J 15 1764
Granting permission to accept tender of GBP5525 for bank premises at Larrdhurst (sp?),
Victoria
88
May 21 1885 Chambers
641
J 15 1764
Permission to bid or abstain in auctions of Mauritius estates, as per table
89
May 21 1885 Chambers
624
J 15 1764
Referral of costs to taxing master
90
May 22 1885 Chambers
628
J 15 1764
Permission to buy 3 lacs Indian Council bonds (possibly with a view towards meeting
upcoming payment of Rs940,000 to Ceylon govt as described in folio 624)
91
May 6 1885
Chambers
629
J 15 1764
Allowing liquidator's costs of 171/16/3 for period of 5 Jul 1883 to 26 Mar 1885
92
June 1 1885
Further Balances
701
J 15 1764
Follow-on notices to contributors who have not paid, with interest to be assessed if not
paid within 7 days
93
May 7 1885
Chambers
701
J 15 1764
Follow-on notices to contributors who have not paid, with interest to be assessed if not
paid within 7 days - schedule includes Belfast, Limerick, Coburg, Normandy,
Yokohama, Calcutta, and Peking (in the Legation Quarters, no less!)
94
May 21 1885 Chambers
712
J 15 1764
Maintenance of estates in South Africa - Natal Central Sugar Co.
95
Apr 23 1885 Balances
732
J 15 1764
Follow-on notices to representatives of contributors who have not paid, with interest to
be assessed if not paid within 7 days
96
May 21 1885 Balances
732
J 15 1764
Assignment of claims to Assets Realization Co
97
May 20 1885 Chambers
937
J 15 1764
Permission to sell Battagalla estate in Ceylon for Rs4000
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98
May 15 1885 Chambers
1738
J 15 1766
Permission to spend Rs5000 to acquire the first mortgage on Kintore and Meenagalla
Estates in Ceylon
Index Book
Archive
&
Folio
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.
Ref.
1885 B2
99 Trinity
Jun 2 1885
Chambers
624
J 15 1764
Permission to buy 3 lacs Indian Council bonds with a view towards meeting upcoming
payment of Rs940,000 to Ceylon govt
100
Jun 16 1885 Chambers
772
J 15 1764
Sale to New OBC of premises at 40 Threadneedle Street and also in Bombay, Calcutta,
Colombo, Kandy, Galle, Jaffna, Madras, Mauritius, Shanghai, Yokohama, and Kobe for
GBP305,000
101
Jun 2 1885
Chambers
758
J 15 1764
Permission to purchase up to 15 1/2 lacs Rs Indian Council drafts in Bombay to meet
upkeep of estates in Mauritius as ordered 9th and 26th Mar 1885
102
Jun 24 1885 Chambers
750
J 15 1764
Approve sale of Beechwork premises in colony of Victoria for GBP1000
103
Jun 24 1885 Chambers
750
J 15 1764
Approve purchase of 1/2 of Keenagaha Ella Estate in Ceylon, for 8000Rs
104
Jun 29 1885 1St Dividend
838
J 15 1764
Declaration of dividend to creditors of 10/105
Jun 22 1885 Estates in Mauritius
838
J 15 1764
Approval to pay: Rs 38403.33 to purchase a piece of land from Messr. Rochecouste;
Rs92,000 for purchase of L'Union Estate; and payment of Rs 13,500 to Bishop of
Mauritius in discharge of his mortgage on La Nouvelle Caroline Estate
106
Jun 22 1885 Sydney Premises
816
J 15 1764
Interest on uncompleted sale of Sydney premises for GBP23,000
107
Jul 22 1885
Chambers
904
J 15 1764
Permission to purchase 5 lacs of Indian Council bonds for transfer to Bombay and
Calcutta, for purposes of paying local creditors the approved dividend
108
Jun 24 1885 Chambers
979
J 15 1764
Pay Rs4500 to the holders of the mortgage for Rs300,000 on the Rose Belle Estate in
Mauritius, in addition to Rs 250,000 already appropriated (?)
109
Jul 23 1885
Chambers
1045
J 15 1765
Permission to advance up to GBP2000 towards the expenses of the Oriental Bank Assets
Company
110
Jul 23 1885
Chambers
1052
J 15 1765
Confirming agreement with George Duff
111
Jul 30 1885
Chambers
1072
J 15 1765
Opening accounts with New Oriental Bank
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112
Jul 23 1885
Chambers
Service of notice upon Richard Henry Milehell

133

1085

J 15 1765

No.

Index Book
&
Sitting

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

Archive
Folio
Ref.

113
Jul 24 1885
Chambers
1048
J 15 1765
Not found / But see #160, which notes order of this date for Rs398,531 for maintenance
of Ceylon Estates
114
Jul 21 1885
Chambers
1101
J 15 1765
Assignment of claims to Assets Realization Company Limited
115
Jul 23 1885
Chambers
1104
J 15 1765
Mauritius Estates: permission to pay outstanding principal and interest of Rs107346 to
the Mauritius Land Credit and Agency Company Limited against the Midlands Estates;
to pay off mtge held by the same co. on the Midlands and Fressanges estates; to sell the
Maison Blanche estate for Rs100,000; and to purchase the mortgage on the La Louisa
estate for Rs 58,493.68.
116
Aug 5 1885
Chambers
1131
J 15 1765
Confirming agreements made with executors of two estates
117
Aug 11 1885 Chambers
1120
J 15 1765
Permission to send liquidator’s clerk John Reeves Ellerman to India for the purposes of
collecting calls there and making compromises with debtors, such compromises to be
approved by the court before coming into effect
118
Aug 11 1885 Form of Debentures
1146
J 15 1765
Permission to accept and form of debentures from the New OBC in the amount of
GBP240000
119
Aug 10 1885 2nd Dividend
1146
J 15 1765
Second dividend of 2/6 and provisions for potential additional dividends
Duncan & Morice
120
Aug 11 1885 claim
1178
J 15 1765
Duncan & Morice's claims on OBC assigned to Assets Realization Company
121
Jul 29 1885
Chambers
1054
J 15 1765
Permission for OBC atty David Don in South Africa to draw up to GBP5000 to meet the
expenses of manufacture and realization of sugar crop on estates of Natal Sugar Co
122
Aug 1 1885
Balance (Exors)
1261
J 15 1765
Order to executors of listed contributors to pay
123
Aug 11 1885 Balance (Bombay)
1268
J 15 1765
Order to listed contributors to pay to Ellerman at Bombay as Atty for Liquidator
124
Aug 1 1885
Balance (Bombay)
1247
J 15 1765
Order to listed contributors to pay
125
Aug 11 1885 Balance (foreign)
1255
J 15 1765
Order to listed contributors to pay

134

126
Aug 21 1885 Chambers
1284
Order to deliver bonds in custody to estate of Elizabeth Norris
Index Book
&
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.

J 15 1765
Archive
Folio
Ref.

127
Aug 11 1885 Chambers
1309
J 15 1765
Order to executors or representatives of listed contributors to pay
Re; Palamcotta
128
Sept 9 1885
Estate
1333
J 15 1765
Purchase Palamcotta estate for RS 5000 and sell Keenagaha estate for Rs4000 - Ceylon
129
Sept 12 1885 Fairlie Group
1334
J 15 1765
Exchange OBC claims on the Kintore and Meenagalla Estates in Ceylon for 2/3 of the
estates known as the Fairlie Group and to purchase for Rs50,000 the mortgage of
Rs62,000 held on the Kellie Estate (part of Fairlie Group)
Confirming
130
Sept 9 1885
Agreements
1334
J 15 1765
Assignment of leases in HK and Singapore to new OBC, along with purchase of
branches there
Braidwood Premises,
131
Sept 9 1885
sale of
1249
J 15 1765
Sell premises at Braidwood, NSW, for GBP1010
132
Sept 11 1885 Pennywydd Estate
1333
J 15 1765
Sale of Pennywydd estate in Ceylon for Rs6000 authorized
133
Sept 22 1885 Mauritius Bills
1203
J 15 1765
Liquidator be authorized to accept bills of exchange drawn on him in Mauritius of up to
GBP30,000
134
Sept 25 1885 Compromise
1322
J 15 1765
Accepting in compromise from de Silva of Galle, Ceylon, Rs10,000 against an
outstanding bill of Rs 25, 419.96. With leave to go against guarantors, if any.
135
Sept 29 1885 Chambers
1360
J 15 1765
Permission to sell Black Forest Estate in Ceylon for Rs30,000
136
Oct 2 1885
Chambers
1360
J 15 1765
Permission to exchange one half of the Dickoya Estate for 1/3 of the Darrawella Estate
(of which OBC already owns 1/3), and to pay off a mortgage of Rs40,000 on the 2/3 of
the Craigie Lee Estate owned by the OBC - Ceylon
137
Oct 9 1885
Rowland Estate
1369
J 15 1765
Permission to sell Rowland Estate, Ceylon, for Rs20,000
138
Oct 9 1885
Compromise
1362
J 15 1765
Compromise of debts of Rs76,975.79 and 76,429,29 in return for Rs30,000 cash and
500 fully paid Rs200 shares in the Fressanges Sugar Estate Co; and settlement of other
debt of Rs83,654.42 plus accrued interest at par - Mauritius
139
July 28 1885 Chambers
1363
J 15 1765

135

Settlement of debt in Galle Ceylon of Rs10,835.50 for Rs8000
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No.

Index Book
&
Sitting

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

Archive
Folio
Ref.

140
July 20 1885 Chambers
1294
J 15 1765
Permission to advance GBP1000 to Gem Diamond Mining Co in Kimberley District
South Africa against a second mortgage on 48 claims
141
July 13 1885 Appeal Motion
1441
J 15 1765
Griegs assessed costs of appeal
1885 B2
Mauritius - 2nd
142 Michaelmas Oct 27 1885 Dividend
1366
J 15 1765
Permission to draw bills of up to GBP35000 in Mauritius for purposes of paying second
dividend there
Confirming
143
Nov 3 1885
Agreements
1380
J 15 1765
Ratifying agreement between liquidators of OBC and of Lebeand Pere Fils et cie
144
Nov 3 1885
Natal Sugar Co
1384
J 15 1765
Permissions for bank's agent in S Africa to draw up to GBP 5000 against consignments
of sugar
145
Nov 13 1885 Chambers
1419
J 15 1765
Huge sums for maintenance of estates - Mauritius
146
Nov 12 1885 Chambers
1420
J 15 1765
Advance to Natal Sugar co GBP4500 to purchase Saccharine Hill Estate, secured by
mortgage
147
Nov 6 1885
Chambers
1442
J 15 1765
Purchasing first mortgage on debtor's property in Sydney
148
Nov 3 1885
Chambers
1443
J 15 1765
Assignment of creditor claims
149
Nov 9 1885
Claim
1458
J 15 1765
Disallowing claim of salary and package money
150
Nov 25 1885 Gem Diamond Coy
1483
J 15 1765
Additional advances to Gem Diamond Mining Coy Ltd (South Africa) of GBP10,857 in
addition to GBP1000 already advanced
151
Dec 1 1885
Chambers
1510
J 15 1766
Permission to purchase from New OBC dollars in HK equivalent to GBP30,000 and
Taels in S'hai equivalent to GBP7500 in order to make 3rd dividend payment
152
Nov 26 1885 Chambers
1505
J 15 1766
Permission to bid at auction for Ceylon estates Havilland and Donoughmore up to
Rs120,000 if free from first mortgages of Rs20,000 and GBP1000, respectively, or if not
to bid an amount leaving room to pay those mortgages
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No.

Index Book
&
Sitting

Date

Index Notation

Folio
Writ. Prtd.

Archive
Folio
Ref.

153
Dec 3 1885
Chambers
1507
J 15 1766
Mauritius payments: Rs45,719.33 to Credit Foncier de Mauritius in payment of charge
on Plaisance Estate guaranteed by OBC; Rs259,579 to Estates Agency Co in payment of
charge on Beaux Champs Co guaranteed by OBC; Rs34,366 for purchase of charge on
Valetta Estate; Rs 5500 to Mme Comty and Mssr Robert in satisfaction of a liability of
Rs9875.62
154
Dec 8 1885
Chambers
1572
J 15 1766
Leave to advance GBP1000 to the Gem Diamond Mining Co
155
Dec 11 1885 Chambers
1582
J 15 1766
Assignment of claims to Assets Realization Co
156
Nov 2 1885
Chambers
1580
J 15 1766
Matter of Donne agreements with creditors
157
Dec 18 1885 Chambers
1557
J 15 1766
Permission to sell GBP50,000 in consols in B of E account, and use funds up to
GBP65,000 to buy India Council Drafts to be used in payment of 3rd dividend
158
Dec 19 1885 Chambers
1613
J 15 1766
Permissions for bank's agent in S Africa to draw up to GBP 5000 against consignments
of sugar
Reappoint
159
Dec 21 1885 Committee
1663
J 15 1766
Continuation of consultative committee
1886 B1
160 Hilary
Jan 25 1886
Chambers
40
J 15 1809
Additional Rs101,536 in upkeep for Ceylon Estates - see schedule
161
Jan 22 1886
Chambers
49
J 15 1809
Mauritius estates: appropriates aggregate of Rs 4,157,621 for upkeep, consisting of
Rs896,451 on estates in schedule pt 1 below up to 31 May 1886 and Rs2,311,663 on
estates in schedule pt 2 up to 31 Dec 1886 but including Rs600,000 authorized on 13
Nov 1885 for upkeep during Jan 1886.
162
Feb 9 1886
3rd Dividend
131
J 15 1809
3rd dividend of 2/6 added to first of 10/- and 2nd of 2/6
163
Feb 12 1886 Chambers
142
J 15 1809
Assignment of numerous dividends to New OBC
164
Mar 8 1886
Chambers
215
J 15 1809
New OBC surrenders drafts against Mauritius Sugar of GBP31,612 against due for
premises purchased of GBP31,493.6.10; agent authorized to accept similar drafts of up
to GBP36,000 against sugar shipped
138

165
Mar 8 1886
Chambers
218
Payments on Mauritius estates against mortgages, et cetera - schedule
Index Book
&
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.

J 15 1809
Archive
Folio
Ref.

Writ. 654
(actually
Walsh Hall & Co's
found at
166
Feb 23 1886 security
655)
J 15 1815
Walsh Hall to deposit funds with court as security for costs before case can proceed
167
Mar 18 1886 Chambers
322
J 15 1809
Sir John Douglas having died, authorization to pay his estate 500 guineas for his
services as a member of the committee
168
Mar 31 1886 Chambers
329
J 15 1809
Taxing Master directed to calculate fees of the Liquidators
169
Mar 25 1886 Dividends
344
J 15 1809
5+ pages of dividends assigned to Assets Realization Coy. None from Shanghai:
England, Scotland, France, Constantinople, Perth, India…
170
Apr 8 1886
Chambers
384
J 15 1809
Mauritius agents ordered to pay Rs148,142 to the Agricultural Company of Mauritius
and the Mauritius Land Credit Company on Constance estate, in addition to Rs120,000
appropriated by order of 26 Nov 1885. Also: Rs21,000 to settle conflicting claims, and
finally authorized to bid at foreclosure sale up to Rs625,000.
171
Mar 18 1886 Chambers
388
J 15 1809
On motion of the Assets Realization Co, permission given to liquidator to pay debts
originally denominated in other currencies in those same currencies/places without
commission as he sees fit, or in London in sterling
172
Apr 5 1886
Chambers
400
J 15 1809
David Dow authorized to draw further GBP3500 against shipments from Natal Sugar
estates
173
Apr 8 1886
McDowall's Claim
485
J 15 1809
Suit for wages denied; notice of winding up constructive notice of dismissal
174
Apr 21 1886 Chambers
498
J 15 1809
Dividend checks can be altered to include attorneys in fact and executors, upon proof of
such relationship
175
Apr 6 1886
Chambers
1513
J 15 1811
Ceylon estates Havilland and Donoughmore: mortgagors to confess judgement and give
clear title to OBC on condition of retaining 21 acres
1886 B1
Payment of certs. at
176 Easter
May 6 1886
Sydney
501
J 15 1810
Pay bank’s attys at Sydney (Messrs. Want Johnson & Co) GBP593.16.8; at Madras
(Branoon & Branoon) Rs2560.12
177
May 10 1886 Assets Realization
527
J 15 1810
139
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Assignment of claims to Assets Realization Co
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Archive
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178
May 27 1886 Murray's costs
605
J 15 1810
Pay GBP1375 to Messrs Murray, Hutchins, & Stirling, former OBC attys
As to Les Forges et
179
May 27 1886 Fonderies de Maurice 630
J 15 1810
Writing off from the principal payment owed as of 30 Nov 1886 of Rs751723.03 an
amount of Rs429044.59 leaving Rs322711.44 plus interest owing up to Nov 1884 of
Rs29584.62 and waiving interest from 30 Nov 1884 to 30 Nov 1885; accruing at 8%
from there, on sums owed by Les Forges et Fonderies de Maurice - Mauritius
180
May 27 1886 Upkeep of Estates
630
J 15 1810
Order of 22 Jan 1886 is modified to allow agents to transfer upkeep funds from one
estate to another within schedule, as long as total amount of Rs3,208,114 remains
maximum; appropriates further Rs1,032,891 for upkeep from 31 May to 31 Dec 1886;
Mauritius agents may lease part of Rose Belle Estates for the bank for 5 or 7 years at
price not to exceed Rs25/acre, or may buy at price up to Rs100/acre; and may pay off
mortgages on estates of the Clarens Sugar Estates Company in the amounts of Rs45000
and Rs40000 unless the mortgage holders are willing to reduce interest rates to 4%
181
June 4 1886
Leave to Purchase
653
J 15 1810
Permission to purchase Indian Council drafts of up to GBP50000 in order to fund
maintenance of estates in Mauritius from 30 Jun to 31 Dec 1886
182
May 25 1886 Dividend
713
J 15 1810
Assignment of numerous dividends to New OBC. Mauritius, England, Milan, Rome,
Amsterdam, Bombay, Ceylon, Melbourne, HK. Only 1 in Shanghai - Westerner, Wm.
Hewell, 44.9.0
Assets Realization
183
May 31 1886 Compy
732
J 15 1810
Assignment of numerous dividends to Assets Realization Co. Bengal, Madras, Bombay,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Melbourne, Sydney, Osaka, KL, England, Isle of Wight,
Calcutta, Perth, Scotland, New York, Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, Hamburg, Paris,
Bordeaux, Darjeeling, Cawnpore, Dublin. No Shanghai
184
June 21 1886 Chambers
722
J 15 1810
Assignment of dividends
185
May 27 1886 Chambers
747
J 15 1810
Entering claim of GBP90,000 for remaining term of lease on bank premises in
Melbourne
1886 B2
186 Trinity
Jul 5 1886
S. Africa
766
J 15 1810
GBP830 for sending to S. Africa rolling stock for the construction of a tramway on the
property of the Natal Sugar Co Ltd
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187
Jul 5 1886
Bonuses
791
J 15 1810
Bonuses to officers and staff - London mainly, also Melbourne, Sydney, Ceylon,
Mauritius
Index Book
Archive
&
Folio
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.
Ref.
Messrs. Bennett &c
188
Jul 5 1886
costs
800
J 15 1810
Payment to attys of liquidator in Melbourne
189
Jul 13 1886
Chambers
817
J 15 1810
Liquidator's costs
190
Jul 7 1886
Balance
838
J 15 1810
Order to contributor to pay balances
191
Aug 5 1886
Chambers
945
J 15 1810
Dividends ordered: 1st 10/-, 2nd 2/6, 3rd 2/6, totalling 15/- Feb 9 1886 may be incorrect
- this one is clear
192
Aug 9 1886
Chambers
943
J 15 1810
Not found
193
Jun 22 1886 Chambers
943
J 15 1810
Not found
194
Aug 6 1886
Sale of Estates &c
961
J 15 1810
Ratifying sale of certain estates in Mauritius and Ceylon to Oriental Bank Estates Co
and New Oriental Bank Corp
195
Aug 11 1886 Chambers
965
J 15 1810
James Fraser of London appointed to Consultative Committee
1886 B2
196 Michaelmas Oct 26 1886 Chambers
1137
J 15 1811
Pay to David Dow (S Africa agent) GBP3250 in bills drawn by him against sugar
cargoes shipped
197
Oct 28 1886 Chambers
1140
J 15 1811
Permission to approach the local court in Sydney to vest title in Murrumburrah premises
in the corporation, the liquidator, or a buyer if one can be found
198
Oct 28 1886 Chambers
1173
J 15 1811
Mr. Anderson, Liquidator's agent in Ceylon, empowered to sell off the remaining stocks
of the Fairfield Iron Works and then to sell the land and buildings as he sees fit
199
Nov 5 1886
Chambers
1202
J 15 1811
Order sanctioning sale of securities for debts due to the Corporation by agents in
Melbourne, Sydney, Mauritius, Ceylon, Hong Kong, Calcutta, and Madras, to the extent
not already approved
200
Nov 1 1886
Chambers
1194
J 15 1811
Service of process by mail
201
Nov 8 1886
Chambers
1222
J 15 1811
141

Direction to pay GBP200 to W. Russell and H. P. Wilson, two officers of the company,
in Sydney
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202
Nov 11 1886 Chambers
1281
J 15 1811
Patterson, agent at Calcutta, approved to settle debt with J Valetta; approval to accept
dividend of 3/11.5 in the pound from estate of Albert Alexander Smith of Sydney;
accept Rs 5000 in settlement of debt of Rs 39,700 due from Messrs Guibert Delafaye
and Latour of Mauritius
203
Nov 22 1886 Chambers
1269
J 15 1811
Pay David Dow (atty for S Africa & Mauritius) GBP50 /mo in salary
204
Dec 6 1886
Chambers
1365
J 15 1811
Direction to approach court in Calcutta for relief of insolvent debtors on attaching the
property of those involved in a joint speculation.
205
Dec 6 1886
Mauritius
1364
J 15 1811
Mauritius: permission to spend Rs 838,000 for upkeep and maintenance from 1 Jan to
30 Apr 1887, and also to pay off first mortgage lien on Midlands (one of the estates of
the Fressanges Sugar Estates Co) held by Mauritius Land Credit Company, in the
amount of Rs 206,559; also to pay Rs127,000 plus interest of Rs 11,238.35 in respect of
Mercer's mortgage on the Constance or Brittania Estate guaranteed by the OBC.
Schedule attached
206
Dec 14 1886 Chambers
1267
J 15 1811
Permission to sell to Oriental Bank Estates Co for GBP3500 200 A preferred shares and
546 B GBP10 shares in the New Dimbula Company Limited (Ceylon, see #82)
207
Nov 26 1886 Dividends
1355
J 15 1811
Assignment of numerous dividends to New OBC
208
Dec 14 1886 Chambers
1402
J 15 1811
Selling rights to calls on 7 shares against Dhungibhoy Curshedii Gadiali in amount of
GBP175 to Ruttonjee Merwanjee for GBP40
209
Dec 13 1886 Chambers
1403
J 15 1811
James Anderson, agent in Ceylon, to advertise for sale the following listed estates at or
above reserve prices listed - see schedule
210
Dec 14 1886 Chambers
1376
J 15 1811
David Dow directed to pay GBP1800 installment of GBP4200 mortgage debt on
Cornubia Estate, Natal, drawing a bill if necessary
211
Dec 13 1886 Chambers
1378
J 15 1811
Sale to Oriental Bank Estates Co of Constance or Brittania Estate, Mauritius, for
Rs800,000 and Haddington, Loumay St. Coombs, and Bellwood Estates in Ceylon for
Rs145,000
212
Dec 22 1886 Dividends
1452
J 15 1811
Assignment of numerous dividends to Assets Realization Co
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213
Nov 15 1886 Chambers
3218 J 15 1828
Messrs. A. de Lhoneux Linon et Cie. to deposit funds with court as security for costs
before claim against OBC can proceed
Index Book
Archive
&
Folio
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.
Ref.
214
Dec 6 1886
Commission
1519
J 15 1811
Procedure and orders for examining witnesses in Japan via proceedings there - relating
to Walsh Hall proceedings
1887 B1
215 Hilary
Jan 10 1887
Chambers
9
J 15 1850
Appointment of examiner for the affairs of a contributor
216
Jan 20 1887
Chambers
24
J 15 1850
David Dow authorized to draw a bill of GBP4365 against sugar shipments invoiced at
GBP5265.9.11
217
Jan 18 1887
Chambers
39
J 15 1850
Sales & Compromises: 1) sale of 50 shares of Holta Tea Co Ltd at Calcutta for Rs3600;
2) sale of 350 Hourah Jute Mill shares for Rs59/share at Calcutta; 3) sale of 30
Gouripore shares at Rs30/share, also Calcutta. Also: sale in Ceylon of a piece of
wasteland called Mahawalte for Rs1000; settlement of debt of Rs800 in Mauritius owed
by A. P. H. Pasquet for Rs500
218
Jan 20 1887
Chambers
50
J 15 1850
Messrs. A. de Lhoneux Linon et Cie. to identify documents and permit examination by
OBC solicitors relating to their suit
219
Feb 8 1887
Dividend
122
J 15 1850
4th dividend of 1/3 in the pound ordered
220
Feb 14 1887 Chambers
133
J 15 1850
Sale of Fairlie Group Estates and Mooroolie Estate, Ceylon, for Rs265,000. Buyer
unnamed.
221
Feb 18 1887 Chambers
87
J 15 1850
Sanctioning additional agreements with New OBC relating to branch offices (none
named)
222
Feb 28 1887 Chambers
231
J 15 1850
Accepting sale of 108 acres of jungle in Ceylon, called Pehagulu, for Rs4320; and
settling with debtor A. J. Mahomet Bauy of Colombo for Rs23000 on a debt of Rs
25209.44
223
Mar 24 1887 Upkeep of Estates
361
J 15 1850
Rs404529 for maintenance of estates in Mauritius (see schedule, copy) from 1 May
1887 to 30 Jun 1887
224
Mar 31 1887 Chambers
414
J 15 1850
Permission to send agent to Japan for the purpose of examining witnesses in the Walsh
Hall claims action
225
Mar 24 1887 Chambers
405
J 15 1850
Messrs. A. de Lhoneux Linon et Cie. to deliver "further and better particulars" regarding
144

the sum of GBP5580.9.3 claimed in their suit against the OBC
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226
Mar 28 1887 Chambers
399
J 15 1850
Draft of GBP2000 by David Dow against surplus proceeds of sugar shipments from S.
Africa
227
Mar 31 1887 Chambers
1006 J 15 1859
Messrs. A. de Lhoneux Linon et Cie. to sell Japanese curios and remit proceeds
1887 B1
228 Easter
Apr 19 1887 Chambers
482
J 15 1850
Costs of the liquidator to be determined by the taxing master, up to 31 Mar 1887, and
then paid
229
Apr 26 1887 Chambers
508
J 15 1851
Sale of premises at Prince's Street, Colombo (Ceylon) for RS55,000
230
Apr 26 1887 Chambers
541
J 15 1851
Settlement in Melbourne: GBP775 against return of title deeds deposited to cover
previous overdraft
231
Apr 21 1887 Chambers
532
J 15 1851
Call on contributors repeated
232
May 10 1887 Chambers
558
J 15 1851
Permission to purchase bankers bills on Hong Kong for $88,000; Shanghai for
Taels24,000, Singapore for $50,000, Yokohama for $48,000, and Bombay for
Rs250,000, and to deposit monies received in New OBC
233
May 3 1887
Chambers
565
J 15 1851
Sale to Oriental Bank Estates Co of Mahaberiateme and Henagahawella estates in
Ceylon for Rs70,000
234
May 12 1887 Sale of Assets
588
J 15 1851
Sale of "outstanding assets of the corporation" to Assets Realization Co; no price stated
235
May 5 1887
Chambers
592
J 15 1851
Liquidator given discretion to delay paying off first mortgage on Midlands estate in
Ceylon
236
May 20 1887 Chambers
611
J 15 1851
Relating to costs of the sale of "outstanding assets of the corporation" to Assets
Realization Co; no price stated
237
May 17 1887 Chambers
648
J 15 1851
RS 40,000 for maintenance of estates in Ceylon as per schedule (see copy) from 30 Jun
1887 to 31 dec 1887
238
May 16 1887 Chambers
649
J 15 1851
Ratification of compromises in Mauritius: Rs 1000 against debt of Rs 7500 by Lemiere
and Lemiere estate; Rs856.24 against debt of Rs5708.5 by same
239
May 14 1887 Chambers
658
J 15 1851
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Mauritius Estates: permission to spend Rs1220724 plus Rs18000 on maintenance of
estates for 2H1887
Index Book
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240
May 27 1887 Appeal Motion
704
J 15 1851
Affirms order against New OBC and in favor of OBC, New OBC to pay costs
1887 B2
241 Trinity
Jun 9 1887
Chambers
741
J 15 1851
Consultative committee disbanded, gratuities paid as per schedule - copy
242
Jun 20 1887 Chambers
774
J 15 1851
Pay 4th dividend, series of 4 now totals 16/3 in the pound
243
Jul 1 1887
Chambers
865
J 15 1851
Sureties of liquidator continued, aside from deceased
244
Jul 6 1887
Adj. Summons
865
J 15 1851
Assets Realization Co ordered to pay GBP 250 in satisfaction of claims to be a creditor
of OBC by William Simpson
245
Jul 9 1887
Adj. Summons
934
J 15 1851
Delegation of decisions as to admissibility and production of documents in Walsh Hall
action
246
Jul 22 1887
Chambers
955
J 15 1851
5th dividend of 1/3 authorized
247
Jul 28 1887
Chambers
985
J 15 1851
Sale to Oriental Bank Estates Co of Mahaberiateme and Henagahawella estates in
Ceylon for Rs70,000 may be carried out, preliminary agreement was previously
approved
248
Aug 3 1887
Chambers
1026
J 15 1852
Assignment of numerous dividends to Assets Realization Co: UK, Paris, Bombay,
Geneva, Kiel, Colombo, Bermuda, Perth, Norway. No Shanghai. 250+ names
249
Jul 26 1887
Chambers
1071
J 15 1852
Assignment of numerous dividends to Assets Realization Co: UK, Paris, Bologna, Perth,
NY, Bordeaux. No S'hai. No Chinese names. 750+
1887 B2
250 Michaelmas Nov 8 1887
Assets &c
1384
J 15 1852
Assignment of numerous dividends to Assets Realization Co: UK, India, Bologna,
Bordeaux, Hamburg, Madras, New York, Ceylon, Bombay, Colombo, Punjab, New
Zealand. No S'hai. No Chinese names. ~350
251
Dec 13 1887 Chambers
1540
J 15 1853
Permission for liquidator to instruct David Dow, atty for Mauritius, to commence action
against Hardwick Wilson for recovery of sum of appx Rs100,000 due from him
252
Dec 20 1887 Chambers
1592
J 15 1853
Agreement with the Eastern Produce and Estates Company Limited approved
253
Nov 8 1887
Call
1634
J 15 1853
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254
Dec 15 1887 Adj. Summons
1695
J 15 1853
OBC to pay to OB Estates Corp proceeds from any crops cut after 1 July 1886, amounts
fixed at Rs26815.69 plus Rs2806.40 interest for crops and Rs16048.90 for upkeep plus
Rs1600 interest
1888 B1
255 Hilary
Jan 9 1888
Chambers
9
J 15 1889
Walsh Hall - documents admin
256
Jan 17 1888
Chambers
18
J 15 1889
Settlement, Ceylon: Mr. A.L.M. Mohammed to pay Rs7979.13 against a debt of
Rs39895.68
257
Jan 24 1888
Discovery
48
J 15 1889
Liquidator to search files and deliver responsive documents to Messrs. A. de Lhoneux
Linon et Cie. Regarding their action against OBC
258
Feb 13 1888 Balance
144
J 15 1889
Ordering call be paid by contributor
259
Feb 17 1888 Dividend
144
J 15 1889
Reiterating dividends
260
Feb 24 1888 Chambers
199
J 15 1889
Release of claims against Messrs Campbell in Colombo, Ceylon
261
Feb 9 1888
Dividends
204
J 15 1889
Assignment of dividends to New OBC - UK, Mauritius, many in care of New OBC.
~30. No Shai, chinese
262
Feb 24 1888 Chambers
191
J 15 1889
Approval of sale of Masandham House, Ceylon
263
Mar 5 1888
Chambers
251
J 15 1889
Bank attys authorized to accept offers of GBP1000 for bank premises in Murrumburrah,
NSW
1888 B1
264 Easter
Apr 13 1888 Chambers
426
J 15 1889
David Dow to draw up to GBP5600 in expenses of manufacture and realization of sugar
crop of Natal Central Sugar Estates Co.
265
Apr 19 1888 Chambers
434
J 15 1889
Instructions to bid amount of existing advances at foreclosure sale of Fressanges Estates
266
Apr 13 1888 Chambers
396
J 15 1889
Sale of half-share in Wahagapitra Estate, Ceylon, for Rs1375 approved
267
Apr 17 1888 Chambers
419
J 15 1889
David Dow instructed to sell Malvenest Estate, Bethlehem District, Orange Free State,
with reserve of not less than GBP1000 or more than GBP1200
149

268
Apr 23 1888 Chambers
484
Sale of Eratore Estate, Ceylon, for Rs3500, approved
Index Book
&
Folio
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Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.
269
Apr 27 1888 Call
445
Orders to contributors for payment
270
May 4 1888
Chambers
527
Instructs taxing master to calculate costs of liquidator up to 30 Apr 1888
271
May 7 1888
Chambers
515
Reiterating dividends
272
May 18 1888 Chambers
597
Liquidator's accounts to be deposited with the Court quarterly
273
May 10 1888 Adj. Summons
915

J 15 1889
Archive
Folio
Ref.
J 15 1889
J 15 1890
J 15 1890
J 15 1890
J 15 1890

1888 B2
274 Trinity
Jun 8 1888
Call &c
673
J 15 1890
Decision made as to call against a shareholder
275
Jun 11 1888 Chambers
759
J 15 1890
Appointment of special powers of attorney for purpose of affixing seal to release of
claims against Miss Fanny Willisford, Ceylon
276
Jun 25 1888 Belle Reve Estate.
815
J 15 1890
Liquidator permitted to buy GBP12,500 of rupees to remit to Bombay and be drawn
against by Mauritius agents to pay off mortgage of Rs168,168.06 on Belle Reve Estate,
part of Beaux Champs Sugar Estate Co Ltd
277
Jul 6 1888
Chambers
840
J 15 1890
Permission to settle claim of HSBC for GBP13672 for GBP6000
278
Jul 26 1888
Chambers
877
J 15 1890
Summons to contributor for call
279
Aug 30 1888 Chambers
1172
J 15 1891
Sale of lands in Mauritius as per schedule
1888 B2
280 Michaelmas Oct 29 1888 Confirm. Of Sale
1237
J 15 1891
Sale of Grand Pass Saw Mill, part of Fairfield Iron Works Co approved - can get
location from previous Fairfield note
281
Oct 25 1888 Adj. Summons
1345
J 15 1891
Decision made as to call against a shareholder
282
Nov 23 1888 Chambers
1365
J 15 1891
Assignment of dividends to New OBC - UK, Bombay, Bruges, Cyprus, many in care of
New OBC. ~50. No Shai, chinese
283
Dec 4 1888
Chambers
1414
J 15 1891
Approve sale of 54 acres of La Louise estate, Mauritius, for Rs27000
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284
Dec 4 1888
Chambers
1389
J 15 1891
Instructions to sell various properties in Ceylon - schedule
Index Book
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Walsh Hall & Co's
285
Dec 11 1888 Claims
2794 J 15 1905
Walsh Hall Claims judgment: claims against OBC disallowed
Walsh Hall & Co's
1889 B1
Appeal - Security for
286 Hilary
Jan 30 1889
Costs
73
J 15 1931
Walsh Hall required to make deposit against costs of GBP300 before appealing
287
Jan 21 1889
Assets
122
J 15 1927
Assignment of numerous dividends to Assets Realization Co: UK, Calcutta, Colombo,
Nagpur, Ceylon, Madras, Perth, Germany, Ningbo (Western name, 90gbp), Auckland,
Assam, Samarang Java. No Shai. No Chinese names. ~175
288
Mar 5 1889
Chambers
248
J 15 1927
Approve sale of farm property in the Transvaal for GBP8,750
289
Mar 1 1889
Chambers
236
J 15 1927
Sixth dividend fixed at 1/3
290
Mar 14 1889 Chambers
264
J 15 1927
Approval to pay final dividend of 1/0 in the pound, certain creditors having agreed to
accept a discount in return for immediate payment
291
Mar 18 1889 Chambers
323
J 15 1927
Transfer of GBP2122.3.4 in Union Bank of London stock received by liquidator
1889 B1
292 Easter
May 3 1889
Chambers
534
J 15 1928
Taxing master to calculate liquidator's costs up to 30 Apr 1889
293
May 6 1889
Chambers
545
J 15 1928
Sale of 4 estates - see schedule
Walsh Hall & Co 294
May 10 1889 Appeal Motion
1100 J 15 1936
Walsh Hall Appeal denied - concerned 16 boxes of gold bars delivered to Yokohama
branch in Oct 1872 and 7 boxes delivered in Nov 1872
1889 B2
295 Trinity
Jun 18 1889 Chambers
752
J 15 1928
Assign claim against Corbet family in Ceylon in amount of Rs145,467 to Eastern
Produce and Estates Company for GBP50
296
Jun 25 1889 Chambers
883
J 15 1928
Special power of attorney granted to agent to complete conveyance of premises in Port
Louis (Mauritius) to New OBC as previously agreed
297
Jun 25 1889 Chambers
851
J 15 1928
Liquidator granted leave to complete conveyance of premises in Hiogo, Yokohama
(Japan) to New OBC as previously agreed
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298
Jun 25 1889 Chambers
851
J 15 1928
Special power of attorney granted to agent to complete conveyance of premises in
Colombo, Galle, Kandy, Jaffna (Ceylon) to New OBC as previously agreed
299
Jun 27 1889 Chambers
883
J 15 1928
Special power of attorney granted to agent to complete conveyance of premises in
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras to New OBC as previously agreed
300
Jul 5 1889
Chambers
900
J 15 1928
Approval to settle debt of Messrs. Adam for GBP1350 against owing of GBP1521.16.0
Bovanquet's
301
Jul 18 1889
Agreement
966
J 15 1928
Sale of estates in Ceylon for GBP13,500 - schedule
302
Jul 24 1889
Chambers
995
J 15 1928
Sale of 4800 shares in the Natal Central Sugar Company Limited (S. Africa) for
GBP20,000 - possible that sale was to David Dow, although unclear wording as some
words appear to be missing
303
Aug 1 1889
Chambers
1024
J 15 1929
Dividends to date of 18/9 to be retained for creditors who are also contributors not fully
paid
304
Jul 23 1889
Chambers
1011
J 15 1929
Claims of OBC against Gourrege family in amount of Rs315,000 to be transferred to
OBC Estates Co in satisfaction of other sums owing
305
Jun 26 1889 Adj. Summons
1011
J 15 1929
Reduction of taxing master's assessment
306
Aug 2 1889
Chambers
1010
J 15 1929
Not found - note page replaced
1889 B2
307 Michaelmas Nov 18 1889 Chambers
1431
J 15 1929
Remaining assets in Mauritius sold to Mauritius Estates Company for GBP34,600
308
Nov 29 1889 Chambers
1516
J 15 1930
Approving agreement with Oriental Transvaal Land and Exploration Company Ltd
309
Dec 3 1889
Chambers
2555 J 15 1943
Court approval to compromise claim of Messrs. A. de Lhoneux Linon et Cie. Of Namur,
Belgium in the amount of GBP5580.9.3 by payment of GBP300
Oswald's
310
Dec 13 1889 Conveyance
1604
J 15 1930
Approval to seal deeds of conveyance for Ceylon properties
Cheques for Final
311
Dec 14 1889 Dividend
1604
J 15 1930
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List of checks for branches to be remitted via OBC for final dividend - includes
Shanghai
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1890 B1
312 Hilary
Jan 14 1890
Chambers
6
J 15 1965
OBC estate to pay GBP85,000 to Assets Realization Company
313
Jan 10 1890
Chambers
21
J 15 1965
Payment of a sum of GBP5
314
Jan 17 1890
Chambers
49
J 15 1965
Assignment of various dividend claims to New OBC - no Shanghai
315
Feb 20 1890 Chambers
204
J 15 1965
Assignment of various dividend claims to Assets Realization Co (Ohio, Guernsey,
Calcutta, Bohemia )- no Shanghai ~25
316
Feb 25 1890 Chambers
68
J 15 1965
Dividends paid to creditors who are also outstanding contributors to be returned
317
Feb 27 1890 Chambers
229
J 15 1965
Final dividend of 9/0 in the pound to govt and colonial claims only - schedule
318
Feb 18 1890 Chambers
270
J 15 1965
Refund of called money to transferors of shares
1890 B1
319 Easter
May 6 1890
Chambers
521
J 15 1966
Taxing master to calculate liquidator's costs up to 30 Apr 1890
320
May 20 1890 Chambers
682
J 15 1966
Previous agreement to sell Ceylon lands for GBP13,500 confirmed
1890 B2
Trinity
NONE
1890 B2
321 Michaelmas Nov 4 1890
Balance
1333
J 15 1967
Order to contributor to pay balances due
322
Nov 11 1890 Chambers
1360
J 15 1967
Release of sums held by OBC (or which will be received) to the Assets Realization Co
under previous contracts
323
Nov 18 1890 Chambers
1374
J 15 1967
7th dividend of 1/0 in the pound, making 19/9 for all 7
324
Dec 9 1890
Chambers
1492
J 15 1967
Sale of Ralmahani Beddi estate in Ceylon for GBP750
1891 B1
325 Hilary
Feb 3 1891
Chambers
76
J 15 2001
Confirming previous contracts with David Dow (prob acquisition of S Africa stock)
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326
Mar 13 1891 Motion
277
J 15 2001
Liquidator to transfer GBP100,000 in consols to Assets Realization Co as security for
remaining claims against OBC; all other claims released
1891 B1
327 Easter
Apr 30 1891 Taxation &c
476
J 15 2001
Taxing master to calculate liquidators costs to 30 Apr 1891
1891 B2
Trinity
NONE
1891 B2
Michaelmas

NONE

1892 B1
328 Hilary
Jan 26 1892
v. Cordes / Chambers 26
J 15 2035
Attaching funds due from London Joint Stock Bank to Cordes in satisfaction of
judgment
329
Jan 25 1892
Chambers
130
J 15 2035
Not found
330
Feb 10 1892 v. Cordes / Garnishee 150
J 15 2035
Funds garnished
v. Cordes /
Judgement for
331
Jan 11 1892
Plaintiffs
213
J 15 2035
Final judgment in favor of OBC
v. Wallace /
332
Mar 25 1892 Documents
365
J 15 2035
OBC and Liquidator ordered to search and produce relevant documents
1892 B1
333 Easter
Apr 20 1892 Chambers
496
J 15 2035
Taxing master referred for matter of costs
1892 B2
334 Trinity
Jul 22 1892
Motion
1187
J 15 2037
OBC to transfer New Consols of GBP50,000 into joint custody with Assets Resolution
Co as security for costs during appeal of judgment to Privy Council
1892 B2
v. Wallace /
335 Michaelmas Nov 15 1892 Chambers
1366
J 15 2037
Not found
336
Dec 3 1892
Chambers
1412
J 15 2037
Order to pay dividends - sixth [note: should be 7th] dividend of 1/0
155

Index Book
Archive
&
Folio
Folio
No.
Sitting
Date
Index Notation
Writ. Prtd.
Ref.
1893 B1
337 Hilary
Feb 9 1893
Chambers
75
J 15 2068
Permission granted "to destroy all or any of the old books papers and other documents
which were not in use on or before the 3rd day of May 1884 the commencement of the
liquidation."
1893 B1
Easter
NONE
1893 B2
Trinity

NONE

1893 B2
Michaelmas

NONE

1894 B1
338 Hilary
Jan 26 1894
Chambers
23
Call for debtor to come before the court and be examined on his assets
1894 B1
Easter
NONE
1894 B2
Trinity

NONE

1894 B2
Michaelmas

NONE

Source: UK National Archives records.
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